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C H A P T E R 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 HISTORICAL NOTE 
The splitting of atomic spectral lines by a magnetic 
field was discovered by the Dutch physicist Pieter Zeeman in 
1896 on the D-lines of sodium (Na). It was quite soon realized 
that this splitting is due to the interaction of the magnetic 
moment associated with the valence electron in Na with the 
applied magnetic field. The effect of splitting of spectral 
lines by a magnetic field is called after him "Zeeman effect". 
The existence of a rotationally induced magnetic moment 
in molecules was recognized in the late twenties. It was be­
lieved that in Σ-molecules this moment is produced by the 
rotating nuclear charges in the molecule. Already in 1927 
Condon (CON 27) calculated this magnetic moment. The first ex­
perimental observations by Frisch and Stern (FRI 33) indicated, 
however, that in addition to the nuclear magnetic moment there 
exists a non neglegible rotationally induced electronic mag­
netic moment in spite of the fact that the net electronic 
angular momentum is zero in Σ-molecules. In fact both moments 
are of the same order of magnitude and the observed magnetic 
moment is the result of the near cancellation of these moments 
ás pointed out by Wick (WIC 33). A more general theory for the 
molecular magnetic moment was developed by Eshbach and 
Strandberg (ESH 52). The electronic contribution to the magnetic 
moment originates from the second order contribution of the 
electronic angular momentum. 
A second order Zeeman effect is due to the induced 
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magnetic moment of a molecule. The applied magnetic field 
disturbs the molecular charge distribution and gives thereby 
raise to an induced magnetic moment, which m turn reacts with 
the applied field. The induced magnetic moment depends linear­
ly on the applied field and can be described as a product of 
the field H and the magnetic susceptibility tensor χ. Magnetic 
susceptibilities in gases were already measured at the end of 
the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century in 
the so-called bulk experiments. These experiments yield values 
for the average magnetic susceptibility χ , a quantity that, 
generally cannot be measured in molecular transitions because 
of its independence of the rotational state of the molecule. 
The anisotropic part of the susceptibility, however, does 
depend upon the rotational quantum numbers and can be observed 
in rotational transitions. It is a small effect, about 100-1000 
times smaller than the first order effect at fields of about 
10 kG, and its observation requires a high field and/or a high 
resolution. 
Another important Zeeman interaction is the interaction 
of the magnetic field with the magnetic moments of the nuclei. 
The magnetic moments, however, are shielded from the applied 
field by the electrons surrounding the nuclei. The shielding 
σ is usually a very small tensorial effect. The determination 
of the shielding requires a high magnetic field, combined with 
a good experimental resolution. In rotational transitions 
mostly only the anisotropic shielding σ can be measured in 
electric dipole transitions, unless there is a strong hyper-
fine coupling in the molecule (see e.g. Sect.4.1.3), in which 
case both isotropic and anisotropic shielding can be 
observed. 
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The first microwave measurements on molecular Zeeman ef­
fect in rotational transitions were performed by Jen (JEN 48). 
These measurements yielded the magnetic moments for N O , NH, 
and OCS. In the following years measurements by microwave 
spectroscopy yielded magnetic moments of many molecules, but 
it lasted until 1967 before the first experimental observation 
of the molecular susceptibility anisotropy was reported by 
Huttner et al on formaldehyde (HUT 67). The Zeeman effect for 
a large number of diamagnetic molecules has been measured by 
Flygare and his collaborators (for a representative reference 
see FLY 70). The essential component of their spectrometer is 
a long absorption cell mounted in a six foot long electromagnet, 
which can reach a field of 30 kG over the full length. The ob­
servations yield rather accurate values for the magnetic 
moments and, less accurate, values for the susceptibility 
anisotropies· 
The same accuracy at a considerably lower field can also 
be achieved using molecular beam techniques, for example in a 
beam maser (VER 69) or in an electric beam resonance machine 
(LEE 71) at fields of only about 10 kG over a length of 10-20 
cm. 
The isotropic nuclear shielding has been observed in NMR 
experiments. The resolution in these experiments is very good 
(linewidth less than 10 Hz) even compared with the resolution 
in a beam machine (linewidth from 2-5 kHz), so that at rela­
tively low field (lOkG) shieldings can easily be observed to a 
good accuracy. The experiments, in general, give no information 
about the anisotropic shielding. In the past the only beam 
maser measurements have been performed on CF н by Kukolich 
(KUK 72) using a Bitter magnet of the Nat. Magnet. Lab. of 
M.I.T. at 98 kG. A rather accurate value for the anisotropic 
fluorine nuclear shielding was obtained. 
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The primary goal of the present investigation was to ob­
tain detailed information on the weak Zeeman interactions, 
especially those involving the susceptibility and the nuclear 
shielding. Although for many molecules the susceptibilities 
were measured, the values were rather inaccurate to deduce 
from it the molecular quadrupole moment Θ. This moment plays 
an important role in intermolecular interaction in gases and 
liquids. Moreover it is a property that can be obtained by 
theorists in ab-inition calculations. As will be shown in 
Sect. 5.1 the molecular quadrupole moment can be obtained from 
the molecular susceptibility and the magnetic moment. The 
nuclear shielding is the sum of a dia- and a paramagnetic 
term. The paramagnetic term can be calculated from the spin-
rotation constant, which can be measured in zero magnetic field. 
The diamagnetic shielding depends strongly upon the electronic 
charge distribution in the vicinity of the nucleus. This con­
stant can also be obtained in ab-initio calculations. It is a 
well-known fact that the molecular properties such as the qua­
drupole moment and the nuclear diamagnetic susceptibility are 
much more sensitive to the electronic wavefunction calculated 
by ab-initio methods than the total energy. Hence these 
quantities are a much better test upon the reliability of the 
calculated electronic wavefunctions. 
Our experiments were mainly focussed on two important 
classes of molecules, the symmetric tops of the form XY.., and 
the internal rotors. For the latter category no Zeeman mea­
surements were performed until now, although at the moment 
these molecules are of great interest for theoretists. The 
reason why the Zeeman effect of these molecules has not been examined 
is probably due to the complexity of their spectra in absorption 
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measurements thereby making their interpretation almost im­
possible. 
It has been pointed out that the observation of the weak 
Zeeman interactions require a high field and/or a high reso­
lution. The latter condition is statisfied in a beam maser. An 
outline of this spectrometer is given in Sect. 1.2, more details 
in Chap. 2. To reach the desired magnetic field we had two 
magnets at our disposal: a polar C-type magnet for the low 
field measurements (up to 8.7 kG) and an axial superconducting 
solenoid type magnet for the high fields (up to 70 kG). 
1.2 The beam maser 
The linewidth of the spectral lines is determined by the 
resolution of the spectrometer. The most important contribution 
to the linewidth is the collision and Doppler broadening. In a 
beam maser this broadening is completely removed by using a 
molecular beam. The molecular beam is formed in an effuser or 
nozzle source and is then passed through a region where a 
transition is induced. 
The price one has to pay for the gain in resolution is a 
considerable loss in signal to noise (S/N) ratio. At a normal 
18 pumping speed the beam flux is about 10 particles per second. 
A higher flux will cause scattering of the beam particles with 
the dispersed particles. In order to obtain a reasonable 
20 S/N-ratio in the spectrometer sketched above a flux of 10 
particles per second is required. The reason for this high flux 
is that, as in gas absorption measurements, the intensity of 
the microwave signal is determined by the difference in occu­
pation of the levels involved in a transition. If η be the 
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number of particles in the upper state and η the number of 
particles in the lower state, then, in thermal equilibrium, 
the occupation difference is given by 
n2 - ni = Ш ni ( 1 · 1 ) 
where h is Planck's constant, к is Boltzmann's constant, Τ the 
absolute temperature and ν the level separation in Hz. The 
power absorbed by the beam is approximately 
Ρ = (n - n2) hv Ρ 
where Ρ is the transition probability between the two states. 
Substituting Eq (1.1) gives 
2 2 
P =
 -kï-niP12 t1·2' 
For a spectrometer with a minimum detectable power of 10 W 
20 
a total molecular flow of 10 mol/s (DYM 76) is required, if 
the fractional occupation of level one and the beam divergence 
is taken into account for a temperature of 300 K. 
Consequently a way has to be found to increase the rela-
tive population difference, or what comes to the same, to ob-
tain a non-thermal population in the beam. The non-thermal 
population is achieved by passing the molecules through a 
region, where a strong field gradient perpendicular to the 
beam exists. In the case of polar molecules a gradient in an 
electric field is required. If r be the distance to the beam 
axis and E(r) the electric field at r, then the force acting 
upon the molecules is 
3W ЭЕ ,, ,. 
F
r
 =
 - 3 ¥ 37 ( 1 · 3 ) 
where W(E) is the Stark energy of the molecule in the field E. 
In the simplest case the states involved in an electric dipole 
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transition repell each other. This means that for the upper 
level 3W/3E>0 and for the lower level 3W/3E<0. If 3E/3r>0 
then the molecules in the upper level experience a force 
towards the beam axis and consequently these molecules are 
focussed onto the cavity, and the molecules of the lower level 
are defocussed. If 3E/3r<0 the situation is reversed. The 
different action of the force F upon upper and lower level is 
called state selection and the device that effects the state 
selection is called state selector. In Fig. 1 .1 the action of 
the state selector is clearly demonstrated. In the ideal case 
when all molecules of the upper level are focussed and all 
molecules of the lower level are defocussed the gain in popu­
lation difference is JcT/hv as is immediately seen from Eq (1.2). 
At room temperature this is about 300 for a frequency of 20 GHz. 
The focussed molecules pass through a transition region, 
usually a microwave cavity. The molecules make a transition 
if the frequency in the cavity corresponds with the level 
separation of an allowed transition. In a properly designed 
spectrometer the linewidth is determined by the transit time 
of the molecules through the transition region and to some 
extent by the field distribution in the cavity. For a cavity 
resonating in the TM mode the linewidth Δν for a monochroma­
tic beam is given by 
Δν = 0.9 ^ (1.4) 
where ν is the velocity of the molecule and L the length of the 
cavity. For a derivation of this formula see e.g. (RAM 56). 
For a cavity of 16 cm of length and a beam velocity of 600 m/s 
the linewidth in Eq (1.4) is about 50 times smaller than in 
gas absorption experiments at pressures of 10 Torr. 
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State selector Cavity 
Diffusion pump 
FIG.1.1 Schematic diagram of a beam maser spectrometer. 
The straight and the dashed curve represent the 
trajectory of a molecule in the upper and the 
lower state, respectively. 
The apparatus described in this section is known as a 
molecular beam maser. In the original maser developed by 
Gordon et al (GOR 54) state selection was achieved by an 
electrostatic quadrupole. In the present experiment a hexapole 
is used, its cross section is depicted in Fig. 2.2. The elec­
tric field in a hexapole reaches a maximum between the rods, so 
ЭЕ/ЭгХЭ. Although until now little state selection is performed 
using selectors with 9E/3r<0, we believe that these selectors 
are sometimes preferable in case of a poor Stark effect. A 
schematic diagram of a beam maser showing the principle com­
ponents of the spectrometer as discussed in this section is 
given in Fig. 1.1. To observe the molecular Zeeman effect the 
cavity is placed in a magnetic field. 
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C H A P T E R 2 
EXPERIMENT 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Both zero field and Zeeman measurements were performed 
in a beam-maser spectrometer. The present machine is a modifi-
cation of the apparatus described by Verhoeven (VER 69). In 
this Chapter we discuss only the modifications dictated by the 
present experiment (Sect. 2.2). 
The Zeeman measurements were performed in two different 
magnets. For the low field experiments a C-type electromagnet 
(Bruker Physik) was used. Details of this magnet are given by 
de Leeuw (LEE 71). Its maximum field is about 8.7 kG, the homo-
-4 
geneity is better than 10 over a length of 20 cm. The deter-
mination of weaker effects, such as the molecular susceptibi-
lity and the nuclear magnetic shielding, requires often a 
higher field. To perform these measurements a superconducting 
magnet was used. It is described in Sect. 2.3. The maximum 
allowed field is about 70 kG, the homogeneity is, however, 
only 10 over a length of 17 cm. 
The experiments were usually carried out in two steps. In 
the first step measurements were performed at low magnetic 
fields, followed by the high field measurements in the second 
step. Although high field measurements give more information 
about the weaker effects, the larger magnetic effects can more 
accurately be determined in the conventional magnet because 
of its higher homogeneity. Another reason to perform low field 
measurements is, that without any knowledge of the Zeeman 
© © ® © © ® © © ®©@ ® 
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FIG. 2.1 The beam maser Zeeman spectrometer for high field experiments. 
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spectrum a search for lines at high fields becomes time con­
suming (high field effects can be large) and consequently ex­
pensive, because of a considerable helium consumption. 
2.2 THE BEAM-MASER ZEEMAN SPECTROMETER 
A cross sectional view of the spectrometer used for high 
field experiments is shown in Fig. 2.1. The vacuum system is 
divided into two chambers. The first (nozzle) chamber, housing 
the nozzle and the skimmer is pumped by a 3000 1/s oil dif­
fusion pump. The bore of the superconducting magnet forms an 
integral part of the second (main) chamber. This chamber con­
tains the beam chopper, the state selector and the microwave 
cavity. It is pumped by two baffled 1000 1/s oil diffusion 
pumps. Additional pumping is achieved by a liquid nitrogen trap. 
2.2.1 The source 
In most experiments the beam source was a nozzle source. 
The nozzle itself was a hole in a thin (0.05 mm) brass or 
aluminium foil. Typical diameters of the hole were from 60 to 
150 μπι. The backing pressure of the nozzle ranged from about 
200 Torr to 1 atm. For liquids this pressure was reached by 
heating the liquid container and the nozzle feed pipe, which 
was surrounded by a jacket. Heating was achieved by a water or 
oil bath thermostat, which could be stabilized in the tempera­
ture range from 20 - 200 C. The pressure in the source chamber 
-4 
was between 1 and 5 χ 10 Torr. The molecular beam is formed 
by the skimmer (opening 0 1mm) mounted on the flange separating 
the source and the main chamber. The nozzle-skimmer distance 
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could be varied from 0 to 20 mm. 
The advantages of nozzle beams compared to effusive beams 
have been discussed by Reinartz (REI 76). An extension of this 
technique is the use of seeded beams. The principle of seeding 
is, that the sample gas is mixed with a gas with low number of 
internal degrees of freedom, usually a noble gas. Due to the 
few internal degrees of freedom of the foreign gas the rota­
tional cooling in the expansion at the nozzle can be very large. 
If in the mixture an overdose (90% or more) of the foreign gas is 
used, the rotational temperature in the molecular beam will be 
determined by the foreign gas temperature. In our laboratory 
experiments with this technique were performed by ter Horst 
(HOR 76) on OCS-Ar mixtures. The observed rotational tempera­
ture due to the argon cooling was 4 K. The advantage of low 
rotational temperatures is that the lower J-states become much 
better populated. The seeded beam method has been used in the 
present work for the J = 2 -»• 1 transition in fluoroform. 
К 1 1 
Using a mixture of 10% fluoroform and 90% argon an increase in 
(S/N)-ratio by a factor of three was obtained as compared to a 
pure fluoroform beam under the same conditions. More details 
about the seeded beam technique can be found in the reference 
cited. 
For the measurements on hydrogen peroxide the gas feed had 
to be made out of glass, because metal surfaces act as a cata­
lyzer for the reaction H O ->• H O + 0. The pressure in the 
feed line of 2 Torr was equal to the vapour pressure of hydro­
gen peroxyde at room temperature. At such low pressures nozz-
ling is not possible. The molecules entered the source chamber 
via a hole (0 1 mm) at the end of the feed line. The observed 
S/N-ratio appeared to be sufficient for our purposes. More 
details can be found in (ELL 75). 
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2.2.2 The state selector 
As discussed in Sect. 1.2 state selection of the beam 
molecules is the basic condition for the operation of a beam-
maser. In all experiments it was achieved by means of an 
electrostatic hexapole. Its cross section is depicted in Fig. 
2.2. The distance between the rods is 4 mm., their length is 
40 cm. 
FIG. 2.2 Cross section of the state selector z-axis out of 
paper a = 4 mm. 
The action of the state selector is described in Sect. 1.2 in 
the case of an "ideal" Stark effect. A good example is OH (MEU 76), 
where A-doublet states have a Stark effect making a complete 
state selection feasible. In many case, however, the Stark 
effect is not so favourable. In Fig. 2.3 the Stark effect is 
22 
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FIG. 2.3 Stark effect in CH^Cl for the J =1 
3 K o 
E-^KV/cm 
state. The 
energy is given in GHz relative to 26000 MHz. 
shown of the (upper) J„-'l rotational state of CH,C1. It is 
K o 3 
seen that the (F,|MJ) = (1/2,1/2) and (5/2,3/2) hyperfine 
levels are focussed, because they have positive Stark effect. 
All other levels of the J =1 state are defocussed. A similar 
К о 
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behaviour shows the Stark effect of the J = 4 level of SO., 
τ
 —
 4 2 
where the states with M =0 and +1 are focussed, while all 
J ·" 
others M states are defocussed. 
A poor Stark effect may cause irregularities in the po­
pulation of the hyperfine sublevéis of a focussed state. In a 
simple picture one might assume that the population of the 
hyperfine levels can easily be found by following the levels 
from their position in the state selector field adiabatically 
to zero field. However, it has already been pointed out by 
Majorana (MAJ 32) that in the rapidly decreasing field expe-
rienced by the molecules on leaving the selector transitions 
between the hyperfine levels can be induced. These transitions 
are called the Majorana transitions. Because the electric di-
pole moment of the molecule in the absence of magnetic fields 
is always directed along the electric field only ΔΜ =0 
F 
transitions will occur. 
A good example for the experimental evidence of Majorana 
transitions is the J = 1 -»-0 transition in fluoroform. The 
К о о 
Stark effect is, just as in the case of methyl chloride, such 
that certain hyperfine sublevéis are depopulated by the action 
of the selector. Measurements by Reijnders et al (REY 74), 
however, show unambiguously that all sublevéis are occupied, 
thereby clearly illustrating that Majorana transitions occurred. 
In the case of methyl chloride however, the depopulated levels 
were not observed, evidently no Majorana transitions happened. 
The reason is that in fluoroform the distance between the hy-
perfine levels is about 30 kHz, while in methyl chloride this 
distance is about 30 MHz, making Majorana transitions quite 
improbable. In CH CI also the protons contribute to the hyper-
fine structure, but this effect is rather small. For the F=5/2 
24 
sublevel the splitting due to the total proton spin I is about 
H 
15 kHz. Yet within this sublevel no transitions from the 
focussed M = + 3/2 to the defocussed M = + 5/2 or + 1/2 can 
occur, since these transitions would violate the selection 
rule ΔΜ =0. So the (F,M )=(5/2,+3/2) levels must adiabatically 
pass in to the zero field hyperfine levels. It appears that in 
this way only two of the four possible hyperfine levels be­
come occupied. This explains, why in Table 4.8 the other two 
levels are not occupied in spite of the small distance to occu­
pied levels. 
The maximum frequency the Majorana transitions can bridge, 
depends upon the rate at which the state selector field falls 
off when the molecules leave the selector. This field gradient 
depends upon the geometry of the apparatus. For a state se­
lector in free space the decay is almost exponential. In our 
case the distance between the state selector and the cavity 
was very large (15 to 20 cm) compared to the radius of the 
selector (4 mm). When this distance approaches the selector 
radius, the decay of the electrostatic field is much sharper. 
In that case the founer transform of the decreasing field 
contains higher frequencies. This is probably the reason why 
Kukolich (KUK 72a) did observe a maser signal from the F = 3/2 
sublevel. 
In SO„ the "hyperfine" structure originates from the 
Zeeman effect. Only the highest M levels of the upper J = 4 . 
state are populated by adiabatic passage from the high field 
to the low field levels. Here again the other levels cannot 
be occupied by Majorana transitions because of selection rules. 
This is the reason, why in the experiment of Reijnders these 
lines were not observed m spite of the small distance between 
cavity and state selector (see REY 71). 
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2.2.3 The state "scrambler" and state "crosser" 
The determination of all the coupling constants that 
describe the hyperfine structure of a rotational transition 
makes it prerequisite that transitions are observed from all 
the hyperfine sublevéis allowed from the upper rotational 
state. In the previous section we saw that in certain mole-
cules state selection depopulates some of these levels and so 
a way must be found to repopulate them. 
Repopulation can be achieved by simply shortening the 
distance between the selector and the cavity as was pointed out 
in the previous section in the case of methyl chloride. This 
method however fails in several cases as discussed for SO . 
Another way is to induce transitions between the hyperfine 
levels. These transitions are usually in the RF region and on-
ly allowed in an external (static) electric field. Therefore 
a setup was made as shown in Fig. 2.4. It consists of two 
parallel conducting plates, the upper one of them is cut into 
two parts. The slit between the parts is in the direction of 
the molecular beam; the two parts are connected by a resistor 
R, and one of the parts is connected with the lower plate via 
a condensor C. Between the two plates exists a dc voltage, which 
gives an electric field between the plates perpendicular to 
the molecular beam. One of the parts of the upper plate is con-
nected to an RF power supply. The field lines of the RF-electric 
field are rather complicated, they make various angles with the 
dc field, such that both ΔΜ=0 and ΔΜ=+1 transitions can occur. 
The setup will be referred to as the scrambler. The scrambler 
was used in several cases and proved to work statisfactory if 
the RF frequency did not approach the intermediate frequency of 
(a) top view 
CN 
(b) side view 
С 
Φ 
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the superheterodyne detector, which was 30 MHz. A good example 
is the J,,= 1 -> 0 transition in fluoroform in a maqnetic 
К о о * 
field of 8kG. The upper part of the spectrum could be measured 
directly on the recorder, while the lower part required a re-
population by the scrambler (see Fig. 4.1). 
In the case of SO„ repopulation of the Zeeman levels was 
achieved by applying a dc electric field parallel to the applied 
magnetic field. By the state selection only the M = -4, -3 and 
J 
-2 levels of the rotational J = 4 . state are populated as can 
be seen from adiabatic passage for this state in a similar way 
as shown in Fig. 2.3 for CH Cl. A repopulation of the depleted 
levels can be achieved by varying the electric field. This is 
due to the fact that in case that electric and magnetic field 
are parallel the projection of the angular momentum J on this 
axis is conserved. The 4 -state has linear Zeeman and quadratic 
Stark effect. In Fig. 2.5 the Stark effect of this state in a 
(constant) magnetic field of 4 kG is shown. It is seen from this 
figure that several crossings between the M -sublevéis appear. 
In the selected beam only the three highest M -sublevéis are 
occupied. By adjusting the electric field these levels can be 
made to cross a depleted level. In such a crossing both M 
J 
levels are indistinguishable, so that if the time the molecule 
remains in this situation is sufficiently long, both M levels 
J 
have the same probability. In our experiment the length over 
which the electric field exists was θ cm and appeared to be long 
enough to observe the crossings indicated by a square in Fig. 
2.5. 
2.2.4 The cavity 
In most experiments·cylindrical TM -cavities were used. 
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FIG. 2.5 Stark effect of the 4 level· of SO in a magnetic 
field of 4 kG. The electric field is parallel to the 
magnetic field. 
The M = -4, -3 and -2 levels are populated by the 
J 
State-selector;a square denotes an observed crossing 
in the state зсгшаЫег ; all frequencies are in 
MHz relative to ν . 
о 
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Tuning was achieved thermally by means of oil or water flowing 
through a jacket surrounding the cavity. Because of the limited 
space in the region of the magnetic field of the superconduc­
ting magnet (only 65 mm) coupling of the waveguide to the ca­
vity could not be done in the usual way (BLU 68). The coupling 
arrangements are shown in Fig. 2.6. The waveguide is parallel 
to the cavity axis and its broad side is soldered onto the 
cavity. At the end the waveguide makes a so called "mitered" 
corner of 90 . 
This manner of coupling was statisfactory for frequencies 
between 10 and 30 GHz. In many cases this coupling was even 
stronger than the coupling in the old way (ELL 73). For high 
frequencies, for instance the J = 2 -*• 1 transition in CF H 
IC 1 1 3 
at 41 GHz, an adjustable plunger had to be put into the wave­
guide to achieve optimum coupling*. 
For TM-modes the electric field is parallel to the cavity 
axis and hence parallel to the field of the superconducting 
magnet. In this case only ΔΜ=0 transitions can be observed. In 
some cases it is necessary to measure ΔΜ = +1 transitions as 
F -
well. Then use must be made of TE-cavities, in which the elec­
tric field is perpendicular to the d.c. magnetic field. The 
cavity used for the J = 2 -»• 2 transition in NH was a 
TE type cavity. Its construction is shown in Fig. 2.6. 
2.3 THE SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET 
2.3.1 Teahniaal properties 
The superconducting magnet was constructed by the British 
* In fact the waveguide ends in a T. The cavity is mounted in 
one arm of the T, while the adjustable plunger is in the 
other arm of the T. 
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FIG. 2.6a) Coupling to TM cavity. 
b) Coupling to ТЕ cavity. PL is an adjustable plunger. 
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Oxygen Company. It is a niobium-titanium solenoid, which be­
comes superconducting at temperatures below 9 K. The supercon­
ducting wire consists of a copper matrix with more than 60 
Nb-Ti filaments each less than 25 ym in diameter. A cross 
sectional view of the magnet is depicted in Fig. 2.7. The 
solenoid is mounted in a liquid helium cryostat, which can 
contain 25 1 of liquid helium. The cryostat is placed in a 
-4 
vacuum chamber, which is at a pressure of 10 Torr. To mini­
mize radiation losses, the cryostat is surrounded by copper 
shields cooled by liquid nitrogen. These shields are in turn 
surrounded by the so-called super insulation foil to reduce 
radiation losses to the room temperature wall. 
The magnet can operate in the so-called persistent current 
mode. The switching circuit for this mode is depicted in Fig. 
2.8. When the magnet is cooled down the whole system is super­
conducting. The magnet cannot be charged, because all current 
fed to the magnet will flow through the line Α-B; the large 
self inductance of the coil (18 ri) resists charging at any 
reasonable rate. When the heater is switched on, the tempera­
ture in the line AB becomes higher than 9 К making AB resis­
tive. Now the current will flow through the coil, because this 
has zero resistance. A part of the current, however, will still 
flow through AB, because a charge current I(t) will cause a 
voltage across the magnet equal to L.dl/dt, where L is the 
self inductance of the coil. This voltage should be kept low 
because of a possible damage of the AB resistive line. In 
practice dl/dt = 83 mA/s. When the desired current is reached, 
the heater is turned off and AB becomes superconducting again. 
If now the current through the leads is decreased the current 
through AB will increase because the coil itself resists against 
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FIG. 2.7 Cross sectional view of the superconducting magnet. 
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FIG. 2.8 Principle of the thermoswitch. 
Α-B switch 
C-D heater 
Ε-F magnet terminals 
L inductance of magnet coil 
a change in current. Finally the current through the leads 
reaches zero and the current through AB is equal to the current 
through the coil and the magnet is said to be in the persistent 
current mode. The line AB is called thermoswitch. 
The maximum current in the coil is 100 A. The stored 
energy in the magnet is then 90 kJ. In case of a quench or a 
disconnection of the current leads while the magnet is charging 
or discharging, very large voltages will suddenly be developed 
destroying the superconducting switch. Moreover these voltages 
are very dangerous. To dissipate the freecoming energy and to 
decrease the voltages a thyristor controlled safety circuit 
constructed in our laboratory was mounted on the top of the 
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dewar. The electronic diagram is shown in Fig. 2.9. If the 
voltage between the magnet terminals increases above 10 V, the 
thyristors become conducting and all energy is dissipated in 
them. The thyristors used are the 71 RC 60 A thyristors which 
can stand a continuous current of 110 A at a voltage of 2 V. 
The peak current of the thyristors is 1000 A. 
FIG. 2.9 Thyristor safety circuit; E and F are magnet 
terminals. 
2.3.2 Measurement of the magnet-La field 
The maximum field on the axis of the superconducting 
magnet is 70 kG at a current of 102.2 A. The quench field is 
not known exactly because the magnet has not been tested for a 
quench. It is expected that the quench field is between 72 and 
74 kG. The homogeneity of the field is better than 10 in the 
axial direction over a length of 17 cm. The radial homogeity is 
-4 better than 10 over 6 mm radial distance. A plot of the 
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magnetic field at 70 kG along the axis of the magnet bore as 
measured by means of a Hall probe is shown in Fig. 2.10. This 
plot is measured by the manufacturers at the B.O.C, factory. 
The cheapest and yet very accurate way to measure the 
field is by means of a flux meter. If a probe coil with η turns 
and an effective diameter ρ is placed in a variable magnetic 
field H(t), the voltage between the terminals is given by 
v1(t) = ηπρ
2
 | | 1 (2-1) 
where H. is the component of H^  perpendicular to the cross 
sectional surface of the coil. Integrating this voltage with 
an RC-time integrator gives 
2 
V
o
( t ) =
·6 RC ν τ ) ( ί τ = ^ ІЕ - (H(t)-H(O)) (2-2) 
If we move the probe from a place where the magnetic field is 
zero and start the integrator when moving the probe to the 
center of the magnet, then the output voltage of the integrator 
is proportional to the magnetic field. However since the in­
tegrator integrates all voltages, special care must be taken 
with respect to thermo voltages, which are usually in the order 
of microvolts. The thermo voltages can be reduced by making 
the number of solderings and contact points as small as pos­
sible. The other possibility is to make v. large with respect 
to these voltages by increasing ρ or n. The maximum value of 
ρ and n, however, depends upon the given geometry; in our 
case η = 500 and ρ = 8mm ; therewith field measurements with an 
4 
accuracy of 1 part in 10 at a measuring time of approximately 
three minutes could readily be performed. This accuracy is 10 
times better than the homogeneity of the magnetic field. The 
probe was calibrated against an NMR probe at a field of 10 kG. 
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2. 3. 3 The homogeneity 
The homogeneity of the magnetic field was measured by the 
manufacturer (B.O.C.) of the magnet using a Hall probe (Fig.2.10) 
However a more direct test is provided by measuring the line 
broadening of the Zeeman transitions due to the inhomogeneous 
field. Calculations on time dependent wavefunctions show, that 
the line broadening due to the magnetic field does not depend 
upon the position of the energy levels, but only upon the 
frequency shift of the Zeeman line with respect to the corres-
ponding hyperfine line. For second order effect the relative 
69 5 
10 distance along 
axis (cm) 
FIG. 2.10 The homogeneity of the magnetic field at 70 kG. 
The distance along the axis is measured with respect 
to the center of the magnet. 
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effect of the inhomogeneity is twice as large as the relative 
effect for linear Zeeman terms. Most of the present experiments 
were done using TM cavities. In such cavities the stimulating 
electric field is parallel to the axis of the cavity. Also the 
dc magnetic field is parallel to this axis, such that only 
ΔΜ =0 transitions can occur. In the case that the molecular 
g-factor of upper and lower level are comparable the Zeeman 
splittings are rather small. For the molecules studied in 
TM cavities the line shift due to the Zeeman effect was 
usually not more than about 200 kHz. So the increase in line-
width due to the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field is about 
200 Hz for linear effects and 400 Hz for quadratic effects, 
provided the full shift is caused by these effects ; these 
increase in linewidth is negligible compared to the experimen­
tal linewidth. 
For the 2 -*• 2- transition of ammonia a TE cavity was 
used to observe ΔΜ = +1 transitions. The splittings were in the 
order of 30 MHz so a considerable line broadening might be ex­
pected. The observed single lines of that spectrum were about 
35 kHz wide as compared to a field free linewidth of 7-Θ kHz. 
2.4 THE SIGNAL DETECTOR 
The signal emitted by the molecules making a microwave 
-12 
transition is in the order of 10 W. The stimulating power is 
-9 
in the order of 10 W. At these power levels a good signal to 
noise ratio can only be achieved by using superheterodyne 
detection. In all experiments a two klystron superheterodyne 
detection system was employed. The scheme is depicted in Fig. 
2.11. The output power of a frequency stabilized signal oscil­
lator (S.O.) is sent to the microwave cavity, where it produces 
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a stimulating field. The reflected power is transmitted to a 
crystal diode and mixed with the output of the local oscillator 
(L.O.)f which is kept at a frequency 30 MHz higher than the 
S.O.-signal. The 30 MHz component at the mixer crystal is 
amplified, demodulated and applied to a lock-in amplifier. The 
output of the lock-in is fed to a recorder or a computer of 
average transients (C.A.T.). In some measurements only one 
klystron at the desired frequency was available. This klystron 
was then used as local oscillator. The signal power was emitted 
by the second or third harmonic of a klystron with lower fre-
quency produced in a harmonic generator. The power in these 
harmonics (at 200mW fundamental power) was sufficient to 
saturate the transitions. 
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C H A P T E R 3 
THEORY 
This chapter is divided in three sections. In the first section 
we apply the method developed by Anderson and Ramsey (AND 66) 
for the symmetrization of the hyperfme and Zeeman hamiltonian 
to symmetrie rotors of the XY -type. The second section contains 
the discussion of the Zeeman effect of the asymmetric rotor. In 
the last section the Zeeman hamiltonian for an internal rotor 
is derived. 
3.1 Syrmetrio top molecules 
The advantage of symmetrization of the hyperfme hamil­
tonian has first been recognized by Anderson and Ramsey (AND 66) 
for tetrahedral molecules. This theory has been extended and 
generalized by Yi, Ozier and Anderson (YI 68) and by Ozier 
Crapo and Lee (OZI 68). The method however was only applied to 
spherical top molecules. In some special cases the theory was 
used for C. molecules (WOF 70). 3v 
In this section the method of symmetrization of the hyper-
fine and Zeeman hamiltonian is applied to general С type 
molecules of the form XY or XAY , where A denotes a nucleus 
with zero magnetic moment on the symmetry axis. 
The geometry of the XAY -molecule is given in Fig. 3.1. 
The AX-axis is a threefold symmetry axis and each XAY plane is 
a plane of symmetry. We call the AX axis the c-axis and choose 
the b-axis perpendicular to the c-axis m one of the symmetry 
planes. The a-axis is chosen such that the abc-reference system 
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FIG. 3.1 The XAY_symmetric top molecule. For clarity the 
origin of the molecule fixed reference system is 
translated to the plane of the Y atoms. 
is a right handed one. We call this system the molecule fixed 
reference system. 
The invariance group of the molecule is now 
C3v = {1'C3c'C3c'CJa'<TaC3c'aaC3c} (3.1) 
where C. is an (active) rotation about the c-axis over 2ir/3, 3c 
and σ a reflection in the bc-plane. It is easy to see that 
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the elements of the C, set constitute a group. 3v 
The synunetry operations of the С group permute the iden­
tical Y-nuclei. There is a one to one correspondence between 
the permutations of the Y-nuclei and the symmetry operations. 
For the situation of Fig. 3.1 we have 
С :Y -»· Y ; Y -»• Y ; Y -»• Y 3c 1 3' 2 1' 3 2 
in short (132) (3.2) 
a
a
 : (23) 
The group of permutations of the three Y-nuclei is called the 
symmetric group of order three S . In total 
S 3 = {1,(132),(123),(23),(13),(12)} (3.3) 
3.1.1 The wavefunction 
The molecular wavefunction u is a function of the elec­
tronic and nuclear spatial and spin coordinates. In the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation the function u can be written as 
u = Φ . Φ . , (3.4) 
el nucí' 
where Ψ , and Ψ , is the electronic and nuclear part of the 
el nucl 
total wavefunction respectively. We assume that the electronic 
function is known. The nuclear wavefunction can be written as 
nucí vib rot 
where Φ is the rotational, Φ ., the vibrational and χ is the 
rot vib 
nuclear spin wavefunction. This decoupling into a vibrational 
and rotational part of the nuclear function is only valid in the 
absence of vibration rotation coupling. Assuming that the mol­
ecule is in the vibrational ground state we only consider the 
function 
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Φ = *
r o t X (3.6) 
(a) The rotational wave f unction 
Symmetry shows that the moments of inertia for the XAY -
molecule about the a and b-axes are equal. Consequently the 
rotational hamiltonian is 
K1 . = A J 2 + (C-Α) J 2 (3.7) 
rot с 
where Jf'N+L is the total angular momentum of the molecule, N 
is the nuclear and L the electronic contribution to it; A and 
С is the rotational constant about the a and c-axis respec­
tively. We assume that the molecule is in the electronic ground 
state in which case <L> = 0 and hence (in zeroth order) <N> = <J>. 
The hamiltonian of Eq.(3.7) is invariant under any rotation 
about the molecular symmetry axis and under a rotation over π 
about an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis. The invariance 
group is the D - group. The solutions of the Schrôdinger 
equation 
JC Φ = Ε Φ 
rot rot rot rot 
are the well known symmetric top eigenfunctions. If Ψ,ιί and φ 
are the Euler angles of the molecule, then we have in the con­
vention of Edmonds (EDM 57) 
*
rot0M.*) -^^Ψ^Ι*.*.*) (3.8a) 
E ^ = AJ(J+1) + (C-A)K (3.8b) 
rot 
J = 0,1,2, . . . 
К = +J, + (J-1) , . . . , 0 (3.-8c) 
M = +J,+(J-1), . . . , 0 
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a. (J) 
In Eq.(3.8a) thecö" are the matrix elements of the J-th irre-
ducible representation of the threedimensional rotation group 
S0(3) on the basis of the spherical harmonic functions. For a 
given rotational energy E we have 2(2J+1) rotational wave-
functions. The hamiltonian of Eq.(3.7) is not only invariant 
under the D^-group but also under inversion at the origen. The 
inversion operator u, commutes with any rotation, and from the 
parity of the spherical harmonics follows 
Λ Ό δ ^ [№) = (-l)Jo8-(^(^V) (3.9) 
MK MK 
The factor (-1) is the parity of the c9"
w
i function. 
MK 
(b) The spin function 
Let I be the angular momentum associated with the K-th 
К 
nucleus and 
І23 - І2 + h 
ІТ =i.23 +Il 
(3.10) 
then the basisfunctions can be written as 
xi23 ( I T ' V " I ' b W i W
 ( 3
·
1 1 ) 
2 2 2 2 2 i.e. eigenfunctions of the 1 , 1 » , I , I , I and I operators; 
J. <i J ¿ j J. ±z 
I =1 =1 =1 is the spin of the Y-nucleus. 
For a given I and M there will in general be a number of 
possible basis functions depending on I9,. Let V be the space 
spanned by these functions. Under the permutations in Eq.(3.3) 
the vector I, always transforms into itself. So I and M are 
conserved under S . The permutations therefore cause a one to 
one mapping of the space V onto itself. The so formed represen-
tation of S is in general reducible. The characters of the 
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irreducible representations of S are given in Table 3.1, and 
from the basis functions in Eq. (3.11) linear combinations can 
be formed, which transform under S- as one of the irreducible 
representations. The new basis functions are defined as 
¿ ^ W = S 2 3 C J!I 2 3 XI 2 3 ( I T'V и-1- ·· - "τς* <3·12> 
Where Γ can be A ,A or Ε; ξ is one for the A and A repre­
sentations and can take the values 1 and 2 for the Ε-type re­
presentation; Up. can be zero. 
S 3 
A l 
A 2 
E 
1 
1 
1 
2 
(123) 
1 
1 
-1 
(23) 
1 
-1 
0 
Table 3.1 Character table of S . 
ΓΕ 
We note that the coefficients с. do not depend upon 
3
' 23 M as can be seen by applying the I operators. The matrix of 
t Γξ - -
the c. is unitary. 
From Table 3-1 we see that for all pes 
A A 
PXj = Xj (3.13a) 
A2 Ρ A2 
PXj = (-1) Xj (3.13b) 
where Ρ is zero or one depending on whether ρ is even or odd 
E l Б 2 
respectively. On the two dimensional {χ.' , χ.' } 
(132)- e
2wi/3
 0 (23)-
-2ТГІ/ЗІ 
с:) (3.13c) 
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The representation of the other permutations on this basis can 
be found by expressing them as a product of these two basic 
operations. The coefficients c. are discussed in Appendix 
3
'
τ23 
(a) The total wavefunation 
The total wavefunction must obey the Pauli exclusion 
principle under an interchange of two identical Y-nuclei. Con­
sider a (J,+K) rotational level. First assume K^O. Without loss 
of generality we may take К > 0. 
The spin function can belong to A , A or E syrametry. 
We shall treat these cases here separately. 
I. Spin function of A symmetry 
For a given I_ and M_ we have the basis functions 4
 Τ Τ 
A A 
{|JKMX. >, |j-KMx. >} (3.14) 
where M = -J, . . ., J and j=l, . . ., η . 
Al 
The two independent symmetry operations of the С -group 
are С and σ . Expressed in the Euler angles Φ,Ο and Ψ we 
have 
C , : Ψ -> Ψ,<? •+ & , φ •+ φ + 2-іг/З je 
However σ is not a rotation, but a reflection. We have 
σ =
<
5c_ and 
a 2a 
С : ψ -> ψ + π,ι? -*• π - #, ψ -> 2π-φ 
¿3ί 
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Because of the properties of the сЭ"..,, t^ 'V) w e have 
S ^ t W ) = e 2 w i K / 3 c f r ( ^ ( ^ ) (3.15a) 
C2a e & (MK (* , V ) = t-l)J<& м!.
к
(*^) (3-15b) 
So on the bas i s of (3-14) we get 
2яіК/3 
C 3 c = ( 1 3 2 ) l
n
 ^ І К / З І ( З Л 6 а ) 
••Ci) "a = ^ C 2 a = ( 2 3 ) : ' ' (3.16b) 
The first operation represents an even permutation of the 
Y-nuclei. The Pauli principle states that for both bosons and 
fermions the wavefunction should be invariant. This can only 
be statisfied if К = 3n, where η is an integer. 
The second operation is an odd permutation of the 
Y-nuclei. The appropriate wavefunction obeying the Pauli 
principle should be symmetric (antisymmetric) under this 
operation if the Y-nuclei are bosons (fermions). Consequently 
the following linear combinations must be taken 
A A 
| Ф Л = -fe {|JKM> + (-1)J+Y |j-KM>}jCj1(IT#l^r) (3.17) 
where γ can take the values zero or one. The factor (-1) 
is introduced for calculation purposes only. Operating with 
σ on this wavefunction yields 
a 
A A 
σ ІФ. * = (-υ^Ύΐφ.^ (3.18) 
а
1
 э ' j 
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So for bosons γ= J(mod.2) and for fermions γ =J+1 (mod.2) 
II. Spin function of A -symmetry 
The procedure of deriving the total wavefunction for this case 
is the same as above. The matrix for C, is identical with the 
3c 
one of Eq(3.16a) while the matrix of σ is the negative of 
the matrix in Eq(3.17b). Again К must be a multiple of three, 
and the wavefunctions become 
A A 
К
2 >
 = д {|JKM> + (-l)J+Y|j-KM>}x.2 
where again γ can be zero or one. Furthermore 
(3.19) 
σ
 | * Ч = (-1)J+Y+1I*A2> (3.20) 
a
 J 3 
So for bosons γ ^ +Птскі.г), and for fermions γ= J (mod. 2) 
III. Spin function of E-symmetry 
In this case the basisfunctions for a given Ι
φ
,Μ and M are 
i| JKHX^'^, |JKMXJ'2> ,| а-кмх^'Ч , |J-KMX^' 2
> } (3.21) 
where j=l, ... , η . On this basis we obtain for the two 
E 
independent С -operators using Eqs(3.16) and (3.13c) 
2πϊ(Κ+1)/3 
e 0 0 О 
2тті(К-1)/3 
0 e 0 0 
2ігі(-К+1)/3 
Зс"*" l o 0 e 0 
3 0 0
 е
2*і(-К-1)/3 
(3.22а) 
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0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
σ
 ^ . (3.22b) 
a 
As for the spin functions of A-symmetry the first operator 
should leave the wavefunctions invariant, which leads to 
K+l = 3n, or К = 3n + 1, where η is an integer. Then the 
appropriate linear combinations are 
l*^ '1" = h Φ Κ Μ Χ * 1 ' ^ + (-1)J+Y|J-KMXE'2>} K=3n-1 (3.23a) 
|*?'2> = І- { | J K M X E ' 2 > + (-ΐ),:Γ+Ύ|α-κΜχΕ'1>} κ=3η+ι (3.23b) 
Again γ can take the values zero or one. For both functions 
σ
 |ΦΕ'ξ>= (-i)J+^|*E,Ç> ( 3 > 2 4 ) 
a
 з 3 
So γ = J(mod.2) for bosons and γ = J+l(mod.2) for fermions. 
So far we assumed the case K>0. In case K=0 the wave-
functions are simpler because there is no K-degeneracy for the 
rotational level. 
For a spin function of A -symmetry the basis functions 
are the A 
|J0M χ >, 
where M and j can take the same values as the corresponding 
symbols in Eq(3-14). On this basis both С and σ are the 
unit matrix, hence the appropriate function for K=0 is 
|ψΑι> = (-1) J +^| JOM X A I> 
where γ = J(mod.2) for bosons and γ = J+l(mod.2) for fermions. 
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Analogously for A.-type spin functions we get for K=0. 
A A 
ІФ. > = (-1) Y|JOMX. > 
with now γ = J+l(mod.2) for bosons, and γ = J(mod.2) for 
fermions. 
For Ε-type spin functions it is clear from Eq(3.22a) that 
for K=0 C, does not have the eigenvalue one, and hence no 3c 
valid wavefunction can be constructed. 
The results for the total wavefunction, excluding the spin of 
the X-nucleus, are summarized in Table 3.2. 
К 
0 
3n 
3n-l 
3n+l 
symm. 
s p i n f. 
A l 
A 2 
A i 
A 2 
E 
E 
T o t a l wavefunction 
( - 1 ) J + Y | J O M X ; ) 1 ( I T M T ) > 
( - 1 ) J + Y | J O M X
: I
2 ( I T M T ) ^ 
Д 
/ | - { | J K M > + ( - 1 ) J + Y | J - K M > } | X _ ) 1 ( I T M T ) > 
Д 
/i-{|jKM>+ ( - 1 ) J + Y | J - K M > } | X
: ]
2 ( I T M T ) > 
4 { | J K M X ^ 1 ( I T M T ) > + ( - I ) J + Y | J - K M X ^ 2 ( I T M T ) > } 
4 { | J K M X ^ 2 ( I T M T ) > + ( - 1 ) J + Y | J - K M X ^ 1 ( I T M T ) > } 
Table 3.2. The total wavefunction in a XY -molecule excluding 
the nuclear spin of the X-nucleus. 
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The complete wavefunction can be found by multiplying the 
appropriate function of Table 3.2 with the spin function of the 
X-nuclear spin llyM^· This function is of A -symmetry under 
the С -operators and does not affect the symmetry of the 
product function. If Ψ is one of the functions of Table 3.2 
then the complete wavefunction is 
|*> = |*Γξ> |ΐ
χ
Μ
χ
> (3.25) 
3.1.2 The hamiltonian 
The general hyperfine and Zeeman hamiltonian Jf is 
hyp 
discussed by many authors (ESH 52, GOR 55, FLY 64, FLY 70). An 
expression applicable, in principle to any Σ-molecule in the 
absence of external electric fields can be found e.g. in 
(VER 69). For the symmetric top molecule XY in the ground 
electronic and vibrational state the hamiltonian including all 
relevant contributions can be written as 
V = Aß*
 + ¿ l VK.QK + Ι
χ
.Μ
Χ
.ί
 +
 ¿ .^н*.j
 + 
3 
+ ^. I-D .1 + Σ I .D .1 + 
K=l -X=XK -K K<L -K =KL ^ L 
-^ H.G.J - ., H.X.H - g
x
U N(l-^ v) ΐχ.Η 
3
 K 
+
 ^
μ
Ν ¿Χ' ^-1Λ^ ·« + V N Ä ÍK· ^ К-Га ) -В-
(3.26) 
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In this expression H is the magnetic field, X stands for the 
X-nucleus and K=l,2 and 3 for the respective Y-nuclei. All 
tensors in the hamiltonian (indicated by _) are second rank 
Cartesian tensors. V is the gradient tensor of the electric 
V 
field at the K-th nucleus, while 2 1 S t h e quadrupole tensor 
of this nucleus, M is the spin-rotation tensor D the spin-
— —KL 
spin interaction tensor, G is the molecular magnetic moment 
tensor, X is the molecular magnetic susceptibility tensor, g 
— К 
is the "g"-factor of the K-th nucleus, μ is the nuclear 
К 
magneton, and σ is the nuclear shielding tensor: 
К — к . к к.,_ 
σ = (σ +σ.,+σ /3. 
av aa bb cc 
All tensors appearing in И1 depend upon the electronic 
and nuclear positions and momenta in the molecule. Expressions 
for the cartesian components of these tensors are given in 
Table 5.1. 
The symmetry of the molecule has implications upon the 
tensors appearing in Jf . The symmetry operations only affect 
the Y-nuclei. So all tensors in the hamiltonian that do not 
belong to these nuclei must be invariant under the С opera-
tions. Let Τ be a general tensor not belonging to one of the 
Y-nuclei. Then in the molecular frame of reference shown in 
Fig. 3.1 Τ has the form 
(3.27) 
Τ 
aa 
0 
,0 
0 0 
Τ 0 
aa 
0 Τ 
cc 
*) not belonging means that Τ does not interact with the 
nuclear magnetic or quadrupole moment of the Y-nuclei, 
X X X 
(e.g. V , M , G, X, and σ respectively). 
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In the following T^ = Τ and T., = Τ (1 and I  mean perpen­
dicular and parallel to the symmetry axis respectively). 
The tensors which interact with the Y-nuclei are related 
to each other. If Τ is a tensor interacting with the K-th 
Y-nucleus then in the frame of Fig. 3.1 
T 2 = R(^) T 1 R(- ^ ) 
Τ
3
 = R(- Ц) T 1 R(21, 
(3.28) 
where R(a) is a rotation over a about the molecular symmetry 
axis. The tensor Τ must be invariant under a reflection in 
the be plane. Thus in the molecular reference system 
0 0 
Kb TÎc » (3'29a) 
be cc j 
2 3 
Then by app ly ing t h e r e l a t i o n s (3-28) we g e t fo r Τ and Τ 
T 2 ' 3 = ¡-/ЗСТ· 1 - Τ* )/4 (3 Τ" + Τ ' )/4 -h Τ* 1 3 . 2 9 b ) 
' ( Τ * + 3 Τ* ) / 4 
a a bb 
Ï^ ( TL - Tbb)/
1 '+^<c 
ΐ / 3 (T
aa -
 T bb ) / 4 
 Т
аа
 +
 T £b  
Ьс 
ЪГз тЦ 
Υ* 
- ^ Ь с 
τ
γ 
CC ; 
3 2 
The + sign holds for Τ and the - sign for Τ . 
In the absence of external fields, i.e. when H=0, the 
hamiltonian JC is invariant under 0(3)xC_, . where 0(3) is the hyp 3v 
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group of orthogonal transformations in threedimensional 
space. The symbol χ means a direct product. Because the full 
invariance group of JC is a direct product, the hamiltonian 
can separately be reduced over С and 0(3). If H^O then the 
invariance group becomes S0(2)xC . 
First we shall discuss the reduction of 3C over C, . 
hyp 3v 
The tensors of the type of Eq. (3.27) transform as a scalar 
under the С operations, and are therefore of A symmetry. 
The tensors Τ transform under S- as vectors, as can be seen 
by applying the С operator to the matrices in Eq(3.29). 
Therefore we define 
д 
1 1 1 2 3 
Τ = у ( Т + Т + Т ) (3.30a) 
Τ
12
'
1
 = i (2T1 - Τ 2 - Τ3) (З.ЗОЬ) 
τ
Ε
'
2
=ί(12-ϊ3) 
The first tensor is an A -symmetric tensor S . The zemaining 
tensors are of E-symmetry. In the molecular reference frame 
we obtain 
t ^L^L·
 0 ο 
Τ
 1
 = I 0 hiT* + T* ) 0 I (3.31a) 
• aa bb • 
ο ο τ
γ 
cc 
(TY - T Y )/4 0 0 
aa bb 
T^'1 = I 0 -(TY -T Y )/4 h TY*| (3.31b) 
- • aa bb bel 
γ 
о h τ bc 
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- / Й Т * -Τ* )/4 -ÎS/З Τ?;* 
аа bb bc 
•f·1 = | -/3(T^
a
 - T^ b)/4 O O J(3.31c) 
-hñ il 
bc 
o 
A i 
Let furthermore τ_ = i j , = ί., + ¿η + £·, (3.32a) 
I E ' 1 = 21^ - I 2 - I 3 (3.32b) 
I E' 2 =I.2 - IЗ (3.32c) 
Al 
II = Іі®І2 + І2вІЗ + ІЗ®1!! (3.32c) 
I I E ' 1 = 2 І2вІз - ijÄIg - ^ »Ij (3.32e) 
I I E ' 2 = I^Ij - Ijei.2 (3.32f) 
Γξ The 11^  - tensors are second rank cartesian tensors 
the tensor IJ8I,. is a tensorial product of the vectors I and 
iL' 
Subst i tut ing in 5f we get 
К =эд + К*; (3.33a) 
nyp hyp hyp 
with 
A. A. A. A. 
< У Р = ϊχ-δχ + ί χ - й х - і + ^ Y ' ^ Y 1 + i r ^ y 1 · ! + ΐ χ - i x î - i r + 
A A A 
+ D ^ . I I 1 - U ^ . G . J - »5 Η.χ.Η - g x ^ ^ d - S x » -H - V N I T · ( 1 " 2 γ 1 ) · -
(З.ЗЗЬ) 
« ^ - ¡¿''.S?'1
 + Й
,2
-8"'2 * ί'-'-ί-'-ί + ІВ'2-Й'2-І 
* ί'-'-Β^-ΐχ * І Е ' 2 - Й Ч
 +
 È ' - ì i 1 · ' * * 2 · ϋ Ε · 2 • 
+ д у ^ ^ ' ^ Е у ' 1 · « + Ι Ε ' 2 . σ Ε ' 2 . Η ) (3.33с) 
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The terms in й™ are products of A-type tensors, while КГ 
hyp ^ ' r TiyP 
contains Ε-type tensors. 
So far we reduced JC over S , yielding tensors which 
belong to the irreducible representations of this group. The 
next step is to reduce the hamiltonian over 0(3). The irre­
ducible tensors in 0(3) are tensors that transform like the 
spherical harmonics. The way in which irreducible tensors can 
be constructed from Cartesian tensors can e.g. be found in 
(FAN 59). For a hermitian second rank Cartesian tensor T, we 
have 
T ^ ^ -(T + T. . + Τ )//3 0 aa bb cc 
T ( ? - ( 2 Tcc - Taa - T b b ) / / 6 
T ! f = l ï ( T ac + ^ а ' - І ( Т Ь с + 'Îcb)i/2 ( 3 ' 3 4 ) 
T l 2 ) = [ (T - T.. ) + i ( T , + T, ) ] / 2 + ι aa bb - ab ba ' 
For a tensor of the type of Eq(3.27) we have in the molecular 
frame of reference 
ΐ ^ = -(2T, + TJ/ZS 
т ^ ' = 4 (T|| - T i ' ( 3 · 3 5 ) 0 '3 
Τ
1
 ' = 0 for q ί 0 
A1 ^A1(0) 
For the tensor Τ of Eq(3.31a) the components Τ and 
^ i ( 2 ) 
Τ
 n
 are identical to the corresponding components in 
Eq(3.34), for q^O we have 
„V2) 
τ =0 
q 
E l E 2 For the tensors Τ ' and Τ ' we get using Eqs(3.31b) and 
(3.31c) 
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ψ. HO) 
0 
* Ε , 1 < 2 ) 
+1 
№ , 1 ( 2 ) 
+2 
+1 
+2 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
* Ε , 1 ( 2 ) _ ЙЕ,2(0) 
0 " τ 0 
i Υ Υ* 
- τ
 (Tbc + Tbc) 
i ( T L - т1ъ> 
/з Y Y* 
- 4 bc bc 
ï і Л (τ γ - τ γ ) 4 U aa W 
_ ftE.2(2) 
0 
(3.36) 
All sperical tensors thus far have been defined in the 
molecular frame of reference. The wavefunction, however is 
defined in the space fixed frame. The spherical tensors 
transform like the spherical harmonic functions under a 
rotation. In the convention of Edmonds (EDM 57) the components 
(υ) 
of a tensor in the space fixed frame (T ) are thereby related 
to the components of the tensor in the molecule fixed system 
(ϊ(^) by 
*
( V )
 = Σ, τ .^cfr^ofcV) (3.37a) 
q q q q q 
and the inverse transformation 
q' q q qq' 
= ς (-ι)4"41 * ( > ( v i . (**) 
q q -q -q (з.з/Ь) 
In the hamiltonian of Eq(3.33) products appear of the 
type А.Т.Ву where A and B^  are cartesian vectors and Τ is a 
second rank cartesian tensor. This cartesian product can be 
expressed as a product of spherical tensors (HUI 66) 
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A.T.B =
 v
^ (-1)V/2^I { A ( 1 ) { T ( V ) B ( 1 ) } ( 1 ) } ( 0 ) (3.38a) 
For a hermitian cartesian tensor Τ ν can only take the values 
zero and two. The right hand side of Eq(3.38) can be written 
out in the components of the irreducible tensors and vectors 
in the usual way (EDM 57) using spherical tensor techniques. 
The other type of interactions appearing in Eq(3.33) are of 
the form T.U, where Τ and U are traceless hermitian cartesian 
tensors. In that case 
T.U = Σ (-l)q T ( 2 ) U ( 2 ) (3.38b) 
= = q q -q 
a s can be found i n (JUD 6 3 ) . 
3.1.3 The matrix elements o f 3C 
hyp 
i. General considerations 
The matrix elements of the symmetrized hamiltonian of 
Eq(3.33) can be calculated in the representation of Eq(3.25) 
using the spherical tensor formulae in Eq(3.35) through 
(3.38). The general matrix element is 
where Γ indicates the irreducible representation to which 
the spin function of the Y-nuclei belongs under S . 
Before calculating the matrix elements we examine the im­
plications of the symmetry of wavefunction and hamiltonian in 
order to avoid unnecessary calculations. As in the derivation 
of the total wavefunction we consider the matrix elements for 
the different irreducible representations of S separately. 
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(a) Spin function of A symmetry 
With the aid of the functions in Table 3.2 we obtain for the 
matrix elements for К and K' positive 
A A A A 
<Ф 1\X |Ψ' l> = y<JKM χ 1 ( I
m
M ) I Μ IК I J ' K ' M ' X ^ Ι Λ Μ ' ) ! М ^ 
ι hyp ' Λ Τ 7Γ χ χ ' hyp ' τ Τ χ χ 
Α Α 
+ ( - l ) J + J ' + Y + Y ' < J - K M x 1 ( Ι Μ,,)! Μ [Κ [ j ' - K ' M ' x ^ І Д М ' ) ! М ^ + 
Τ Τ' χ χ ' hyp ' Τ Τ' χ
 Χ 
+ ( - i ) J + Y < j - K M x 1ΐτ№)τ Μ \Κ I J ' K ' M ' X ^ І Д М Ч І М ^ + 
Λ
 Τ Τ 'X Χ ' hyp1 Λ Τ Τ χ χ 
Α Α 
+ (-ΐ)α'+γ,<ακΜχ ^ уу^мАурк'-к'и'х ^^"τ^χ"?1 
(3.40) 
Because the spin functions are of A -symmetry, the spin oper­
ator in JC giving non-zero matrix elements must also be of 
nyp ч
 E 1 E 2 
A -symmetry, consequently the 1^  ' and I_ ' operators in 
Eq(3.33) do not contribute to this matrix element. Let R (φ ) 
с о 
be a rotation over an angle 4> about the c-axis. We know from 
Eq(3.8a) that |jKM> ( : ) S\λ {№φ) , and we have 
, . iW 
R (V )«Ä-„;(i«V) = e Οοδ-ι^(ψ^) (3.41) 
с о мк мк 
The A symmetric tensors given in Eq(3.27) and (3.31a) remain 
'unchanged under Ρ (^  ). Since the matrix element (3.40) must 
с о 
be of A -symmetry under this operation and both К and K' are 
positive, the last two terms must be zero and furthermore 
K=K'. Operating with the operator σ using Eq(3.16b) gives 
both for bosons and for fermions 
6 0 
1 1 
σ <JKM χ ( I J Y L ) ! м ІЗС I J ' K ' M ' X ( I ' M ' ) I МЛ> 
a
 Λ
 Τ Τ Χ X1 h y p ' Λ Τ Τ ' Χ Χ 1 
Α Α 
(-1)J+Y(-1)J,+Y,<J-KM χ ^ У Лурі · 1 '-*'" '* ^ Ч ? 
The m a t r i x e lement on t h e l e f t hemd s i d e must be of A symme­
t r y , and t h e r e f o r e remain unchanged under σ , t h u s t h e f i r s t 
two t e r m s i n Eq(3.40) must be e q u a l . So we f i n a l l y have 
A A 
<SC L\K Ι Φ L> = 1
 hyp ' 
A A 
« ^ . ^ K M X ( I ^ M J 1 Μ |Κ. I J ' K M ' X ( I ' M ' ) ! M'> (3.42) 
κκ '
 Λ
 τ τ χ χ
1
 hyp ' Λ τ Τ χ χ 
Κ=3η, J+γ = J ' + Y ' 
In the case K=0 the invariance of the A -symmetric 
tensors under a rotation about the c-axis requires (as for 
the case that K^O) that K' must also be zero. The operator 
σ gives J+γ = J'+y', therefore the resulting matrix element 
a 
is identical to that in Eq(3.42). 
The matrix elements for spin functions of A.-symmetry 
are identical to those for A -symmetric spin functions. 
(b) Spin function of E-symmetry 
In the case K=3n+1 the matrix element becomes 
^ h y p 1 * ^ = ч [ < J ™x E ' 4vY^Vpi J , K , M x E ' 2 ( W№ 
+
(-l)J+Y+J,+Y,<j-KMXE'1(iT:iT)ixMx|3Chyp|j--K-M-xE'1(i'M')ixM'> 
+ (-1)J+Y<J-KMXE'1 (WVSj^hypl J'K,M-XE'2(I^)IXM¿> 
+ (-1) J , + Y ,<JK MX
E
'
2(I T M T)I XM X|JC^к'-к-мх*' 1^) W ] 
** (3.43) 
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The tensors in JC of A,-symmetry only contribute to the 
hyp 1 
first terms in Eq(3.43) as can be seen from the same argument 
as under (a). The operator R [φ ) gives ^ K ' , and the operator 
The tensors in 3C of Ε-symmetry are not invariant under 
hyp 
an arbitrary rotation about the c-axis, because from Eqs(3.36) 
(2) 
it is seen that the non-zero components transform like Y 
(2) -
and Y ' We have 
(7) ^ n I?) 
R (V ) YK ' = e YK ' , q = Ο,+Ι, +2 (3.44) 
c o q q - -
In order the matrix element to be of A -symmetry, Eq(3.44) 
requires that for the first two terms in Eq(3.43) K' must be 
equal to K+q and for the third and fourth term K'=-K+q. For the 
first two terms, however, the matrix element of the spin oper­
ator is zero as we shall see in part ii of this section, so 
that the Ε-type tensors only contribute for the last two terms 
of Eq(3.43). If we require that K>0, only the matrix elements 
for K=K,=1 and q=2 are non zero ones. So we have 
^hypl*^ • ^ ^ ' ^ V T ' ^ X I C ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ' ^ W ^ X ^ ^ K K -
+ (
-
1 ) JXi< J-™xE ' 1 (WYAypi J , K , M ,xE ' 2 (W№ 
(3.45) 
For К and K' equal to 3n-l the matrix element is similar 
to Eq(3.43). For the A.-type tensors in 3f the result is 
1 hyp 
identical to Eq(3.45), while for the Ε-type tensors the rela­
tion K,=K+q has no solutions for this case. 
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(с) Matrix elements off-diagonal in Г 
Because of the absence of A -type spin operators in Jf we 
2 hyp 
have 
A A 
< * M^ypl* 2> = 0 (3.46) 
The only operators that can couple states with different Г are 
the Ε-type tensors. The transformation of these tensors under a 
rotation about the symmetry axis given in Eq(3.44) yield the 
following "selection" rules 
E e
( 2 ) 
K^K + 2 for the Τ ' s components (3.47a) 
Ε ε
( 2 ) 
K^K + 1 for the Τ '^  components (3.47b) 
In addition the Ε-type spin operators can in principle couple 
from a spin state with a certain symmetry to a state wtth 
E-symmetry. 
It is seen from Eq(3.47) and (3.36) that the Δκ=+1 coupling 
γ 
is established by the off-diagonal tensor component Τ , while 
Y Y the ΔΚ=+2 originates from the difference Τ -Τ, , . 
- aa bb 
So far we discussed only the selection rules for γ and K. The 
rules for J and I follow from spherical tensor techniques. For 
all tensors in К we have J,=J+2, J+l and J, for the first hyp - - ' 
rank spin operators of Ε-type I' = I +1, I ; and for the second 
rank spin operators I' = 1+2, IT+1» and I . 
ii. The angular momentum operators 
E 1 
The symmetrized angular momentum operators I , I . I ' and 
E 2 -Χ -Τ — 
I ' appear in the expressions for the matrix elements. The 
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о 
spin functions II„M„> are eigenfunctions of the I and I 
X X p X Xz 
operators. The functions |χ ЛІ„,М)> are eigenfunctions of the 
2 
operators I and I . Therefore these operators are diagonal 
in I . The Ε-type operators, however, can have non zero matrix 
elements off-diagonal in I . If we are only interested in 
Δκ=0 matrix elements, which will be discussed from now on, 
then the Ε-type spin operators only act on Ε-type spin functions 
as is clear from Eq(3.45), and we have for the reduced matrix 
element 
<χ
Ε
'
1(ΐ
τ
)ΙΙ ιΕ'1ΙΙχΕ'2(ΐ·)>= <x E' 1(i T)II3^-^11 x
E
'
2(i^)> 
as can be seen by substituting Eq(3.32b). By applying spherical 
tensor techniques (EDM 57) this matrix element can be evaluated. 
We obtain (remembering that I is an A -type operator) using Eq(3.12) 
<χ
Ε
'
1(ι
τ
)ΙΙιΕ'1ΙΙχΕ'2(ι·)> = 3<χΕ'1(ΐ
τ
)ΙΙ i1llx
E
'
2(i^)> = 
Σ
*Ε 1 E 2 ІУ+І23+ІТ+1 ta 1 Чі Ц 
23 123 23 (γ I23 Ιγ) τ γ γ γ 
(3.48) 
The reduced matrix elements of the above type are given in 
Table 3.3 for I up to 3/2. 
E 2 
The reduced matrix element of the I_ ' operator can be 
expressed in the matrix element of Eq(3.48). If the operator 
(132) is applied to the left hand side of (3.48), we get using 
Eq(3.13c) 
(132)<
χ
Ε
'
1(Ι
τ
)||ΙΕ'1||χΕ'2(Ι^)> = 
e2WÌ/3<XE'1(IT)ll 2Ι3-Ι1-Ι2||χΕ'2(Ι.)> 
From Eqs(3.32b,c) this can be written as 
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ч 
1/2 
1 
3/2 
Ч 
1/2 
2 
1 
7/2 
5/2 
3/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
-2 
1 
2 1 
-1/2 -/3/2 
-/3/2 -1/2 
3/2 
7/2 5/2 3/2 1/2 
"f "f* 
-i/e -f -/f 
Table 3 . 3 . The m a t r i x e lements < χ Ε ' ( I )|| I E ' 1 | | χ Ε ' 2 ( I ' ) >/[ I (I +2) (21 + l ) ] i a 
for Y n u c l e a r s p i n 4, 1 and 3/2. 
^ ^ " Ч^'Ч^-'чх^
2
^» (3.49) 
The original matrix element (3.4Θ) has to be invariant under 
the (132) operation, so (3.49) must be equal to (3.48). After 
some simple algebraic manipulations we obtain 
<χ
Ε
'
1(ΐ)ΙΙ ιΕ'2ΙΙχΕ'2(ΐ;)> = І'<х Е' 1(і)ІІ iE'1llxE'1(i;)> 
(3.50) 
The spin-spin interaction between the Y-nuclei involves the 
Γξ Αι 
second rank operators II . The 11^  -operator defined in Eq 
(3.32d) can be written as 
A. 
І І = Ц ( і З Д - I ® ! - I tetL - I 1 * ! ) 
—
 к
=ч; =4! -i-i -2 -2 -3 -з ; 
(3.51) 
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It is seen from Eq(3.42) and (3.45) that it appears in matrix 
elements of the type 
re
 A i ( 2 ) τε 
<χΓ ξ(ΐ
τ
)ΙΙίιι Ь ΙΙχΓξ (ΐ^)> = 
W ^ y l K ^ i r - ifa - i2«tt2 - із^з} ( 2 )ІІхГ С(^)> 
( 3 . 5 2 ) 
By applying the symmetry operators (123) and (132) to this 
Ai 
matrix element we see that the last three operators in II 
must give the same contribution. Consequently 
<χ
Γ ζ(ΐ
τ
)ΙΙ{ιι Α ,} ( 2 )ΙΙχ Γ ς(ι;)> = '5<χ
Γς(ΐ
τ
)ΙΙ{ι
τ
ι1Γ}
(2)
ΙΙχ
Γζ(ΐ^)> -
-|<χ Γ ς(ΐ
τ
)ΙΙ{ι 1ι 1}
( 2 )
ΙΙχ
Γ ξ(ΐ·)> = 
^ І~
(
-
1)2ІТ
 ; i l l 1К ( 1т+ 1 ) ( 2 1т+ 1> - ! ? c 7 ^ \ ) c l l ^ 
|_ Τ Τ Τ Τ Τ 23 23 23 
- V I T ίΐτ 2 I-ìjl 2 1 Ι -1 
(ι
γ
 ι23 ιγ) ΙS ιγ ιγ) J 
2 Ι23 (-1) 
Ε.1 
For the II -operator we must calculate 
<XE'1(IT)II{II
E
'
1}(2)IIXE'2(I^)>. From its definition (3.32e) we 
see 
II E ' 1 = 3 Ι 2βϊ 3 - II
A 1
 (3.54) 
The A-type tensor gives no contribution to this matrix element, 
because then the matrix element is not invariant under (132) . 
So we get 
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(2) 
<χ
Ε
'
1(ΐ
τ
)ΙΙ{ιι}Ε'1 llxE'2(i¿)> = 3 <χΕ'1(ΐ
τ
)ΙΙ{ι2ι3}
(2)
ΙΙ χ
Ε
'
2
> 
Ä · с ^ ' ^ у с ^ ^ ^ х - ! ) 1 2 3 * 1 ^ 1 1 з^[(2 і)(2і-
+
і)]!5. 
. flT 2 I· I \\ \
 1> 
.IY(IY+l)(2ly+l) [(2І23+1)(2І'3+1)Р j > Ι γ Ι γ 1^(3.55) 
^23 τΥ Чз (ΐ 2 3 Ι·3 2| 
in. Calculation of the matrix elements 
In the calculation of the matrix elements we shall only take 
into account the terms diagonal in K. The general expressions 
for these elements are given in Eqs.(3.42) and (3.45). 
(a) Quadrupole interaction X-nucleus 
The operator for the X-quadrupole is V .Q . It is a product of 
—л —X 
A-type tensors. The transformation to irreducible spherical 
tensors is given in Eq(3.38b). Because the tensors m this 
interaction are A-type we have from Eqs(3.42) and (3.45) 
ОІ^І .0 |Φ'Γζ> 
«ж- h (- 1 , q < J K M ^ Ч хі Т Qx!-q | j , K M , x r 5 (WYV 
6
кк' « i r «мм· < J l d l v x ( 2 ) | l j , K > <*М2)П V · 
T T T T 
q + J - M + I
v
- M . 
. Σ (-1) 
q 
χ -
Μ
χ / α 2 j . \ / ι
χ
 2 ι
χ
\
 ( 3 _ 5 6 ) 
\-M q M W - M -q M'/ 
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The first reduced matrix element can be evaluated with the aid 
of the Wigner-Eckart theorem; the tensor components are then 
transformed to the molecular frame using Eq(3.37b) 
JJMl^W _
 ( 2 ) < Л М | Л 2 , | І Г В І > 
(
"
1)
 V M Ο Μ / (-υ м о м/ 
This matrix element is an integral over three V-functions 
yielding 
«J^ l V¿2,ll J¿> = 4 W j - Г) i"1) J"K f(2j+1) (2J4-1)] 4 J 2 J'\ 
\-к о к / 
(3.57) 
X X 
The trace of V must be zero, and hence V, = -hV,, = hq . 
The reduced matrix element in Eq(3.56) for the X-quadru-
pole moment is usually written as 
<I || 0(2)„ I > 'Vx^O^'Vx" eQX Г(2 З)(2 2)(2 1)-[ ^  
*
 x x
 (h 2 ^λ " ^ L 2 I X ( 2 V 1 ) J 
Vx 0 ν о·58) 
Substituting Eqs(3.57) and (3.58) into Eq(3.56) we obtain 
<* Γ ζ | ν
χ
.^ | * ' Ι , ζ > = 
j-M+i -M +J-K+1 e qx 2x . 
• ^ V ; 4«; δκκ· 4 
T T T T ( J 2 j . \ r ( 2 j + l ) (2J , + l)(2lx+3)(2lx+2)(2lx+l)1 's 
-к о K J L 2 I X «"Χ" 1 » J 
. Σ (-W J 2 ^ W 1 » 2 ^ A (3.59) 
V-M-q М-Д-М
х
 q M'/ 
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and for the contribution diagonal in J 
<*r?|vx.gx|*'rç> = 
J-M+I -M eq Q 2 
=
 ^
1
'
 δ
κκ·
δ
ι і '
5
м м · - ^
 l l
 - 3Τ5ΤΓ)] · 
r j ( J + l ) (2J+1) (2ΐ
χ
+1) (2ΐ
χ
+2)(2ΐ
χ
+3) 1 h 
1 ( 2 ι χ - 1 ) 2 ι χ J " 
(b) Spin rotation X-nucleus 
We shall calculate only the matrix element diagonal in J, 
because off diagonal matrix elements give energy corrections 
less than 1 Hz. Using Eq(3.38a) and the fact that the spin-
rotation interaction of the X-nucleus belongs to ¡H" the 
hyp 
matrix element for this interaction is 
-q <JKMX ^ V V Y S j ^ X ^ ^ - q τχ I j ' K M ' X ^ d ^ ) ^ ^ = 
v \ « ,(* 1 Λ I1* 1 ^ 
I T i ; MTMT ^_M -q Μ
1/ \-Μ
χ
 q M¿/ 
> / J J Ji 
lv 1 if 
q 
q+J-M+I v - ] 
Σ (-1) v ,q 
[ J ( J + 1 ) ( 2 J + l ) I
x
( I
x
+ l ) (2ΐ
χ
+1)]Η /2V+1 (-1) V <J|IM^ V ) IIJ 
Substituting the 6j-symbol in the above expression for the 
(v) possible v-values zero and two, and transformating M to 
molecular frame the following result is obtained. 
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< Φ Γ ξ | ΐ
χ
. Μ
χ
. £ | φ , Γ ξ > = 
J-M+I -Μ Γ 2 ~\ 
=(
-
i) x
 " V V T VT h x + ^ ) (^"мУ· 
.[ J(J+1) ( 2 J + l ) I
v
( I +1) (21 + 1 ) ] ' 3 Σ ( - l ) q 
Χ Χ Χ σ 
( J 1 J W 1 x 1 h 
\-H -q M'/ V-M
x
 q M" 
(3.61) 
(c) Quadrupole interaction Y-nuclei 
It is seen from Eq(3.33b) and (3.33c) that part of this inter­
action belongs to JC and part to 3C~ . For the part belonging 
to JC we have 
Ι=γ 'Ζγ Ι 
TF Α 1 ( 2 ) 2), Γ£ 
Σ (-D^JKMx^d^ji^lVy 1 g IJ'KM'X ( ^ ) I X M ¿ > = 
q 
,__ q+J-M+im-Mm . / J 2 J'X / i m 2 i ' \ 
Σί-ι> T Т м-( ) ( T T ) 
q
 X X \ - M -q M'/ \-М
т
 q ( ^ / 
A (2) A (2) 
<j | | Vy1 l U ' x x ^ c y l l Q y llxU(i¿)> 
The first reduced matrix element can be treated as in Eg(3.57), 
Y Y Y but now q =V +V,_ -2V . For the second reduced matrix element 
Y aa bb cc 
the expansion given in Eq(3.12) has to be used for further 
evaluation. If we define Q analogously to Q in Eq(3.58) then 
Y A 
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^ І * . ο
Α
Ί Φ ·
Γ ς > = 
ι¿y • 2Y 
J-M+IrT,-Mm+J-K+l 
(-1) τ τ δ δ 3 e q Y Q Y 
κκ ' Μ..Μ.·. -^-^ X X 4 
/ j 2 J 'X r ( 2 J + l ) ( 2 J ' + l ) ( 2 l T + l ) (21^+1) ( 2 Ι γ + 3 ) ( 2 ΐ γ + 2 ) (2ΐ γ +1)-
' U ο κ/ L 2ΙΥ(2ΙΥ-Ι) : 
. Σ (-1)^ J 2 ^ W ^ 2 ч 
Σ α *
Γ ξ
 ( i ) α Γ ξ b a ^ Y ^ T I ι U T ; I ( I ' ) (-1) 23 23 23 V V l ' К
 2
 4} 
b Y і2з iy) (3.62a) 
The part of the quadrupole interaction belonging to 3C only 
contributes for K=l terms as was shown in Sect. 3.1.3(1), Eq 
(3.45). The matrix element becomes 
o W ' V ' 1 + V E ' 2 Q E ' 2 | * E > = l i y ·ίίγ =γ ϊ γ I 
q + J - M + i T - M T . j Ç '-" V ; С -, „·) U « 4) ·(-" У 6« 
[ < J I I V E ' 1 ( 2 ) I I J ' > < x E ' 1 ( i T ) l i Q E ' 1 ( 2 ) l l x E ' 2 ( i · ) - + 
+ < J l l v E ' 2 ( 2 ) l l j - > < x E ' l ( l T ) l l ^ ' 2 ( 2 1 l l x E ' 2 ( i ^ ) > ] 
In Eq(3.50) we obtained a relation between the matrix elements 
E l E 2 
of the I ' and I ' operator. Because the definition of the 
Ε-type quadrupole operators is basically the same as for the 
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E-type spin operators (as far as the transformation properties 
under S are concerned) the relation (3.50) will also hold for 
E l E 2 Q ' and Q ' , and we end up with 
< ^ 1 I Y 5 ' 1 . ¿ ' 1
 + V E ' 2 . Q E V ' 2 | « ' E ' 2 > 
'=Y SY = Y S Y 
J - M + I - M + J - l + J + γ e Q Y ,„Y „Y , 
Τ Τ —τ (V -V ) (-1) 5
κ 16Μ χ Μ. 476- aa W 
f -î г) [ ( 2 J + 1 ) ( 2 J ' + 1 ) ( 2 I T + 1 ) ( 2 1 ^ + 1 ) ( 2 Ι γ + 3 ) ( 2 1 + 2 ) ( 2 1 + 1 ) 2 ΐ γ ( 2 ΐ γ - 1 ) 
( 3 . 6 2 b ) 
\-М - q M ' / \ - М
т
 q М ^ / 
•Σ ,.,..«
 ?.2 . „ Ь з - Л (S » 4} 
^ з ^ з
 т
 ^ з
 т
 ( ι
γ
 ι 2 3 Ι γ ) 
(d) Spin-rotation Y-nuclei 
As in the case of the spin-rotation of the X-nucleus only the 
contribution diagonal in J and К is considered. The transfor­
mation from the cartesian tensors to the spherical tensors is 
Αι given in Eq(3.38a). For the Μ
γ
 -tensor we find 
<* Γ ξ Ιν»Ϊ 1 ·£:Ι* , Γ ξ > = 
= Σ
 ( .^ i J lv+ï^ l !
 {м^
( )
 j}(1VrÇ> = 
V,q If 3 ' T f q Y - q 1 
J-M+I • 
= ( - 1 ) [ Y Y Y Y π 
M
aa
+Mbb , К2 y ^Ль.і 
. [ j ( J + l ) ( 2 J + l ) I T ( I T + l ) ( 2 V l ) ] ' s Ç ( - l ) q / ' J 1 J \ / I T 1 τΛ 
4
 \-M -q My ^  q M^y 
(3.63a) 
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Note that this term is diagonal in I . The Ε-type tensors are 
in general not diagonal in I and we get 
<^'1\
ί
.ιξ'
1
.τ
Ε
'
1\^Ε'2> + ^ '^J.M*'2.^' ^ = 
q+J-M+I -M
m T T . 
q l Κ,10Μ
χ
Η. 
X \-M -q M'/ \-MT q М^/ 
IJ J j) 2 1 ij [ J(J+1) (2J+1)] ^  /5 
[ (-l)J+Y<JllM
E
Y'
1(2)llJ><x
E
'
1(Vlli
E
'
1ll
x
E
'
2(I.)> + 
+
 (-1)J+Y <JllM
E
'
2(2)llJ><x
E
'
1(iT)l|IE'2llxE'2(i.)>] 
The relation (3.50) for the reduced matrix elements of the spin 
operators, and the transformation of M to the molecular 
frame of reference yield for this matrix element 
<^'1\1.ιξ·
1
.ι
Ε
'
1
 +
 J . ¿ ' 2 . I E ' 2 | * E ' 2 > 
Y Y 
J-M+I-M +J+Y, . "аа'^Ь 
= (-υ τ "τ ΧΛ
χ Μ
. (—j ) . 
. [jcr+n^j+i)]*2 <χΕ'1(ΐ
τ
)ΙΙιΕ'1ΙΙχΕ'2(ι^)> 
2-((-ΐ] 
У-М -q My \-Μ
τ
 q Ы^І 
(3.63b) 
The reduced matrix element in Eq(3.63b) is given in Table (3.4) 
It is seen from this Table that for I
v
=
15 the operator is dia­
gonal in I if only one rotational level is considered. For 
higher values of I also off-diagonal matrix elements in I 
appear. 
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(e) Spin-spin interaction X-Y 
The direct spin-spin interaction can be calculated from the 
molecular geometry. The tensor components are given in Table 
5.1. If 9 is the angle between the XY-bond and the symmetry 
axis and r the distance between the X-nucleus and the 
Y-nucleus, then, since the D -tensors are traceless, we have 
for the A -tensor using Eq(3.38a) 
Σ
Α. (2) /l 1 2 
D 1 I I /Sí 
«ил
 χγ
 -* \ \ ' 
ι
 2
 X^j ч2 -q 
The same expansion holds for the Ε-type tensors. 
Now the matrix elements become 
^ І І .(DAl.I
 +
D E ' 1 . I E ' 1
 +
0 Ε' 2.Ι Ε' 2)|Φ· Γ ξ> 
'-Χ
 V
=XY -Τ =ΧΥ - =ΧΥ — ; ' 
= Σ (.^"""χ-νν·**/ α 2 Λ/1« 1 Ι χ > \ ( Ι τ ' ^ 
"
q qi q2 V-M -q М'Д-М
Х q i мД-Н т д2 ^ 
1 1 2 \ 
А [ 1 ( 1 + 1 ) (21 + 1 ) ] ^ . [ І ( I + 1 ) ( 2 І +í)]h 
ч1 q2 -q 
T T Τ X X 
A, (2) < x E ' 1 ( i ) Ι Ι ι Ε ' 1 \ \ χ E ' 2 ( i ^ ) >
 J + Y 
. |<JIID J IIJ> δ + ï ï j - . ( - i ) J \ 
т [ I (I+1)(2I +1)]^ •[· 
<л*% 
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The reduced matrix elements can be expressed in û and r using 
the Wigner-Eckart theorem, and transforming the tensor compo-
nents to the molecular frame. The result is 
-
r ç lva - i T + elv1-iE '1 + e^-iE'2)l-r?> = 
V W Y . . . J - M + I X- M X + I T- M T 
, 3 
4 π Γ
χ γ 
(-1) 
L T T 
J + v 3 2 < X
E
'
1 ( V l l l E ' 1 | l x E ' 2 ( 4 ) > 
(-1) y&„, τ sind 0
 ivv^V1^ ] 
[
ІТ
(
ІТ+1)(2 1)ІХ( 1)(2 1) щ^т^у. 
ОД1д2 
(3.64) 
(f) Spin-spin interaction Y-Y 
The direct spin-spin interaction between the Y-nuclei can be 
expressed in spherical tensor components using Eq(3.38b). Sub­
stituted in the matrix element gives 
<Φ
Γ ξ|ο Α ι.ιι Α ι + и*'1.іі*·1
 + Β
Ε
'
2
.ιι
Ε
'
2|Ψ·Γζ> = 
Ι
=
γγ =γγ =γγ Ι 
- L Í - D W V 1 " ' ΙΙΑΙ(2)
 +
D E' 1 ( 2 ) ΙΙΕ'1(2)
 + 
q ν ' ' YY-q q YY-q q 
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+ D E , 2 ( 2 ) Е , 2 ( 2 ) | ф , Г С > 
YY-q q ' 
2 2 
, --
τ 
Μ' (J 2 Λ f ІТ 2 ^ί 
Χ
 М -q Μ/ \ - Μ
τ
 q Μ^,/ 
* < - I > J X i <х , ! ,1і , І І * ' 1 < 2 1 , х , ! ' 2 ' Ч , > ( - τ '] ι:'·65» 
For Ι
ν
=)5 the spin of the E-type levels is І_=15
г
 hence the second 
3j-symbol in Eq(3.65) is zero, and the interaction vanishes for 
these states. 
(g) Molecular magnetic moment and susceptibility 
These interactions involve A -type tensors and hence can be 
treated in essentially the same way as the spin-rotation inter­
action of the X-nucleus. If in the space fixed fraune the quan­
tization axis is chosen along Η then the matrix elements dia­
gonal in J are 
<*
r?|-PNH.G.J - »s Η.χ.Η|Φ,Γξ> = 
'Vм; 6 і
ф
і ; 6 м M¿ F v H(gi + 57ΪΪΤ)(9|Γ*ι>> " І ( 2 х і + х І І ) н 2 + 
τ τ τ τ χ χ L 
^ 3Μ2 - J ( J + 1 ) , . 3Κ2 , 2, 21 . ,
 с с
. 
+
 (2J+3)(2J-1) ( 1 - JUm) 3(ΧΙΙ - X i ) H J ( 3 · 6 6 ) 
ε 
MM 
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(h) Nuclear тадпе1;:.с moment of the X-nucleus 
It is seen m Eq(3.33b) that the operators in this interaction 
belong to ¡H" . Let hyp 
X 1 , X X X , 2 X 1 X 
σ = — σ + σ. . + σ ) = — σ + — σ., 
av 3 aa bb cc 3 1 3 I  
then the matrix elements of the scalar interaction 
-Vxix-ä (1-aav) are 
<Ψ
Γζ|-μ g I .H(l- σΧ )|>Ι"Γξ> =-δ .6 δ δ μ α Η(1-σΧ )Μ 1 
Ν
4
Χ-Χ -
V
 av'' MM' IT' MM' Μ Μ·μΝ4Χ Μ av' Χ 
T T T T X X 
(3.67a) 
The remaining interaction is the anisotropic nuclear shielding, 
which involves an irreducible tensor of rank two· 
U
N
g
xi-X- ^ " v i ' "ä Ξ хІХ-San-ÍÍ 
This cartesian tensor product can be written as a product of 
irreducible tensors using Eq(3.38a), which in turn can be ex-
pressed in the spherical tensor components. In total 
/ .H-/5H Σ ~ Χ ( 2 ) ι .σ Η = /  н Z-« σ ι 
—Χ =an — q an,-q Χ 
q \-q 
Herewith the matrix elements become 
( 2 ' ' ) 
\-q q 0/ 
<Φ
Γξ|μ g Ι .σΧ .н|Ф,ГС> | μ
Ν
4
Χ -Χ =an -
1 
q
 Τ Τ ^Г Τ \-Μ -q M'/ \-Μ q Μ"/ 
( 2 ' Λ [ ΐ
χ
( Ι
χ + 1 ) ( 2 Ι χ + 1 ) ] 1 5 < Л І ^ і и > / 5 д х и І І Н 
\-q q о / 
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The reduced matrix element can be evaluated with the aid of the 
Wigner Eckart theorem and then transformed to the molecular 
frame of reference. The result is 
J-M+I -M 
•W-» ViV"' W-Î'ÎJîn-)· 
•[ ;::::с:гн""""і^^ * ψ • ή ( ! • л 
q VM ^  VVS <I ,4'/Vq q 7 
(i) Magnetic moment of the Y-nuclei 
As for the X-nucleus we define the average shielding as 
Al 1 , Al Al Al. 
σ = — (σ + σ, + σ ) 
av 3 aa bb cc 
and 
Al Ai Al . 
σ
 =
 σ
 _
 σ
ι 
=an =Y av = 
The Ε-type tensors have zero trace and so they are already 
second rank irreducible tensors. Proceeding in the same way as 
for the X-nucleus we obtain 
д 
<Y^\-u Q ι .H(l- σ ) Ι Φ' > = -δ δ .δ δ .y g Η . 1 μ
Ν
9
Υ±Τ -Κ а.- П MM' I
m
l· MM' ΜΜ' μΝ 4Υ T T T T X X 
Al 
•
 ( 1
"
 a
*j) "τ (3.68a) 
= gYPNH (-1) м ^ . 
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< χ Ε ' 1 ( ΐ
τ
) Ι Ι ι Ε ' 1 Ι Ι χ Ε ' 2 ( ι ^ ) > 1 
[ І
Т
( І
Т
+ 1 ) ( 2 І
Т
+ 1 ) ] ! 5 J 
\-М -q Μ·/ \-М q Μ · / \ ^ / 
τ + ν ^ . . Ε '
1 / ^ sU τ Ε ' 1|| , . Е » 2 
(-1) ' , Υ Υ , 
4 ΚΙ a a b b ' 
Ι
χ
( Ι
χ
+ 1 ) ( 2 Ι
χ
+ 1 ) . 3 0 J ( J + 1 ) ( 2 J + 1 ) 
(2J+3)(2J-1) 
i v . The c o u p l i n g c o n s t a n t s 
Χ ^ Χ ' -q q 0 ' 
(3.68b) 
In a rotational transition the tensor components Τ , Τ, , and 
aa bb 
Τ cannot be measured directly. What can be determined are the 
cc 
so called coupling constants. They are certain linear com­
binations of the tensor components. From the derived formulae for 
the matrix elements it is obvious how the coupling constants 
could be defined. For a general tensor τ we therefore introduce 
_
 *) 
a coupling constant t which is given by 
JK 
2 
tTV = Ь(т +T.. ) + T * , (τ -Ь(т +т.. )) + JK aa bb J(J+1) cc aa bb 
, „J+Y <xE'1(iT)lli
E
'
1llxE'2(iT)> 
+ -^-^ δ (Τ -Τ J 
4
 M < a a bb^ ^ ^ „ ^ ^ ( з . 6 9 ) 
For the A -type tensors of Eq(3.27) the last term in (3.69) 
vanishes because T =T, , for these tensors. For the traceless 
aa bb 
tensors in X we have Τ +T ,+T = 0. hyp aa bb с с 
There are two interactions in the hamiltonian of Eq(3.33) 
whose coupling constants cannot be described by this formula. 
*) 
The coupling constant is defined diagonal in J,К and I . 
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These interactions are the Y-quadrupole interaction and the 
spin-spin interaction between the Y-nuclei. For the quadrupole 
it is obvious from Eqs(3.62a) and (3.62b) to define (diagonal 
in J,К and I ) 
4 = [ЗчЗТП-- ^  ^ cc-^L + ^ b» + 
21 \ττ 2 ττ\ 
Σ Іс^(і
т
)|2(-і) Y K x23iY( 
23 Υ Υ 
+ - ^ -, . δ (V -V ) 
τ-, Ι (Ι 2 Ι \ 4 Κ,Ι aa bb 
Σ I c ? ' 1 ^ ) Ι 2 (-υ " ' •" aì 
г2Ъ Γ τ 2 Ч 
Τ I T 23 23 * • Z J
 ^ Y 23 Y^ (3.70) 
and for the YY-spin-spin interaction from Eq(3.65) 
d 
2 2 
YY μο μ№ϊ 
J K
 л ,
3 
4πΓ
γ γ <χ
Ε
'
1(Ι )||IIAl(2)||
x
E
'
1(IJ> X ч "'m· 
(3.71) 
The coupling constants for I.,^ are given in Appendix II. 
3.2 THE ASYMMETRIC ROTOR 
An asymmetric rotor molecule is a molecule which has three 
different inertial moments in the principle axis system. Mea­
surements have been performed on two asymmetric rotor molecules, 
D O and SO . The hamiltonian for the first molecule contains 
the same interactions as ЗС in Eq(3.26). The matrix elements 
Tiyp 
in the case of D^O are calculated by Verhoeven (VER 69). 
The hamiltonian of SO is very simple because of the ab­
sence of nuclear spins. In the electronic and vibrational ground 
state of the molecule, and in external magnetic field Η the 
о 
(Zeeman) hamiltonian X is 
^Z = ~ y№-*S'- " ^  -·%·-
The magnetic coupling constants (g and γ ) for an 
asymmetric top molecule in a rotational state J are usually 
defined as 
g <J > 
„ αα α 
gjT = S JtJ+l) ( 3 · 7 2 ) 
XJT = S JUÎT7 (Χαα - ^  ' ( 3 · 7 3 ) 
where the sum over α runs over the principle axes of the raole-
2 2 
cule and <J > is the expectation value of J in the state J 
ο α τ 
The matrix elements can be written as 
<J МІЗС Ij М ^ = S •{ -Mg μ н - hx R2 + 3 M -J(J+1)
 Н
2І 
τ ' Ζ
1
 τ MM' 4ατ μΝ ^^av (2J+3)(2J-1) KJx \ 
(3.74) 
3. 3 THE INTERNAL ROTOR 
3. 3.1 The hyperfine and Zeeman hamilton-ùan 
The hyperfine hamiltonian for an internal rotor with one 
degree of freedom for the field free case and in the absence 
of nuclear vibrations has been developed by Heuvel (HEU 72). The 
main difference between a rigid rotor and an internal rotor is 
that in the latter case the velocity i of a nucleus К depends 
not only upon the overall velocity of the nuclear frame but 
also upon the internal angular velocity ά, where α is the angle 
between the two parts of the molecule rotating with respect to 
each other. For a molecule with only one degree of freedom an 
axis λ and for each nucleus a vector σ can be found such that 
— —К 
σ .λ = 0 and f =
u
X r +
c
i λ Χ σ (3.75) 
—К "- "К — —к — —к 
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In this equation ω is the overall angular velocity and r the 
position of the K-th nucleus with respect to the center of 
mass of the molecule. Let m be the mass of the K-th nucleus 
then the overall inertia tensor of the molecule is 
V =lmK (гк - W * (3-76) 
rr 
This tensor is called I in (HEU 72). The quantities F,£_, and 
A defined by Heuvel can be written as 
A = h (I)"1 (3.77a) 
Ρ
 s
 2 A . | mK(0^ Χ λ) χ ^  (3.77b) 
F S К 2 VK " 2 - ί · - (3.77c) 
The equations (3.77b) and (3.77c) follow from the definitions 
of Heuvel by substituting therein the various inertia tensors. 
Furthermore it is customary to define an effective rotational 
tensor via 
A e ff = A , + Fp ρ , (3.77d) 
gg gg g g 
Then the rotational hamiltonian in Eq(8) of (HEU 72) is equal 
to 
off 2 
JC ^ = R.A .R + F Ρ + 2F p.R P+ V(a) (3.78) 
rot — = — — — 
where R is the nuclear contribution to the overall angular 
momentum and Ρ the nuclear contribution to the internal angular 
momentum, V(a) is the hindering potential. The advantage of 
Eq(3.78) above Eq(8) of (HEU 72) is that the coupling between 
R and Ρ is more obvious, but moreover the calculation of the 
hyperfine operators is easier. 
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For the overall angular velocity ω and the internal 
angular velocity ά we obtain 
ω = 2 A e f f.R + 2 F £ Ρ (3.79b) 
ά = 2 F £.R + 2 F Ρ (3.79b) 
The angular momentum R is the difference of the total angular 
momentum J^  and the electronic angular momentum L. We get for 
3C 
r 0 t
 eff 2 eff 3f = J.A .J + F Ρ + 2 F p.J P-2L.A .J-2Fp.L Ρ + 
rot — = — — = 
+ V(a) + L.Aeff.L (3.80) 
For Σ-molecules <L> = 0 and we approximate 
ω = 2 A e f f.J + 2P F £ (3.81a) 
ά = 2 F £.J + 2P F (3.81b) 
The last term in JC shifts all rotational energy levels in a 
rot 
certain electronic state by the same amount and is therefore 
not observable in rotational transitions. The fourth and fifth 
term in Eq(3.80) are zero in first order in Z-molecules. The 
second order contributions of these terms, however are not 
negligible. The hamiltonian can therefore be written as 
X _ = JC + JC + v(a; (3.82a) 
rot 1 2 
JC = J.Aeff.J + 2F £.J Ρ + F Ρ 2 (3.82b) 
JC = -2L.Aeff.J - 2F £.L Ρ (3.82c) 
The spin-rotation and spin-spin interaction are discussed by 
Heuvel. Therefore we treat only the magnetic interactions. The 
з 
important magnetic interactions are discussed by many authors. 
For the present treatment we shall follow Verhoeven (VER 69). 
The relevant interactions are 
hi = - f κ ζκ ä-V^K + ! i *·£Λ (3-83a) 
2 
h4 = I - ? (Hxr.).(HXr.) (3.83b) 
¿ om ι χ χ 
,
2
 ν- ЗЛІ^г. 
_ μο е_ V , , 'ΎΓνηΚ'—.ІК 
г, л -> — ν (НХГ.). τ (З. Зс) 
3 4π 2m χ,Κ χ 3 
Γ
χΚ 
.
 eV1
o
UN Γ Σ £ik X (^i- 4^'hL 
h4=-47- ίΤκ9Κ 3 (3-83d) 
L rxK 
r L K -i 
In these equations Ζ ,g ,1 ,r and i are the number of 
к к —к —к —к 
protons, the nuclear g-factor, the nuclear spin, position in 
the CM system and velocity of the K-th nucleus respectively, 
-e,m,r^ . and v. the charge, mass,position in the CM-system and 
velocity of the i-th electron respectively, μ is the nuclear 
magneton, and H^  the magnetic field. The sum over К and L runs 
over all nuclei, the sum over i runs over all electrons. 
The first term describes the interaction of the magnetic 
field II with the rotating charges of nuclei and electrons in 
the molecule. The second term represents the interaction of 
the magnetic field with the induced magnetic moment; this term 
has also a nuclear contribution, but this contribution is 
negligible. The term h- gives the interaction of the magnetic 
moment of the K-th nucleus with the molecular charge distribu­
tion disturbed by the external field. Again the nuclear part of 
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this interaction is neglected. The last terra is simply the in­
teraction of the nuclear magnetic moment with the magnetic 
field produced by the rotating charges in the molecule. 
The terms m h ,h-,h , and h. can be worked out using the 
equations for i , ρ and ά. 
—К — 
For the first term we get 
h. = - μ H.G.(n)J - У-^Н.д^Р + μ H.L (3.84) 
1 N— = — N— — В— — 
where G is the nuclear contribution to the G-tensor due to 
the overall rotation of the molecule, and g the contribution 
to the g-vector due to the internal rotation. We have 
V = 2^ I Ζκ [I- (rK 6gg" - W ' VV + 
+ (Ξκ-λ) о^
Рд
, - IZb-^V'g] ( 3 · 8 5 ) 
SL(n) - f i r I \F[4P- -<£*·£>£* + ^ \ -<£κ·νί1 
(3.86) 
The third term in h is zero m first order for Σ-molecules, 
however the second order contribution of this term to the 
hyperfine energy is important. 
The interaction h of Eq(3.83b) is of purely electronic 
origin. If |o> denotes the electronic Σ-state then the first 
order contribution of h to the energy is 
<o|h2|o> = ->j H.x(d).H (3.87) 
where the cartesian components of the diamagnetic susceptibi 
3) 
2 
lity tensor χ are given by 
X ( d > = 5 _ < 0 | E
r
 r , - r
2
 ξ ,|0> (3.88) 
gg' 4m ι ig ig' ι gg' ' 
The higher order contributions of h_ may be neglected. 
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The first order contribution due to h can be written as 
<0lh3l°> = i V N V ¿ d ) · « ( 3 · 8 9 ) 
Herein σ is the diamagnetic shielding tensor of the K-th 
—к 
nucleus. Its cartesian components are given by 
σ
«). !oL «p 'ч-ч^у - ww
 κ aMi 
gg' тгш Τ 3 I 
Г
іК 
Higher order terms are negligible. 
The terms in Eq(3.83d) can be rewritten as 
μ
ο
Β μ
Ν _ '-i^-i^-^K , у „ ,M(n) , . „(ηί,^ΐβΐ) -.„(el)., h4 = " 4 7 - 1ÎK gK 3 + К hi' {^ ^ + =K ^ 'i + 2K P ) 
Г
ІК 
(3.91) 
The first term in Eq(3.91) is zero in first order in the elec­
tronic Σ-state a s shown by Günther Mohr et al^  (GUN 54), the 
other terms in this equation have been treated by Heuvel. We 
find 
„(η) ~ β μο μΝ 9Κ Σ Z L Γ F t, м 
MKgg' = " η m ~3 g'-i^-ÍL " ^ К ^ · ^ 5дд" -
rLK L 
I eff 
-
 (rLg - ΎΚ rKg ) rLKg·^ A g» g·
 + 
+
 {(ÍLK-A) « % - Ύ
κ
 σ ^ ) - г ^ Л ^ - YK2K)Xg} Rg j (3.91) 
r T v L 
(ni e y o y N g K F , - „ 
L 7
^
 r L K 
- (ÏLK-L) ( ^ - Y K V + ( ^ u f i ) (2b - Г А ) 
.σ
κ
)>·ΐ] - ^ Í L K · ^ + YK ( ^
К
- ^ > - І І i 3 · 9 2 ) 
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Σ
 < 0
Ι §- í^iK-^K^gg" - Г ІК
д
Г
ІКд"
} Aq"g' + 
(el) _ θ μ ο μ Ν 4 γ κ 
Kgg' 4π ^ » "" ' g " l ' - і к ' ^ ' u  " i K g ' i K g ' ^ "g"g 
(3.93) 
(el) ^ о к У ! , ι -3 , , 
+
 (£LK-1)£K - ' Í L K ' Í V * - ! 0 * ( 3 · 9 4 ) 
So far we discussed only the operators that give first or-
der electronic contributions. The terms in the total hamiltonian 
giving important second order contributions can be taken from 
Eq(3.82c), (3.84) and (3.91). They are Jf and 
(3.95) 
(3.96) 
The second order contributions are of the form 
2-/ <olh InXnlh |o> + (1-6 ) <o|h |n><n|h |o> (Ε -E ) 
η L ' p1 ' q1 pq ' q' ' p' J ο η 
hi ( 2 ) = V · « 
h ( 2 ) e V N 
h . = —•: 
4 4π 
Σ 
i , κ 
д
к 
^ І К ^ І » 
3 
г
і к 
•ік 
-1 
(3.97) 
where h and h are two of the operators of Eq.(3.82c), (3.95) 
Ρ q 
or (3.96). The summation runs over all excited electronic 
states |n> with energy E . The second term in the Eq(3.97) is 
the complex conjugate, abbreviated as c.c, of the first term. 
The term for h =h =K. gives no contribution to the hyperfine 
ρ q 2 ^  
structure and therefore will not be considered. The remaining 
second order effects are 
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*
ί 2 )
 = - ^ ^ i ( e ) - £ + н.
а
(е)
Р, - ь н.х
(
Р>.н
 +
 Σ g^H.g^.i^ 
(3.98) 
The various tensors and vectors are defined as 
G ( el = — - Σ [ <olL InxnlZ,, L „Ae^f , I o> + c.c ]/(E -E ) gg' μ
Ν
 η
L
 I gl Ig" g" g" g'I J o n ' 
(3.99) 
This tensor is the electronic contribution to the overall 
molecular G-tensor. It is due to the second order effect of the 
(2) first term in 3C„ and h . The second term in 3f combined with 
(2) h gives the electronic contribution to the g-vector due to 
the internal rotation: 
g = — - ζ fco|L|n><nlFp.L|o> + c.c. ] /(Ε -E ) (3.100) 
-*- μ '—' o n 
Ν η 
(ρ) 
The paramagnetic susceptibility χ ^ originates in the second 
(2) = 
order effect of h . The cartesian components are given by 
χ
( Ρ| = -2vl I < O | L |n><n|L
 I|o> /(E -E ) (3.101) 
^дд' Β η ' g ' ' g'' ο η 
The paramagnetic nuclear shielding of the K-th nucleus is due 
(2) (2) 
to the effect of h and h. . Here the cartesian components 
a r e 
ец у 
σΑ
ρ )
1 = —^- Σ É O I L |η><η|Σ r : 3 ( r . xv.) 1 | o > + c . c . ] / ( E -E ) Kgg' 4ir η ' g 1 ' i iK —iK — i g ' 1 o n 
(3.102) 
The second order electronic contribution to the overall spin-
(e2) 
rotation tensor of the K-rth nucleus M comes from the first 
—к 
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(2) term of ïf combined with h . The cartesian components for 
this tensor are 
(3.103) 
(2) The second term in Jf combined with h„ qives the second order 2 4 ^ 
contribution to the spin-internal rotation vector 
^ e 2 ) = ONK j [<0|F£.L|n><n|| ^ (Γ.
κ
Χν.)|ο> + c.c.]/(E
o
-E
n
) 
(3.104) 
The last term in Eq(3.98) is the so called electron coupled 
(2) 
spin-spin interaction, due to the second order effect of h* . 
For this tensor we have 
2 2 2 
e Μ Μ σ σ 
„ ( e ) ° N V K 4 L г t ι г - 3 , . ι ι)· - 3 ι 
D K L , g ' = ^ 2 £ 1 < 0 1 £ rxK (^IC , t ï1 , , ln > < n l î : r lb ,SxLX ï i ,g.l0 > + e-c-^ (VBn ) 
(3.105) 
This term is usually neglegible, except for large nuclei. A more 
important contribution to the spin-spin interaction is via the 
contact interaction. This interaction, however, will not be 
discussed here. 
The interactions in Eqs(3.83) do not completely describe 
the Zeeman and hyperfine structure of the molecule. If no 
nuclear quadrupoles are present, then the additional terms to 
the Zeeman and hyperfine interactions are the direct spin-spin 
interaction between the nuclear magnetic moments, and the inter-
actions of the nuclear magnetic moments with the external field. 
These interactions can be written as 
h6 = K>L ν ώ ' - i b (3'106) 
N^-VKV» ( З Л 0 7 ) 
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The spin-spin interaction tensor D is given in Table 5.1. 
—KL 
The total hyperfine and Zeeman hamiltonian due to h through 
h can be written as 
К =
 Σ
 I . (M .J + m Ρ) + Σ I .D .1 -hyp К -К =К - -К ' K>L -К =KL -L 
- WjjH. (G.j + £ Ρ) - h Η-χ.Η - ε ЯуМ^- d - gK) .н 
(3.108) 
In this equation the vectors and tensors are defined as 
M K = M ¿ n ) + M ¿ e l ) + M ¿ e 2 ) (3.109a) 
Ε κ ^ ^ +S¿ e l ) ^ к е 2 ) ( З Л 0 9 Ь ) 
D„T= D^
5
 + D*f) (3.109c) 
=KL =KL =KL 
G - G ( n )
 +
 ¿ e ) (3.109d) 
3. Ξ £ < η ) + £ ( e ) (3.109e) 
X = X ( d ) + X ( P ) (3.109f) 
=κ =κ =κ 
(3.109g) 
The hamiltonian 3C differs from the hamiltonian for a rigid hyp 
rotor, as can be seen by comparison of Eq(3.26) and (3.108). 
Apart from the fact that the tensors in Eq(3.108) are functions 
of a, there are two additional terms in the hamiltonian caused 
by the internal rotation, e.g. the vectors in Eq(3.109b) and 
(3.109e). 
The examined internal rotors are hydrogen peroxyde and 
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methyl alcohol. The H О -molecule has a twofold potential bar­
rier shown in Fig. 3.3, and CH OH a threefold barrier. Both 
molecules, however, can be described (in first order) by sym­
metric top wave functions (HUN 64, HEU 72) such that the 
matrix elements are basically the same as for the symmetric 
rotor. 
The methyl alcohol molecule is discussed in detail by 
Heuvel in zero field. Expressions for the matrix elements and 
the coupling constants can be found in (HEU 72). In this 
chapter we shall restrict ourselves to hydrogen peroxyde. 
3.3.2 Hydrogen peroxyde 
top view 
0 
α 
••y 
ζ-axis out of paper 
front view 
ζ -
0 
H« 
x-axis out of paper 
•+-У 
FIG.3.2 The geometry of the hydrogen peroxyde molecule. 
The geometry of the molecule is shown in Fig. (3.2). The 
molecule fixed c-axis is chosen along the 0-0 bond. The a-axis 
is defined as the bissectrix of the projection of the OH bars 
on a plane perpendicular to the c-axis through the center of 
mass of the molecule. 
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The b-axis is chosen so that the system abc becomes right-
handed. 
The internal rotation in H.O is due to the relative 
motion of the OH-bars with respect to each other. This rotation 
is hindered by two interactions: the repulsion of the dipole 
moments of the OH bars and the interaction with the two non-
bonding pairs of p-electrons associated with the oxygen atoms. 
The potential energy V(oi) is given in Fig.3.3 as a function of 
a, the angle between the projection of the OH-bars in the 
FIG. 3.3 The internal rotor potential in H„0- as a function of 
the internal rotor angle a. 
bc-plane. The situation when α=π is called the trans-position, 
while for a=0 the molecule is in the cis-position. The corre­
sponding barrier heights in the potential are V and 
V . . They have been determined by Hunt et al (HUN 64), while 
cis 
the angle α , where the potential reaches its minimum, was ob­
tained by Oelfke and Gordy (OEL 69) 
V = 386 cm" 
trans 
V . = 2460 cm 
CIS 
-1 
α = 118 4' ' 
e 
*) This value is the average value of α in the states τ=1,2 and 
T=3,4 
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In the abc-frarae there is a coupling in the rotational hamil-
tonian between the internal rotation and the overall rotation 
(HUN 64). This coupling can be removed by applying a small 
rotation about the a-axis. Then the hamiltonian becomes (HON 64) 
JC = 3C + X. (3.110a) 
rot int 
JC ^ = A(a)J + C(a)J + B(a)(J +J,) + D(a) (J,J -J J· ) 
rot с a b b с с b 
(3.110b) 
X. = f(a)P2 + V(a) (3.110c) 
int 
The rotational constants A,B,C, and D all are functions of a. 
The constants В and D are very sensitive to a. Fortunately the 
dominant terms in the expression for 3C are A(a) and С(α), 
which are in first order independent of a. Consequently the 
zeroth order basis functions of JC ^ are the functions ljKM> 
rot ' 
discussed in Sect. 3.1.1. The basis functions for the overall 
plus internal rotation are then the |jKM>M(a), where M(a) is а 
solution of the equation 
JC. м(а) = E. M(a) (3.111) 
int int 
The hamiltonian JC. ^  is invariant under a reflection in the int 
trans plane σ(trans) and under a reflection in the cis-plane 
a(cis). These reflections can be expressed in a: 
a(trans): α -»• 2π - α (3.112a) 
a(cis) : α •+ -α (3.112b) 
In addition the molecule is invariant if one of the two OH-bars 
is rotated over 2ir, while the other one is fixed. If Ψ,#,Ψ 
are the Euler angles of the molecule then the operation that 
describes this is given by (ELL 75) 
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C 2 c : * - * + (п1+п2,я ( З Л 1 2 с ) 
α •+ α + (η -η ) 2π 
Here one of the OH bars is rotated over η 2тг , while the other 
one is rotated over η_2π. Because the molecule is invariant 
under this transformation, the total wavefunction has to be 
invariant too. The transformation of the JKM> under C„ (see 
¿c 
Sect. 3.1.1) then requires for the internal rotor function M(a) 
-iKa/2XT, 
М(а) = e Ν ( α ) 
where Ν is a function of α with period 2тг. The operations 
α(trans) and α(cis) leave JC invariant and therefore complex 
numbers с and с can be found with с I= с = 1 and 
t с • t ' ' с ' 
σ (trans) M (а) = с Μ (а) 
a(cis) М(а) = с М(а), 
с 
Furthermore 
2 2 
σ(trans) = α (cis) = 1 
σ (trans) σ (cis) :α -»- а-гтт 
So 
с = + 1 
c t cc = (-1)
K 
The wavefunctions for the internal rotation can now be classi­
fied according to their symmetry under these operations. The 
quantum number τ which describes this symmetry is given in 
Table 3.4. The states with a certain τ are ordered by the 
principal quantum number η (n=0 for the ground state and can 
further take integral values 1,2, . . . ordered in ascending 
energy). All measurements were performed in the n=0 state. 
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In addition to the symmetry operations described above, 
the molecule is invariant under a rotation about the a-axis 
over π. This interaction interchanges the two protons in the 
molecule, and the Pauli principle then implies that the wave-
function is antisymmetric under this operation. The antisymmetric 
spin function corresponds with total proton spin zero, while the 
symmetric spinfunction has total spin one. The total hydrogen 
spin in a particular state is given in Table 3.4. 
J Overall rot. int. rot. total spin 
state state hydr.nucl. 
τ = 1,2 0 
τ = 1,2 1 
τ = 3,4 1 
τ = 3,4 О 
τ = 1,2 1 
τ = 1,2 0 
τ = 3,4 0 
τ = 3,4 1 
Table 3.4. The H O wavefunction and its spin symmetry. 
More details about the wavefunction can be found in (HUN 64, 
ELL 75). 
We mentioned in the beginning of this section that the 
coupling between J and Ρ in H-0? can be removed by a small 
rotation about the a-axis. This rotation is called a contact 
transformation. In the present notation this contact transfor-
Φ 
JK+ 
φ 
JK-
Φ 
JK+ 
Φ 
JK-Φ 
JK+ 
odd * J K_ 
φ 
JK+ 
Φ 
JK-
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mation implies that the term 
К
 mK (2κ Χ- ) χ ΞΚ = i-2- (3.113) 
given in Eq(3.77b) becomes zero in the new reference frame, as 
is shown in Appendix III.This causes severe implications upon 
the hyperfine hamiltonlan of Eq(3.108). If we substitute zero 
for the term in Eq(3.113) in the tensors derived in Sect. 3.3.1 
we have from Eq(3.100) 
and from Eq(3.86) 
SL(n) = §7 i V V ^ X Ï K 
μ
Ν
 κ 
Under the inversion operator the vector £ transforms into 
-£ . Hence the first order contribution due to this term is 
zero, and the term H.g_ Ρ in Eq(3.108) vanishes in first order. 
The matrix elements of X and the coupling constants 
are given in (ELL 75). 
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C H A P T E R 4 
MEASUREMENTS 
This chapter, like the previous one, is divided into three 
sections according to the class of molecules. Section 4.1 deals 
14 
with the symmetric rotor molecules : ammonia NH , fluoroform 
CF H, and methyl chloride CH Cl. In Sect. 4.2 the asymmetric 
rotors D„ О and SO are discussed. The last section contains the 
results for the internal rotors hydrogen peroxyde and methyl 
alcohol. 
The hyperfine and Zeeman matrices for a rotational state 
under study were calculated using the expressions for the matrix 
elements of the various hyperfine and Zeeman operators derived 
in Chap.3. To prevent errors the Zeeman matrix was calculated 
numerically by a digital IBM 370/155 computer. 
The transition frequencies ν (i) were calculated by 
с 
diagonalizing the Zeeman hamiltonian for both levels involved 
in a transition. These frequencies were compared with the ob­
served frequencies ν (i) and their uncertanties Δν (i) in the 
о о 
function _ 
,
2
 = Σ 
(V (i) - ν (i))'
с о 
(Δυ ) 2 
о 
(4.1) 
where i runs over all observed frequencies. 
2 
The absolute minimum of χ is found by means of a least 
squares fit of the coupling constants. This procedure is des­
cribed by Bluyssen (BLU 68). The error in the coupling constant 
is the amount by which the coupling constant has to be increased 
2 
or decreased, in order that χ increases with one. For those 
constants that depend upon the magnetic field the ultimate error 
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depends upon the homogeneity of the field. For the super con­
ducting magnet the ultimate error is one part in 1000 for linear 
effects and two parts in 1000 for quadratic, for the Bruker 
magnet the errors are ten times smaller. 
molecule transition zero field low field high field 
ΔΜ=+1,0 
ΔΜ=0 
ΔΜ=0 
ΔΜ=0 
ΔΜ=0 
ΔΜ=0 
no 
ΝΗ3 
CF Η 
сн3сі 
ν 
so2 
Η2 02 
CH ОН 
JK 
22u 
^ u 
1 
о 
21 
1 
0 
3
-2 
2
-2 
k
-U 
h-2 
2l- 2 
22 
32 
k2 
Jk' 
221 
2
u 
0 
о 
11 
0 
0 
22 
Ό 
3
-2 
00k 
10U 
21 
31 
s 
no 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
no 
ΔΜ=+1 
no 
ΔΜ=+1 
no 
m=+^ 
ΔΜ=+1 
ΔΜ=+1 
ΔΜ=+1 
ΔΜ=+1 
Table 1*-1 Survey of the observed transitions. 
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Table 4.1 gives a survey of the performed experiments. 
4.1 SimETRIC TOP MOLECULFS 
. 14 4.1.1 Аттопга Ш 
ó 
Zero field beam maser measurements on a large number of 
inversion transitions have been performed by Kukolich (KUK 67, 
70), employing a Ramsey configuration of the stimulating field. 
This configuration allows a very accurate determination of the 
hyperfine transitions. An extension of the theory to include 
centrifugal distortion effects upon the nitrogen quadrupole in-
teraction enabled Hougen (HOU 72) to refit these spectra, there-
by removing the previous discrepancies between the calculated 
and the observed spectrum. 
Zeeman experiments on the ΔΜ=+1 transitions at low magnetic 
fields were done by Kukolich (KUK 70a), and by Verhoeven (VER 70) 
*) Measurements at 100 kG on the J =3_ •+ 3_, inversion transition 
К 2u 21 
using a Bitter type magnet were also performed by Kukolich 
(KUK 73). 
The original experiments at low fields by Kukolich and by 
Verhoeven yielded a discrepancy for the molecular susceptibility. 
A reinvestigation by Kukolich removed this discrepancy. The 
anisotropic susceptibility, however, is rather small in ammonia, 
and the measured value at low fields is subject to a large 
uncertainty (see Table 4.3). Therefore measurements were per­
formed at a field of 69.76(7)kG. Another reason to measure in 
14 high field was to obtain the nuclear shielding of N and H. 
The measurements were performed on the J ,=2„ -*• 2.., inversion 
К 2u 21 
*) Here "u" stands for the upper inversion level, and "1" for 
the lower. 
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transition at 23722 MHz. 
Transition 
MJ MJ "Ν M4 Calculated frequency Measured frequency St.dv. 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
0 
0 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
-1 
-2 
-2 
0 
0 
-1 
1 
-1 
1 
0 
0 
-1 
1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
1 
-1 
0 
0 
1 
-1 
1 
-1 
0 
0 
-1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
674.645 
656.439 
525.502 
509.387 
498.807 
477.979 
093.161 
073.924 
044.239 
030.103 
026.023 
011.022 
667.469 
655.776 
648.221 
638.049 
584.254 
565.751 
308.846 
292.154 
278.493 
262.452 
258.220 
244.114 
п.о. 
28 660.4 
28 526.9 
28 513.3 
28 496.6 
28 483.6 
п.о. 
28 076.6 
28 041.1 
28 027.3 
28 022.8 
28 008.9 
27 664.2 
27 654.1 
27 643.8 
27 633.9 
27 581.8 
27 567.9 
27 309.7 
27 292.5 
27 275.3 
27 258.1 
η.о. 
η.о. 
2.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
2.0 
3.0 
5.0 
5.0 
3.0 
3.0 
5.0 
5.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
Tabla 4.2. The ΔΜ 
at a magnetic field of 69.76 kG 
1 lines for the J = 2 
14 2 transition in NH 
All frequencies are in kHz relative to V = 23722633.336 (4)kHz. 
n.o. means not observed. For this fit χ = 17.6 
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The observed and calculated frequencies for the Zeeman 
lines are given in Table 4.2. Only the high frequency part of 
the spectrum (ΔΜ=-1 transitions) could be measured, because the 
Zeeman effect at 70 kG is considerably larger than the tuning 
range of the cavity. The standard deviations for the line 
positions are large because of the line broadening due to the 
inhomogeneity of the field. Another reason for the inaccuracy 
is the large overlap of the Zeeman lines. 
The spectrum has been fitted using the zero field coupling 
constants calculated by Hougen (HOU 72) and the magnetic moment 
observed by Verhoeven (VER 70). The coupling constants obtained 
in the fit of this spectrum are given in Table 4.3. 
coupling observed units transition 
constant value 
0.08361(55) kHz/kG2 
22^221 ΔΜ-Μ 
0.026(210 kHz/kG 
V 4 j K -0-1317(31) 
. Η 
• V ^ J K -0.065(22) 
V^E^ -0.037(5) kHz/kG 2 2 ^
2 2 1 Δ Μ = 0 
JK 
VJK 
kHz/kG 
2, -»-г,, ΔΜ=0 lu 11 
khz/kG 
Table 4.3 Coupling constants for the studied ammonia transitions 
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To obtain the inversion effect upon the molecular G-tensor 
ΔΜ=0 transitions were performed. It was hoped that the depen­
dence of this tensor would be apparent at 70 kG. 
The initial measurements were performed upon the 
J„ = 2„ ->· 2„, transition. The observed spectrum at 70 kG con-K 2u 21 
sisted of two partly resolved lines at a distance of 10.15 kHz. 
An analysis of this spectrum showed that these peaks were due 
to the |M|=2 lines. The effect was indeed due to the G-tensor. 
The coupling constant is given in Table 4.3. 
A comparison with the experiment of Kukolich at 100 kG, 
mentioned above, suggested that a larger effect could be ex­
pected for a level with low K(ELL 75a). Therefore measurements 
were performed on the 2 inversion transition. The spectrum of 
this transition is much more complicated because of the pre­
sence of the δ terms in the coupling constants (see Chap. 3 
ічі 
for the origin of these terms), which cause a considerable 
hyperfine splitting. The advantage of these terms is, however, 
that also the δ -part of the hydrogen nuclear shielding could 
Kl 
in principle be observed. 
The observed and calculated spectrum is given in Table 
4.4. The coupling constants obtained from the fit are given in 
Table 4.3. We see that the effect of the hydrogen nuclear shiel­
ding is indeed observable. The measurements were performed at 
different fields in order to obtain a possible effect of the 
dependence of the molecular susceptibility upon the inversion 
state. No such effect was seen. 
4.1.2 Fluoro form CHF-
For this symmetric rotor molecule two rotational transitions 
were studied: (a) the J = 1 •*• 0 transition at a frequency of 
К о о 
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Transition 
Mj "V мн cale, frequency observed frequency St.dv. 
-2 1 
-2 0 
-2 -1 
-1 -1 
-1 0 
-1 1 
2 -1 
1 1 
2 0 
1 0 
2 1 
1 -1 
-1 1 
-1 0 
-2 -1 
-1 -1 
-2 0 
-2 1 
1 -1 
1 0 
1 1 
2 1 
2 0 
2 -1 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
54.02Θ 
49.124 
42.898 
25.560 
23.564 
20.079 
15.472 
9.294 
8.871 
5.463 
3.493 
3.112 
-1.687 
-5.169 
-6.115 
-7.130 
-12.293 
-17.273 
-21.483 
-23.898 
-27.707 
-40.318 
-45.612 
-52.272 
53.3 
49.3 
n.o 
24.2 
22.1 
20.2 
12.8 
8.9 
4.8 
3.9 
1.9 
0.0 
-4.9 
-7.0 
-7.4 
-9.0 
-11.4 
-15.4 
-21.8 
-23.8 
-25.8 
-40.7 
-44.7 
-52.7 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
3.0 
4.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.0 
Table 4.4 The ΔΜ=0 lines of the 2 
lu 
2 , transition at a field 
of 69.86 kG. All frequencies in kHz relative to 
2 
23098819.011 kHz. The χ for this fit is 9.3. 
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20.7 GHz and (b) the J =2 ->• 1 at 41.4 GHz. We shall discuss 
К 1 1 
them separately. 
(a) The J = 1 -*• 0 transition 
к и и 
The original zero field measurements using an effusive source 
yielded values of the coupling constants which were in sharp 
disagreement with the coupling constants observed by Kukolich 
et al (KUK 71, REY 72). In both observations hyperfine lines 
essential for a complete determination of the coupling constants 
were not observed. The repeated measurements employing a nozzle 
source showed a much better signal to noise ratio. This spectrum 
and the resulting coupling constants agreed with the remeasured 
values of Kukolich (KUK 72b, REY 74). The coupling constants 
obtained are given in Table 4.6. 
Weak field measurements at 8.0093 kG on the ΔΜ=+1 transi­
tions proved the usefullness of the state scrambler. The high 
frequency side could easily be measured by direct recording at 
an integration time of 10 s without the use of a scrambler. The 
low frequency part, however was not observed, even after long 
averaging (about lOOx) with a CAT. Moreover the total intensity 
of the high frequency part is comparable to the total zero 
field intensity indicating that the focussed molecules relax to 
the upper M-level as explained in Chapter 2. 
Using a state scrambler the lower levels could partly be 
populated. A noise generator was used as a source of the RF 
power inducing ΔΜ=+1 transitions. A population of the desired 
level would require a ΔΜ=2 transition. So the population has 
to occur in two steps, thereby requiring a rather large amount 
of RF power. The large RF power caused a considerable increase 
of noise at the detector. Nonetheless the low levels could be 
104 
^ 
f 
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Л 
ν 
FIG. 4.1 The J 0 transition of CF Η at a field of 
К 0 
θ.0093 kG a) High freq.part measured directly at 
10 s RC time b) Low freq. part measured after 32 
sweeps with a CAT. 
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populated. Fig. 4.1a shows the S/N ratio for the upper frequen­
cy part observed without the scrambler and by direct recording 
at 10 s RC-time. In Fig. 4.1b the lower frequency part is de­
picted; this spectrum was observed after 32 sweeps with a CAT 
using the scrambler. Each sweep was recorded at Is. The observed 
and calculated frequencies for these measurements are given in 
Table 4.5. These measurements yield values for the coupling con­
stants of the G-tensor (g ) and the anisotropic susceptibility 
JK 
coupling constant (χ
ΤΙ
.) given in Table 4.6. It is seen that the 
JK 
error in χ as obtained in low field is rather large. 
JK 
To observe the fluorine and hydrogen nuclear shielding 
F H 
coupling constants, σ and σ respectively, measurements were 
JK JK 
performed in high magnetic field. The observed frequencies at a 
field of 6Θ.Θ1 kG are given in Table 4.5. Only ΔΜ=0 transitions 
were observed which yielded all the necessary information about 
the Zeeman effect of this transition. It is seen from Table 4.6 
that both shielding constants are obtained from the high field 
spectrum, although the error in σ is rather large. Another ef­
fect that can be obtained more accurately in high field is the 
susceptibility. The value of χ in high field is lOOx more 
JK 
accurate than the value obtained in low field. 
To determine the molecular quadrupole moment, discussed in 
Chap.5, another transition with K^O is needed. Our attention was 
focussed on the 2 ->• 1 transition, because this is the transi­
tion with K/0 at the lowest frequency. 
(b) The J = 2 ->• 1 transition 
К 1 1 
The zero field frequency of this transition is at 41.4 GHz. 
Because of the geometry of the superconducting magnet only 
cylindrical cavities can be used. The mostly used TNL· . cavity 
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Transition 
MJ 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
м ; 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
MF 
-3/2 
-3/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-3/2 
-3/2 
-3/2 
-3/2 
-1/2 
3/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
3/2 
MH 
-1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
Cale. freq. 
237.134 
236.672 
230.623 
228.747 
221.434 
217.220 
209.110 
202.559 
-205.683 
-206.143 
-212.188 
-214.063 
-221.369 
-225.579 
-233.689 
-240.236 
-257.749 
-265.275 
-272.091 
-274.946 
-275.464 
-278.342 
-280.160 
-281.955 
Obs. freq. 
237.0 
237.0 
229.7 
229.7 
219.3 
219.3 
207.8 
203.2 
-206.6 
-206.6 
-213.2 
-213.2 
-223.4 
-223.4 
-233.4 
-239.2 
-257.7 
-265.3 
-273.8 
-273.8 
-277.2 
-277.2 
-280.5 
-280.5 
St.dv. 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
0.3 
0.3 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
Magn.field 
8.0093 kG 
68.81 kG 
Table 4.5. Results for the low field ΔΜ = + 1 transitions and the high 
field ΔΜ = 0 transitions of the J = 1 •* 0
n
 transition of 
^ к 0 0 
fluoroform, yielding χ of 6.09 and 4.84 respectively. 
All frequencies are in kHz relative to \> = 20697695.4 (2)kHz. 
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Transition coupling value units remarks 
constant 
1 -»-0 
о о 
& 
H 
C JK 
μ
Ακ 
XjK 
".ne 
V J K 
Η 
μ
Ν
σ
ακ 
»„Ιβ^-β, ,Ι 
v
o 
Δυ 
1 0 . 3 7 ( 1 3 ) 
-з .о(б ) 
2T.61*U(71) 
-0.120(1*1») 
- 0 . 1 It 1*28(23) 
-0.101*1(51*) 
0.009І*(73) 
0.71*6(15) 
1*1395180.5(1») 
2 3 . 0 9 ( 8 8 ) 
kHz 
kHz 
kHz/kG 
kHz/kG 2 
kHz/kG 2 
kHz/kG 
kHz/kG 
kHz/kG 
kHz 
kHz 
from low f i e l d 
from h i g h f i e l d 
V i 
Table 4.6 Coupling constants for fluoroform 
has a diameter of 5.4 mm at this frequency, which is rather 
small. A larger diameter has the TE but such a cavity was 
expected to give problems with the coupling, because already 
at 23.72 we had a lot of trouble. The problems at this frequency 
were overcome, but at a frequency of 41 GHz the mechanical re­
quirements are much more stringent. 
Another solution at high frequencies is to use a resonator 
108 
consisting of two parallel circular disks. For a reasonable 
Q-factor the diameter of such a resonator should be about 14 
wavelengths e.g. 10.5 cm. The bore in the superconducting 
magnet is only 6.5 cm, so it is impossible to mount it in this 
magnet. This resonator is only suitable in a polar magnet such 
as the Bruker magnet. However, in a polar magnet the magnetic 
field is perpendicular to the molecular beam, thereby intro­
ducing a motional Stark effect. Symmetric top molecules, which 
are in a rotational state with K^O have a very strong (first 
order) Stark effect. The velocity spread in the beam, which is 
about 5% - 10% for a nozzle beam, will influence the linewidth. 
At 8 kG, which is about the maximum field of the Bruker magnet 
and a typical velocity of 500 m/s for the molecules in the beam, 
the linewidth is from 50-100 kHz! In the superconducting magnet 
the maximum angle between the molecular velocity and the mag­
netic field in the cavity is 4/160 radians. The energy contri­
bution of the Stark effect is proportional to the cube of this 
maximum angle and therefore negligible within the accuracy of 
the experiment at fields below about 30 kG. So our choice was a 
cylindrical ™
n i n cavity in the superconducting magnet, the best 
solution under the given circumstances. 
The linear Stark effect has also implications for the state 
selection. Because only levels with positive Stark effect can 
be selected only the levels with M= -2 and -1 of the upper 
(J = 2. ) state are focussed, while those in the M=2 and 1 
К 1 
level are defocussed. The focussation of the M=-2 level is much 
better than the focussation of the M= -1 level, because the 
Stark effect of the latter is only one half of the Stark effect 
of the other. Thus at low state selector fields mainly the 
J,M = 2, -2 level is focussed. For the lower state (J=l, K=l) 
109 
the M= -1 level is focussed. The Stark energy of this level is 
about 1.5 χ higher than the Stark energy of the J,M = 2,-2 
level of the upper state. Consequently at low fields the M=-l 
level of the lower state is focussed best, thereby yielding an 
anti-maser (absorption) signal rather than a maser (emission) 
signal. 
The anti-maser signal was detected with an optimum S/N 
ratio of about 10 at 15 kV on the rods of the hexapole. When the 
voltage increased the signal decreased and at 20 kV it disap­
peared completely. Further increase of the voltage resulted in 
a maser signal. The explanation for this effect is that, as 
mentioned above, the (J,M) = (1,-1) level, which has the strongest 
Stark effect is focussed at low fields resulting in an optimum 
focussing at 15 kV. A further increase of the voltage on the 
selector gives no improvement, because the molecules that ap­
proach the selector rods experience such a strong force towards 
the axis, that they shoot through it thereby leaving the focuser 
at large angles with respect to the axis and so they do not 
enter the cavity. The levels with weaker Stark effect, however, 
have not reached optimum focussation at 15 kV, so that an in­
crease of the voltage results in better focussation for these 
levels. It is pointed out above that the levels with weak Stark 
effect belong to the J=2 state. Because this state is the upper 
state this explains, why the maser signal is detected at higher 
state selector fields. 
No attempt was made to resolve the zero field spectrum, 
because of the lack of any structure. In a magnetic field the 
spectrum consists of two (broad) lines, which are partly re­
solved. The distance between the two "lines" is independent of 
the magnetic field. It is called Δν in Table 4.6 and is dis-
110 
cussed in Chap.5. 
From the shift of the lines in a magnetic field the mag­
netic moment could be determined. Measurements were performed 
at three different fields as listed in Table 4.7. The observed 
c a l e . f r e q . 
(kHz) 
1*1395202.58 
1+1395180.09 
ІИ39521І*.9І» 
^1395193.01+ 
1(1395262.51 
1+139521*2.1+1+ 
obs . f r e q . 
(kHz) 
1+1395203.Ч15) 
1+1395180.0(15) 
1+1395211+.5(15) 
1+1395191+.3(15) 
1*1395263.5(1+0) 
1+1395237.1(1+0) 
Magn. f i e l d 
(kG) 
І З . 5 6 8 
27.397 
69.689 
Table 4.7 Observed and calculated frequencies for the 2 •*• 1 
transition in fluoroform 
frequencies correspond to the tops of the two lines mentioned 
above. The errors in the high field line positions are large, 
because the S/N ratio is much less than at lower fields. This 
is due to discharge effects of the rest gas molecules in the 
vicinity of the state selector. The ions formed by the discharge 
(very weak and in the absence of magnetic fields completely 
negligible) are trapped in the high magnetic field and result 
in a current between the rods. This current drops the field of 
the selector and hence deteriorates the focussation. 
The spectrum has been fitted by three constants : the 
distance between the two lines Δν; the difference between the 
*) g of upper and lower state ; and the frequency of transition, JK 
*) 
Only g^.-g.. can be obtained in ΔΜ=0 transitions. 
Ill 
if no hyperfine structure were present. The susceptibility 
anisotropy was taken from the 1 -»-0 transition. The shielding 
δ -term was not fitted in this spectrum, because the observed Kl 
lines were rather broad. The observed constants are discussed 
in Chap.5. 
4.1.3 Methyl chloride CH^ Cl 
35 We studied the J , = 1 -»• 0 rotational transition in CH, CI 
К о о 3 
occurring at a frequency of 26.6 GHz. Because of the large 
quadrupole coupling constant of the Cl-nucleus (74.7 MHz) , 
the hyperfine splitting of this transition is so large that two 
TM cavities were needed in order to observe all hyperfine 
components (The thermal tuning range of such a cavity is not 
more than about 20 MHz). 
As pointed in Chap.2 the zero field measurements were 
troubled by the poor Stark effect. In the coupling scheme 
F. = J + I . where I , stands for the chlorine nuclear spin 
—1 — -Cl -CI 
(I =3/2), it is seen from Fig. 2.3 that the F =1/2 level is 
completely focussed, the F = 3/2 is completely defocussed and 
the F = 5/2 level is partly focussed (M = +3/2) and partly 1 Fl — 
defocussed (M = + 1/2, + 3/2). 
To determine the chlorine quadrupole coupling constant and 
the spin-rotation constant transitions of all F levels are 
needed for the fit. Therefore a transition of the type AJ=0 
F =1/2 -»• F'=3/2 had to be induced in the scrambler. As this 
transition is forbidden in zero electric field, a large RF 
power is required to induce it. Unfortunately the frequency of 
this transition is about 34 MHz and lies within the bandwidth 
of the intermediate amplifier. The RF power produces a "signal" 
at the detector which exceeds the normal signal at the inter-
112 
mediate frequency. So scrambling is not suitable in this case. 
The obvious way is to use a different intermediate frequency, 
but unfortunately the equipment needed was not available. The 
solution was found by measuring the transition in ал electric 
beam resonance machine. In this machine the AJ=0 transition 
(J,F ) = (1,1/2) ->- (1,3/2), which is a transition from a focussed 
level to a defocussed level, was observed in an electric field 
of 500 V/cm. Because the dipole moment is accurately known 
(MEE 75) the Stark effect can be calculated easily (ELL 75), 
and the zero field frequency of the (1,1/2) •> (1,3/2) transition 
can be obtained. Now the distance between these levels is known. 
The frequency of the (J,F ) = (1,1/2) -*• (0,3/2) is observed in 
the maser, and from the known distance between the F =1/2 and 
F =3/2 levels for J=l the transition frequency of the 
(J,F ) = (1,3/2) •> (0,3/2) can be calculated. The zero magnetic 
field frequencies are given in Table 4.8. The quantum number F 
is defined as F = F + I , where I is the spin of the protons. 
— —1 —Η —Η 
Because rather accurate values of g and χ were already 
known (VAN 70), we originally decided to measure only the high 
field Zeeman effect to obtain the chlorine and hydrogen nuclear 
shielding constants. Due to the poor Stark effect also in 
these measurements a large number of transitions was missing. It 
turned out to be impossible to determine the desired constants 
from this spectrum, because the missing lines contained essential 
information. Also working at two different fields, which in the 
case of fluoroform was sufficient to determine the coupling 
constants unambiguously, failed for this molecule. 
In the high field measurements we studied only ΔΜ=0 tran­
sitions, and to determine all coupling constants also ΔΜ=+1 
transitions are needed. Because ΔΜ=+1 transitions at low field 
из 
Transition 
F 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1* 
3 
3 
2 
1 
«J 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
F' 
1 
0 
0 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
0 
M} 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
•Ί 
1/2 
1/2 
5/2 
5/2 
5/2 
5/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
M
ci 
-3/2 
-3/2 
-3/2 
-3/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
F l 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
MH 
3/2 
-3/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
3/2 
-3/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
-3/2 
3/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
-3/2 
3/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
Calculated 
frequency 
2660U368.286 
2бб0І)ЗбТ.і82 
265891*30.701 
2б589І*2І*.992 
2б589'*21.2І(9 
гбз д^.іп 
26570739.308 
26570736.198 
26570728.323 
2659621t li. 376 
265962І*li. IliO 
2659623З.179 
26596233.IOI 
265918I6.282 
2б591815.7б7 
265918О5.5ЗІ 
26591805.З58 
26582271.915 
26582271.092 
2658226О.9ЗЗ 
2658226О.658 
26577іьо.907 
26577137.5**9 
26577128.833 
26577127-711* 
Observed Magn. 
frequency field 
26601*368.k{ 5) 
266oli367.1i(5) 
п. 0. 
265891*25.3(15)
 0_ 0 
2б589іі22.1(і5) 
п. о. 
П. 0. 
26570735.9(10)а 
26570729.К 10) а 
2б59б2Іі1і.2(5) 
2б59б2І*1і.2(5) 
26596233.2(5) 
26596233.2(5) 
п. о. 
η. 0. 
η. ο. 
η
·
 0
· 69.70 
26582271.1(10) 
26582271.1(10) 
26582261.1(10) 
26582261.1(10) 
η. 0. 
η. ο. 
η. 0. 
η. ο. 
Table k-b The J = 1 -• 0. transition in CH,C1 in zero and magnetic field. 
л и U i 
All frequencies are in kHz. The magnetic field is in kG. 
These frequencies are obtained from EBR measurements, by 
taking the limit for the electric field to zero. 
The χ 2 for t h i s f it i s 7.515· 
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T r a n s i t i o n 
F l 
1/2 
1/2 
5/2 
5/2 
5/2 
5/2 
\ 
-1/2 
1/2 
-3/2 
-1/2 
"./2 
3/2 
"*, 
1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
" h 
-3/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
3/2 
3/2 
•/2 
-1/2 
- i / 2 
-3/2 
3/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
-3/2 
3/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
3/2 
-3/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
3/2 
-3/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
Calculated 
frequency 
26606985.225 
26606981*. 861* 
2660698l*.8l8 
26606981*. 7l*3 
26602212.599 
?6fc02212.388 
266C2212.209 
266022II.2I7 
26590995. 5ЗІ· 
26590995.356 
26590992.1*20 
26590992.З62 
26589525.Г50 
26589525.559 
26589519.851 
26589519.278 
2б5 930С550 
26569307.375 
26589301.638 
26589301.107 
26588212.1*27 
26568212.281 
26588212.178 
265882.1.71*9 
Observed 
frequency 
26606981*. 8(7) 
26606981*.8(7) 
26606981*. 8(7) 
26606981*. 8(7) 
26602212.0(7) 
26602212.0(7) 
26602212.0(7) 
2b602212.0(7) 
2659C99I*.6(20) 
2659099l*.6(20) 
2659099!*.6(20) 
2б590991*.6(20) 
п. о. 
п. о. 
П . О . 
п. о. 
26569307.5(5) 
26589307.5(5) 
26589301.1*( 5) 
26589401. і*(5) 
п. о. 
п. о. 
п. о. 
п. о. 
Magn. 
f í e l a 
8.6661*5 
Table I*.8 ( con t inued) . 
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give a good accuracy for the coupling constants that have a 
strong Zeeman effect, we studied these transitions in the 
Bruker magnet at a field of 8.6 kG. Many Zeeman traces were 
not observed, but together with the zero and high field results 
a unique solution of the coupling constants could be obtained. 
The observed frequencies and the calculated frequencies are given 
in Table 4.8. For the calculation of the frequencies the second 
order contribution due to the chlorine quadrupole interaction 
had to be taken into account. This contribution shifts the J=0 
levels by -4.38 kHz, and the (J.F^ = (1,1/2), (1,3/2) and 
(1,5/2) levels by 0.00, -0.95 and -2.52 kHz respectively. 
The measurements yielded the coupling constants given in 
Table 4.9 The chlorine quadrupole coupling is so strong that in 
coupling 
constant 
eqQ 
c
C 1 
CJK 
H 
CJK 
μ
Ν ^ Κ 
XJK 
f-, C 1 4 
1
-
а
а
 )8
С1 
Cl 
V J K 
H 
V 
о 
value 
Ik7k3.3{\h) 
1.83(19) 
-0.19(16) 
-12.708(69) 
0.6992(3) 
1*17.2641*2) 
-0.200(18) 
0.0031(39) 
26585682.2U(33) 
units 
kHz 
kHz 
kHz 
kHz/kG 
kHz/kG2 
kHz/kG 
kHz/kG 
kHz/kG 
kHz 
Table 4.9 Coupling constants for CH CI 
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the field of the Broker magnet the coupling between J and I 
is not broken. The advantage is that the (shielded) chlorine 
CI 
nuclear magnetic moment μ g ,(1-σ ) can be obtained, and that 
* N^Cl av' 
the sign of the molecular G-tensor coupling constant g can be 
determined. The coupling constants associated with the protons, 
Ц 
e.g. the proton spin-rotation interaction с and shielding 
H 
anisotropy σ are rather small as can be seen from this Table. 
The splitting between the F-levels in the zero field case stems 
mainly from the proton-proton spin-spin interaction, which has 
a strength of 10.15 kHz for the J = 1 level. 
к и 
4.2 ASYMMETRIC TOP MOLECULES 
4.2.1 Water Ό J) 
The transition studied was the J = 3 •+ 2 transition occur­
ring at a frequency of 10.9 GHz. Zero field measurements had 
been performed by Bluyssen (BLU 68) and low-field Zeeman 
measurements at 12 kG were studied by Verhoeven (VER 69). 
Measurements at a field of 70 kG were done on this transition, 
because it was hoped that the shielding at the deuteron could 
be observed. Its effect was too small in the low field measure­
ments . 
The measured and calculated spectrum is given in Table 4.10. 
The coupling constants obtained from this spectrum are given 
in Table 4.11. Even at a field of 68.76 kG the shielding of 
the deuteron is too small to be observed as can be seen from 
Table 4.11. More details about the experiment can be found in 
(ELL 73). 
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« J 
-1 
- 2 
- 2 
- 2 
- 2 
0 
- 2 
- 2 
- 1 
-1 
- 2 
- 2 
-1 
-1 
-1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
Ό 
1 
1 
1 
1 
t 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
T r a n s i t i o n 
MD 
0 
0 
0 
2 
-2 
0 
1 
-1 
1 
-1 
0 
0 
2 
-2 
0 
1 
-1 
0 
2 
-2 
0 
-1 
1 
-2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
-1 
1 
0 
0 
h 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
Ч 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
C a l c u l a t e d 
f r e q u e n c y 
- 1 8 5 . S i b 
-173.0ІІ0 
-172.998 
-172.817 
-171.368 
-157.222 
-135.937 
- І З 5 . 2 2 5 
-ІЗІ1.ОО9 
-133.6І47 
-98.25З 
- 9 8 . 2 - 1 
-83.1-51 
-82.7Ь6 
- 8 2 . 1 4 
-75-903 
-75.873 
- ІЗ.чбО 
3.858 
З. 60 
5.1.39 
37.966 
38.316 
88. ІЛ7 
89.152 
89.733 
170.ТІ»3 
170.786 
170.965 
172.397 
207.779 
20 .509 
2it5.592 
21.5.61.3 
Observed 
f r e q u e n c y 
- 1 8 5 . 5 
- 1 7 3 . li 
-173.1t 
-173.1t 
- 1 7 3 . Ί 
- 1 5 7 . 1 
- 1 3 5 . 6 
- 1 3 5 . 6 
- 1 3 5 . 6 
- 1 3 5 . 6 
- 9 6 . 5 
- 9 6 . 5 
- 8 2 . 8 
- 8 2 . 8 
- 8 2 . 8 
- 7 6 . 1 
- 7 6 . 1 
- 1 3 . 5 
5.1 
5.1 
5.1 
38.7 
36.7 
89.0 
8 9 . 0 
89.0 
171.9 
171.9 
171.9 
171.9 
208.0 
208.0 
2l<5.6 
2Ч5.6 
S t a n d . 
Dev. 
0.5 
3 . 0 
З.о 
3.0 
3.0 
0.5 
3.0 
3.0 
3 . 0 
3 . 0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3 . 0 
3 . 0 
3 . 0 
0.1 
3.0 
3 . 0 
3.0 
3 . 0 
3.0 
3 . 0 
3.0 
3 . 0 
3.0 
3 . 0 
3 . 0 
3.0 
3 . 0 
3.0 
1.0 
1.0 
ТаЪІе U.I 0 The J = 3 „ •* 2 t r a n s i t i o n in DO at a f i e l d of 68. Тб kG. 
Al l f requencies a r e in kHz r e l a t i v e t o υ . 
2 0 
The χ for this fit is 3.02. 
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coupling value units 
constant 
X 3 _ 2 -0.0152(8) kHz/kG
2 
X2,2 0.0201(1+) kHz/kG2 
D 
σ3,-2 <0.035 kHz/kG 
Og
 2 <0.025 kHz/kG 
Table 4.11 Coupling constants observed for D O . 
4.2.2 Sulphur dioxide SO« 
Sulphur dioxide is a bent asymmetric rotor molecule. Because of 
32 16 the absence of nuclear spins in the most abundant S 0--iso-
tope the zero field spectrum consists of one single line. 
We studied the J =2 . ->- 1 transition at 12.3 GHz and the 
τ -2 0 
J = 4 . -»• 3 _ transition at 29.3 GHz. The latter transition 
τ -4 -2 
caused some difficulties discussed in Chap.2 due to the poor 
Stark effect. By the crossing of a populated level with a 
depleted level a repopulation was achieved. In Table 4.12 the 
observed and calculated frequencies for both transitions are 
given. The coupling constants g and χ could for both transi-
tion well be resolved as can be seen in Table 4.13. 
4.3 INTERNAL ROTOR MOLECULES 
4.3.1 Hydrogen peroxide #η0„ 
Commercial hydrogen peroxide is available as an aequous solution 
that contains 30% of HO- by weight. The fraction of H.O 
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Transition Int. Observed Calculated Magn. 
J J', M M' (Rel.) frequency frequency field 
0 
2 
2
- 2 ' 0 ' ! 
- 2 
0 
+2 
1 
0 
-1 
- 2 
-3 
It 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
- 2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
-1 
-1 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 
3 
-3 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 
-3 
1 
6 
3 
3 
6 
1 
2 
6 
12 
20 
30 
1*2 
56 
56 
U2 
30 
20 
12 
6 
2 
Зі б . Ц І О 
1292.8(1.) 
932.2(10) 
-91*0.6(10 
-1303.7(1») 
-3158.1(1*) 
n . o . 
1138.1(1*) 
909.2(1*) 
677.3(1*) 
1*1*2.5(1») 
205.2(1*) 
n . o . 
-35.1 
n . o . 
-1*32.9(10) 
-668.2(1*) 
-906.0(1*) 
-111*6.9(1*) 
-1390.3(1») 
3186.6 
1293.0 
933.1* 
9l»0.1* 
- І З 0 3 . 5 
-З157.6 
1363.8 
1137.9 
909.O 
677.З 
1*1*2.7 
2 0 5 . I 
27.6 
- 3 5 . 3 
-2OI.5 
-1*33.5 
-668.3 
-906.1 
-111*6.7 
-1390.3 
Table lt.12 Observed and calculated frequencies for the J = 2 + 1 
and the J = 1*_1( ·* 3 transitions in SO 
All frequencies are in kHz relative to ν 
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Rot. 
l e v e l J 
τ 
Ό 
2
- 2 
3
- 2 
g J T 
-C.3U6U6(13) 
-0.10235(5) 
-оизтзио) 
-0.101θ2(3) 
X J T 
-с.60(2) 
-0.96(2) 
-1.77(6) 
-1.07(6) 
v(J T -ν J ' ) 0 τ τ 
12.2565835(6) 
29.32133041») 
Table 4.13 Coupling constants for SO„. α is in units of 
-¿τ 2 
nuclear magnetons, χ in 10 erg./(G mole) and 
ν in GH . 
ο ζ 
molecules in the vapour is then less than 5%. So the solution 
had to be enriched. This purification was achieved by pumping 
the solution for at least 24 hours resulting in a 50% molecular 
fraction of H O in the vapor (ELL 75). 
In the present experiment we studied the transitions with 
low J-values that occur at a reasonable frequency for our beam 
maser. The only two transitions that can be considered are the 
J K T = 4-2 "• 004 a n d t h e 2l-2 * l04 transition. 
The first transition occurs at 14.θ GHz. It is seen from 
Table 3.5 that the levels involved in this transition have a 
zero total nuclear spin. So the zero field spectrum consists of 
a single line. This line splits in a magnetic field into two 
(ΔΜ=+1 and ΔΜ=-1) components which were readily observed. The 
measured and calculated frequencies at a field of Θ.652 kG are 
given in Table 4.14. The coupling constants that determine the 
spectrum e.g. g and χ
Τ
„ are listed in Table 4.16. In the 
и KT ü KT 
calculation of the coupling constants the motional Stark effect 
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transition calculated measured 
M M' frequency frequency 
1 О 185І+.123 185^.1(3) 
-1 0 -186¡4.656 -1864.7(3) 
Table 4.14 Observed and calculated frequencies for the 
1
 2 •+ 0 transition in H.O at a field of 8.653 kG. 
The frequencies are in kHz relative to ν . 
о 
has been included (ELL 75). 
The 2., . -»• 1
л
. transitions occurs at 37.5 GHz. For this 1-2 04 
transition the proton spins couple to unity and the zero field 
spectrum is split due to the hyperfine interactions. This spec­
trum was observed by Heuvel (unpublished), but because of in­
sufficient resolution the coupling constants could not be de­
termined. However in a magnetic field these hyperfine constants 
as well as the Zeeman constants could be determined, because 
the different JM •*• J'M' lines give independent information about 
the hyperfine structure. The observed and calculated frequencies 
at a field of 8.6912 kG are given in Table 4.15. It is seen 
that the spin rotation constants that determine the hyperfine 
u 
structure are well resolved (c in Table 4.16), as well as the 
JKT 
Zeeman constants g and χ . They are discussed in the next 
JKT JKT 
chapter. 
4.3.2 Methyl alcohol CR OH 
Because of the astrophysical interest (BAR 75) we studied the 
zero field and Zeeman transitions of some states in CH OH. The 
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Transition 
M M' Mj. 
1 
2 1 0 
-1 
0 
0 1 -1 
1 
1 
1 0 0 
-1 
-1 
- 1 0 0 
1 
0 
0 -1 1 
-1 
-1 
-2 -1 0 
1 
Cale. freq. 
-1037.61 
-1026.ko 
-1018.66 
-1.28.1!* 
-1*2-7.90 
-1*27.86 
-312.53 
-309.93 
-303.13 
?66.28 
266.8'' 
?75.67 
1*72.96 
1.73.21 
1*73.26 
1021.11 
1032.53 
1039.87 
-9.99 
5.68 
7.21 
10.19 
12.62 
11*.15 
Obs. freq. 
n.o. 
n.o. 
n.o. 
-1*27.9 
-
1
*27.9 
-1*27.9 
-313.1* 
-309.5 
-301.6 
265.9 
269.0 
275-5 
1*73.1 
1*73.1 
1*73.1 
1021.1 
ІОЗ2.9 
1039.5 
-10.2 
8.1* 
8.1* 
ò.l* 
В.h 
b.lt 
St. dv 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
Magn. field 
8.6912 kG 
0 kG 
Table 1*.15 The J„ = 2 . „ •* l
nl transition of H.O.. All frequencies in kHz 
Κτ Ί —, ¿ υ** 2 2 
relative to ν = 37518298.2(4) kHz 
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Transition 
Κ'τ' 
Coupling 
constant 
Value Units 
11-2 00l* 
11-
e^  
11-
2lU.66(2) kHz/kG 
-O.SJld1*) kHz/kG2 
1І482911Т-6(2) kHz 
21-2 ^Oh 
21-
2 
10 
U 
21-
2 
Ί" 
21-
10 
4 
-k.6(3) 
-0.0(h) 
3 3 . 3 0 ( 6 ) 
- 5 1 . 8 Ц 5 } 
0.1*83(28) 
0 . 8 0 5 ( 2 1 ) 
3751829Θ.2 ih) 
kHz 
kHz 
kHz/kG 
kHz/kG 
kHz/kG' 
kHz/kG; 
kHz 
Table 1*.1б Coupling constants for Hp 0 
observed transitions are of E -type, AJ=0, K=2 -»• 1 transitions 
for J=2, 3 and 4. These transitions are all in the neighbourhood 
of 24.93 GHz. 
The zero field lines are all rather broad (ELL 74). For 
J=2, 3 and 4 the linewidth was 30.9, 23 and 19 kHz respectively. 
None of the observed spectra showed any structure. 
In a magnetic field all transitions behave in a similar 
manner; each line splits into several components (Fig.4.2). 
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'FIG. 4.2 The J =2 •> 2 line in CH OH (a) zero field, (b) 
field of IkG; distance between the markers is 10kHz. 
The zero field center line remains observable up to a field of 
2-3 kG. This line is, however, much narrower than the zero 
field line; for J=2 the linewidth of the central line at a 
field of 2 kG is 9.3 kHz. It is clearly seen in Fig. 4.2 that 
the zero field line is considerably broader than the line in the 
magnetic"field. The side lines in a magnetic field are very 
broad and their width increases with increasing field. A cal­
culation pointed out that the broadening is due to the motional 
Stark effect. As in the case of fluoroform, discussed in Sect. 
4.1.2, the Ε-type levels in methyl alcohol have linear Stark 
effect and motion with a velocity ν in a magnetic field Η the 
experienced electric field vxH causes a Stark effect of 
μ,,νχΗ MK — 
(4.2) 
st J (J+l) 
where μ., is the component of the electric dipole moment along 
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the symmetry axis of the methyl group. Because this term is 
linear in the molecular velocity the velocity spread in the 
beam produces the line broadening. All experiments were per-
formed in the Bruker magnet so vlH and the resulting line 
broadening at IkG and 600 m/s is 25 kHz. More details about the 
experiment can be found in (ELL 74). A discussion of the results 
is given in Chap.5. 
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C H A P T E R 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.: THE HYPERFINE TENSORS 
The tensors appearing in the hamiltonian of Eq(3.26) are 
functions of the nuclear and electronic positions and velocities. 
They are given in Table 5.1 as derived by Verhoeven (VER 69) 
for an asymmetric rotor. The tensor components for a symmetric 
rotor can be obtained from those of Table 5.1 by equalizing two 
of the rotational constants (e.g. A=B). 
The nuclear contribution to the various tensor components 
can in all cases be calculated from the known geometry in the 
ground vibrational state. The spin-spin tensors in Table 5.1 can 
therefore completely be calculated. 
The electronic part of the spin-rotation tensor M is 
proportional to the paramagnetic shielding σ 
2u σ h 
К
 И
М
У
К , К ,. ,. 
M = Α σ (5.1) 
μ
Β
 = =ρ 
In this equation μ is the nuclear magneton, g the g-factor 
Ν К 
of the K-th nucleus, h is Planck's constant, μ the Bohr mag-
K
 B 
neton and A the rotational tensor. When σ is known the dia-
magnetic shielding is readily obtained by subtracting the para­
je 
magnetic part. The diamagnetic shielding σ is a quantity that 
can be calculated from ab-initio calculations. 
The electronic contribution to the molecular G-tensor is 
proportional to the second order contribution of the electronic 
angular momentum L · 
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К К К 
Nuclear magnetic shielding σ = σ. + σ 
r
K
 = Д 4 B < o | Ç ( b 2 + с2 ) / r 3 1 0> d.aa ^іГ Т^ U | T I D 1 K і к " ік1 
'p,aa = e ä n Г S ( < 0 I Ç СІК,а/гІК |n><n 
Molecular quadrupole moment θ 
а
а
=
 ! Φ ZK (2 4 - bK - Ск' - <0|Ç 2 a2 - b2 - с2 |θ> 
Table 5.1 Hyperflne and magnetic Interactions in symmetric op asymmetric 
molecules. The definition of the various symbols appearing in 
this Table is 
r » (a ,b ,c ) position of the i-th electron in cm. system 
r = (a ,b ,с ) position of the K-th nucleus in cm. system 
£ ,ο lin. momentum of i-th electron and K-th nucleus respectively 
EIK • ^ κ^Ηι-Εκ' 
m is the electron mass 
e is the charge of the proton 
μ is the Bohr magneton 
μ is the nuclear magneton 
E is the energy of the n-th electronic state 
E is the energy of the ground electronic state 
A is the rotational constant about the a-axis 
aa 
g is the g-factor of the K-th nucleus 
Ζ is the number of protons in the K-th nucleus 
U _ 7 
•τ— equals 10 H/m (SI units) 4π 
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Nuclear quadrupole interaction 
К _ э 
e Q q
aa
 = e Q
· ЭаЭа 
К К К Spin rotation interaction M = M + M , with 
— =η =e 
M
n,a
a
=
 -
2 e 4 Ï А а ^ \ ( b L + C L ) / r L 
M
e,aa
=
 -
2 e
 Ä V K V Ç , ( < 0I Ç 0 i K . a / r x K l n > < n l Ç Q 1 K . a l 0 > + c e > / ( V E n » 
Spin spin interaction 
2 Vo
 ,^
2
 ^
 2
 о
 2
 л / 5 
D = u — σ σ (b + с - 2a ) /r 
KL,aa μΝ 4π yKyL· v KL KL Ю/ ' KL 
Molecular magnetic moment G = G + G 
=n =e 
-ä A m i » Z„(b5 + 2-q =2 ^_j Ζ (   с ) 4
n,aa μ., aa к Kv К к' 
Ν 
μ,. μ
Β ^ ι ι ι ι 
J =2 A _/. ( < 0 L n><n L 0> + С.С.)/(Е
Л
-Е ) 
^ejaa μ„ aa *τ^ 'a' 'a 1 O n 
Ν η^ϋ 
Magnetic susceptibility X = X + X 
-μ 2 V ? 9 
X, =-4 m < 0І Д- (b2 + c2) I 0> d,aa f,2 ι ι ι 
2 
B
 ' · ""iL |n><n|L |0> + c.c.)/(E -E ) 
a a U n S (<o1 
Table 5.1. Continued 
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2μ |<O|L |η>| 
g = — - Σ — A (5.2) 
^е,аа νι„ η E - E aa N o n 
In this equation η runs over all excited electronic states |n>, 
with energy E ; |o> is the electronic ground state with energy 
E . 
о 
In several series of molecules the electronic contribution 
to the molecular G-tensor is almost constant, although the 
total G-tensor differs notably. This effect has been observed 
in the series CH I, CH Br and CH Cl, where the electronic con­
tribution is calculated as -0.6265, -0.6242 and -0.6330 respec­
tively (VAN 70). It has also been observed by Ozier et al for 
the series CF,., SiF. and GeF,. where the observed electronic 4 4 4 
contribution is -0.50848, -0.50917 and -0.50382 respectively 
(OZI 76). In both series we have therefore that the second or­
der contribution of the electronic angular momentum is in first 
order proportional to the moment of inertia. This relationship 
is as yet not well understood. Rigorous theoretical calcula­
tions on one electron properties involving excited electronic 
states have not been performed until now, so that no ab-initio 
calculations exist. 
The components of the molecular quadrupole tensor are 
given in Table 5.1. From the definition we obtain a relation 
2 
θ L J . ( ^ _ !bb _ ^cc\ 
a a " 8-rrM V A _ A^. A / e х " л а а Л Ь Ь л с с 
η \ ая OD CC' 
2mc ._ , 
(2χ,, - Χ,,. - Χ ) 
ρ
 χ
 aa 
(5.3) 
where the rotational constant A , K^ and A are expressed 
aa Db cc 
in Hz and M is the proton mass. It is seen in Table 5.1 that 
Ρ 
the components of θ involve only the ground electronic wave-
function and can therefore be calculated by ab-initio methods. 
The importance of the molecular quadrupole moment is pointed out 
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in Chap.l (see also ABR 57). 
Finally from the diamagnetic susceptibility tensor it is 
easy to obtain the expectation value of the second moment of 
the electronic charge distribution 
- e <ο|Σ&2|ο> = + ^ _ (X d / b b +X d ; C C-X d f a a) (5.4) 
In this equation the sum extends over all electrons. 
For simple molecules ab-initio calculations yield the 
electronic ground state wavefunction. It is well-known that 
the total electronic energy in the molecule is not very sensi­
tive to the electronic wavefunction. The one electron operators 
such as the diamagnetic shielding and the molecular quadrupole 
moment perform a much better test upon the reliability of the 
electronic wavefunction. 
In the calculations of the tensor components given in 
Table 5.1 the values for the fundamental constants were taken 
from the tables of Cohen and Taylor (СОН 73). 
5.2 AMMONIA 
In the ammonia molecule the nitrogen atom can tunnel through 
the potential barrier formed by the hydrogen atoms. The hindering 
potential as a function of the distance of the nitrogen nucleus 
to the plane through the hydrogens is shown in Fig. 5.1. This 
»HI 
FIG. 5.1 The inversion potential in ammonia as a function of 
the distance of the N-nucleus to the plane of the 
hydrogens. 
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potential V is invariant under a reflection in the plane of the 
hydrogens. When during the inversion process the nitrogen nucleus 
approaches the plane of the hydrogen nuclei, the relative dis­
tance between the hydrogen atoms changes, such that the N-H 
distance remains almost the same. Consequently it is mainly the 
bond angle that changes in this process and hence it is a better 
parameter to describe the inversion than the distance of the 
N-atom to the plane of the Η-atoms. The equilibrium angle (i.e. 
where V reaches a minimum) is obtained by Benedict et al (BEN 
57). They obtained ¿HNH = Ю б ^ О ' . The barrier at ¿-ШН = 120° 
is 2077 cm" . 
If we call u and u the nuclear part of the molecular 
wavefunction in the configuration with the nitrogen nucleus in 
the -c and +c direction respectively then the two states are 
indistinguishable. Because of the symmetry of V under a reflec­
tion in the plane through the hydrogens, the proper nuclear wave-
functions are (TOW 55) 
u
u
 =
 72 ( uL + V U
 J2 L ^ (5.5) 
Ul = 72 (UL - V 
In the state u there is a finite probability to find the 
nitrogen atom in the plane of the hydrogen atoms, whereas this 
probability is zero for the u state. Consequently the energy 
of the molecule in the u state is larger than the energy in 
the u, state. The states u and u, are called inversion states. 1 u 1 
A quantum number ν can be associated with these functions. For 
the u state v=0 and for the u, state v=l. 
u 1 
It is obvious that all molecular quantities depend upon v. 
For an arbitrary molecular interaction X we define 
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<v=0 X v=0> 
<v=l X v=l> 
ΔΧ = X 
X 
(5.6) 
hi^+x1) 
A measure for the inversion dependence of X is the ratio ΔΧ/Χ. 
Until the present investigation only the nitrogen quadru-
pole coupling and the rotational constant В showed an obser­
vable dependence upon v. For the nitrogen quadrupole coupling 
constant eqQ the inversion effect was observed by Kukolich 
(KUK 67). A refit upon these spectra by Hougen (HOU 72) yielded 
the ratio AteqQl/eqQ 
Ν N 
10.1(3)xl0 For the rotational con­
stant Poynter and Kakar (ΡΟΥ 75) obtained a value of ΔΒ/Β 
-4 
-5.05(63)xlO from microwave absorption measurements on a 
large number of ammonia transitions. 
In Sect. 4.1.1 the inversion dependence of the molecular 
G-tensor has been reported. The sign for g~.-g~. in Table 5.2 
is obtained relative to the sign of the δ .-terms, which appear 
Kl 
coupling observed 
constant value 
calculated 
value 
ref. 
g 2 - g 2 
2 2 
u 1 
93 " g3 2 -"2 
1 1 
-0.48(9) 
-1.38(8) 
-1.73(4) 
-0.51 
-1.33 
-1.74 
10"4mn 
10"4nm 
10~4nm 
ELL 75 
KUK 73 
t h . work 
Table 5.2. Result for the inversion dependence of the g coupling 
,- «-
 J K 
constant. 
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for the proton spin-rotation interaction and the proton-nitrogen 
nuclear spin-spin interaction. Because the sign of these terms 
is known from zero field measurements. Table 5.2 gives the 
u 1 ^t. ^- ^ u l 
proper sign for g-.-g«.. Since the negative sign for g „-g „ 
was assumed by Kukolich (KUK 73), the sign of Дд-, had to be 
chosen negative, because a positive sign could not be fitted. 
A least squares fit upon the coupling constants given in Table 
5.2 yields 
Agj^  = -2.15(6)X10"4 
Δα, = +0.31(15)X10~4 (5.7) 
The relative effect for g. and g,, can be calculated using 
g. = 0.5627(21) and g,, = 0.5027(38) as observed by Verhoeven 
(VER 70). We obtain 
Дд1/ді = -3.80(10)ΧΙΟ"
4 
Адц/дц = +o.6i(30)xio~4 (5.8) 
From a classical point of view we expect that the molecular 
moment due to the rotating charges in the molecule about the 
symmetry axis would be less sensitive to the inversion than the 
component perpendicular to the axis. So the observed effect 
agrees with this intuitive expectation. The nuclear contribution 
to Ag.. and Дд. can be calculated from the geometry. From its 
definition in Table 5.1 the component of the nuclear contribution 
to the molecular G-tensor parallel to the symmetry axis of an 
XY symmetric top molecule is given by 
'nil - M p Z Y ^ ( 5 · 9 ) 
where M is the mass of the Y-nucleus, Ζ e its charge. So g ,, 
is independent of the molecular geometry and in the case of 
NH Дд ||=0. If we assume that the ratio ΔΒ/Β observed by 
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Poynter and Kakar is due to the nuclear inversion dependence, 
then Δι can be calculated, and we obtain 
η 
Дд^ = -1.05(12)χ10"4 
So from Eq ( 5.7 ) we have 
-4 
-4 (5.10) 
Дд . = -1.10(13)X10 
Дд = +0.31(15)xl0 
For the molecular magnetic s u s c e p t i b i l i t y no dependece 
upon the inversion s t a t e was observed, because even a t f ie lds 
of 70 kG the effect was too small. The val-ue of χ -χ i s given 
in Table 5.3. The average magnetic s u s c e p t i b i l i t y χ was ob-
-6 a v -? -1 
served by Barter e t a l (BAR 60) as - 16.3(8)xl0 ergG mole 
molecular 
constant 
«1 
gll 
X|| - Xj^  
xp|| " V 
Xdll " X d l 
Θ
ιι 
Ν N 
σ
ιι -
 σ
ι 
Η Η 
а
а а - "bb 
Р,аа ρ, ЬЬ 
bb 
r é f . 
KUK 70 ,71 
0 . 5 6 8 ( 2 ) 
0 . 5 0 0 ( 2 ) 
1 . 3 ( 3 ) b 
- 3 . 3 ( 4 ) b 
t h i s 
work 
0 . 5 6 5 7 ( 2 1 ) a 
0 . 5 0 2 7 ( 3 8 ) а 
1.127(7) 
2 . 7 2 0 ( 4 4 ) 
- 1 . 5 9 3 ( 4 4 ) 
- 3 . 2 4 8 ( 5 2 ) 
- 2 5 0 ( 2 3 0 ) 
-31 (10) 
7 7 . 0 0 
-108 (10) 
r é f . 
LftW 72 
- 1 . 6 2 4 
- 6 3 . 1 4 5 
u n i t s 
ran 
ran 
10 erg .G mole 
10 erg .G mole 
—6 - 2 -1 10 e r g . G mole 
10 esu.cm 
ppm 
PPm 
ppm 
PPm 
Table 5 . 3 . Molecular c o n s t a n t s for NH . A l l v a l u e s are averaged over the 
i n v e r s i o n s t a t e s . 
Measured by Verhoeven (VER 70) 
b 
After a reassignment (KUK 72) 
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The paramagnetic susceptibility is proportional to the elec­
tronic contribution to the G-tensor: 
2, 
e h g 
Xpaa = — ^ 5· 1 1) p
' Ібтпп M А
= а 
ρ а
The diamagnetic contribution to X is simply the difference be­
tween the total susceptibility and the paramagnetic part. Be­
cause of the large error in the observed average susceptibility 
(the error in χ is about as large as the observed value of 
av 
X|| - Xj^ ) only χ „- χ . and χ^ - χ^ are given in Table 5.3. 
The molecular quadrupole moment Θ.. can be calculated from 
the values for g,, and g. and χ,, - χ. using the relation Eq(5.3). 
The result is given in Table 5.3. We see that the value agrees 
with the value of Kukolich (KUK 72). 
The shielding anisotropy of the protons was obtained from 
Η Η 
the 2. -*• 2., transition. Unfortunately only σ -σ, , could be lu 11 aa bb 
observed. The paramagnetic shielding is calculated using the 
values for the components of the spin-rotation tensor obtained 
by Hougen (HOU 72) and the relation between σ and M given in 
H H ~ ~ 
Eq(5.1). The value for a -a ., obtained in this way yields 
^
1
 p,aa p,bb 
TT TT С ' Г ' TT 
σ -σ, ,. . The average proton shielding in ΜΗ, σ = 30.68 ppm d,aa d,bb 3 av r 
was obtained by Wofsy et al (WOF 71) from experimental values 
ц 
by Arrighini et аХ_ (ARR 70). Since the value of σ is not 
Η
 C C 
known the components of σ cannot be determined, so in Table 5.3 
Η Η 
only the difference σ -σ, , is given. J
 aa bb 
In view of the large error in the nitrogen shielding no 
attempt was made to calculate the paramagnetic and diamagnetic 
contribution to it. 
An extensive calculation of the one electron properties of 
ammonia has been performed by Laws et al (LAW 72). Wherever 
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theoretical results are known they are given in Table 5.3. It 
is seen from this Table that there is a good agreement between 
the present experimental value of χ .. - χ . and the theoretical 
one. The deviation between theory and experiment is less than 
2%. For the diamagnetic proton shielding the difference between 
experiment and theory is, however more than 30%. 
5.3 FLU0R0F0RM 
The coupling constants given in Table 4.6 can be combined to 
determine the components of the various tensors in the fluoro-
form molecule. The nuclear contribution to these tensors is 
calculated using the geometry parameters obtained by Ghosh et 
al (GHO 52). The molecular magnetic moment and susceptibility 
are discussed in Sect. 5.3.1, while the spin-rotation interac­
tion and the shielding follow in Sect. 5.3.2. 
5.3.1 Molecular magnetic moment and susceptibility 
In the measurements on the J = 2 -»• 1 , ΔΜ=0 transitions only 
К 1 1 
the absolute value of g9.-g . was observed. In this section we 
shall discuss the sign. 
As pointed out in Sect. 4.1.2 (b) the J states with K^O 
К 
possess linear Stark effect.In an external electric field E 
о 
the Stark energy is given by 
μ E MK 
E
st = -^(§Tr) ( 5 Л 2 ) 
where μ is the electric dipole moment. In the employed state 
E 
selector only states with positive Stark effect, so with nega­
tive M, are selected. In the 2 ->• 1 transition the (J,M) = (1,-1) 
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level has the best Stark effect, and is best focussed at low 
selector fields (see Sect. 4.1.2 (b)). This level, which posses­
ses the highest energy in the electric field, will in the pre­
sence of a (large) magnetic field pass to the level with the 
highest magnetic energy. Majorana transitions are unlikely, 
because the level splitting due to the Zeeman effect is large. 
The level with the highest Zeeman energy in the 1 -state is 
the (J,M)=(1,1), since the molecular magnetic moment is nega­
tive (FLY 70). The transition with the highest intensity is 
therefore the (J,M) = (1,1) -»• (2,1), and hence the observed 
shift is proportional to -(g_ -g ). The observed shift is 
positive so 911
>92ΐ· 
The components of the G-tensor are given in Table 5.4. The 
susceptibility anisotropy as observed from the 1 ->• 0 transi-
o о 
tion in high field measurements is also given in this Table. 
From the molecular geometry the nuclear contribution to g. and 
g,, can be calculated using the formulae in Table 5.1. Subtrac­
ting this nuclear contribution gives g , and g ,, . From these 
constants χ, and χ,, can be obtained using Eq(5.11). The ob­
served value for χ.. - χ. gives then χ .. - χ^ by subtracting 
χ .. - χ .. The molecular quadrupole moment was calculated from 
the g-values and the anisotropic susceptibility using Eg (5.3). 
It is seen from Table 5.4 that the present value of Θ.. agrees 
with the value of Flygare and Benson (FLY 70). These authors 
did not observe g.. , but instead assumed that g,, in fluoroform 
is equal to the g-factor of the spherical top molecule CF , 
where g= -0.031. We see that the observed value of g.. in fluoro­
form is indeed of the same order of magnitude. 
Recent studies by Ozier et al^  (OZI 76) on g-factors in 
spherical top molecules pointed out that the electronic part of 
1 3 8 
r o l e c u l a r t h i s p r e v i o u s 
c o n s t a n t work r e s u l t s 
( M
a a
+ M b b ) / 2 1 0 . 3 ' 7 ( 1 3 ) 1 0 . 3 ( 6 ) a kHz 
M" - 3 . 0 ( 6 ) - 2 . 0 ( l 5 ) a KHZ 
g l - 0 . 0 3 6 2 6 6 ^ 9 3 ) - 0 . 0 3 5 9 ( 8 ) b run 
ёц - 0 . 0 3 3 3 3 0 ( 9 3 ) nm 
Хц-Х! - 1 . 7 ¿ 7 ( 3 5 ) - 1 . 2 ( 6 ) Ъ 1 0 " 6 c m 3 / m o l e 
( 0 L + 0 b b + a c c ) / 3 2 1 h - 2 C p p m 
ppm 
ppm 
nm 
cl-(ol.*
a
F)/2 
сс bb cc 
h H 
σ | Γ σ 1 
g
e l 
g dl 
xdll _ xdJ. 
% 
^ІАь^
2 
F 
σ cc 
p,aa p,bb 
p.cc 
( 0 d , a a < b b ) / 2 
"Le 
78.0(39) 
-66 (i.6) 
-0.53697(50) 
-0.510761(93 
-83.99 
!t.867(?it) 
21*8.2 
3?6.2 
-27П.6 
-331.1 
552.8 
659.3 
10 cm /mole 
3 . 6 ( 2 0 ) 1 0 " 2 6 e s u . c m 2 
ppm 
ppm 
ppm 
ppr. 
ppm 
ppm 
Table 5-1» M o l e c u l a r c o n s t a n t s for CF H. a Bef.(KUK 72) , b re f .(FLY 7 0 ) , 
r é f . ( H I N 66) 
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the g-factor in the molecules CF„, SiF„ and GeF, are the 
4 4 4 
same to within 1%. The value of g observed by Ozier et al 
e 
for CF is (OZI 76) 
g = -0.50848(5) 
This is very close to the value for g „ in CF,H in Table 5.4. 
ell 3 
Since we know that the component of the inertia tensor along 
the symmetry axis in fluoroform is almost equal to the inertial 
constant in CF we may conclude from Eq(5.2) that 
( с Ь Э Д ^ „.„. 
Although this near equality is interesting of itself, its im­
plications are not immediately evident, since excited molecular 
states are involved. 
S.Z.2 Spin-rotation constants and nuclear shielding 
For the 2 ->- 1 rotational transition a hyperfine splitting Δν 
was observed (see Table 4.6). This splitting turned out to be 
independent of the applied field. 
The hyperfine interactions in fluoroform are the fluorine-
proton spin-spin interaction, the fluorine spin-rotation inter­
action, and the proton spin-rotation interaction. For K=l there 
is no fluorine spin-spin interaction since the total spin of 
the fluorine equals 1/2. The spin-spin interaction can be cal­
culated using the known molecular geometry (GHO 52), and gives 
only a small contribution to the hyperfine energy. In most 
methyl compounds the spin-rotation interaction of the proton 
is small (except for methane). So the largest contribution to 
the hyperfine structure originates from the fluorine spin-ro-
140 
tation interaction. 
Since in the measurements the ΔΜ=0 transitions were ob-
1 F Fi 
served, for the spin-rotation interaction only |C- -c | can be 
obtained. From the selection rule γ ->• l-γ for electric dipole 
transitions it is clear that the 6 -term in the difference 
drops out and we have 
F г 
M +M, 
I F F I 1 U.F aa bb ι 
І
С2Г С11І = з К с 2 I ( 5 Л 4 ) 
F F 
The value of M +M. , was observed from the zero field measure-
aa Db 
ments on the 1 -»-0 transition. If we assume that the split-
o о
 r 
ting Δν is due to the spin-rotation interaction of the fluorine 
nucleus, then we have from Eq(5.14) 
M F = + 79.6 kHz (for c^.>cf.) (5.15a) 
СС ¿1 11 
MF = - 58.8 kHz (for cF.<cT,) (5.15b) 
cc ¿1 11 
F 
In the first case the trace of the M -tensor is positive 
I F _ 
(— Tr(M )=+33.4) and negative in the second case (-12.7). From 
the measurements on CF (TIG 70) and CFH (WOF 71) a negative 
*) F 
sign should be preferable . Both values for Μ , however, are 
cc 
quite high. This is even better illustrated by the paramagnetic 
shielding that can be obtained from this tensor (Eq(5.1)). The 
nuclear cc 
shielding 
F 
ontribution to M is -5.66 kHz. Then we find for the 
cc 
a
F
 = -2647 ppm (for c F > cF.,) (5.16a) 
p,cc 21 11 
a
F
 = +1648 ppm (for c F <c!\ ) (5.16b) 
p,cc ¿1 11 
F F 
¥) Note that in (WOF 71) the spin-rotation tensor С = -M 
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The largest paramagnetic fluorine shielding observed until now 
is -690.1 ppm in F (WOF 71). For this reason we are inclined 
to reject both values in Eq(5.15a) and (5.15b), and hence also 
the M F values in Eqs(5.15a) and (5.15b). 
cc 
Now the question arises, what causes the splitting Δν? It 
has been mentioned above that Δν is independent of the applied 
magnetic field, but it is too high to be caused by a hyperfine 
F interaction, because even the largest, Μ , yield unacceptable 
results. The only solution is that Δν is caused by a machine 
effect. Indeed, it is known that when a microwave cavity is not 
resonating in the usual TM -mode, but instead in a TM.. -mode 
ulu Olq 
a splitting of the spectral lines occurs. If ν is the velocity 
of the molecules and L the length of the cavity then lines ap­
pear at ν +qv/L and at ν -qv/L, where ν is the transition 
frequency. The distance between the components is therefore 
2qv/L. For fluoroform in a seeded beam and a cavity length of 
16 cm, we have to assume q=4 to explain the measured splitting. 
It is very well possible that a wrong mode is generated 
in the cavity because in the frequency region between 38-43 GHz 
many cavity resonances were observed. Most of them could not be 
identified as a TM or a TE mode. The mode we worked with was 
chosen, because of its relatively high Q-value, and because it 
was not very sensitive to a disturbance at the endcaps. Both 
properties are characteristic for the TM modes with low q. 
Therefore we assume that indeed the TM_.. mode is generated in 
014 
the cavity. 
Because of the presence of the и -terms in the coupling 
constants the spectrum consists out of eight lines. We pointed 
out above that the observed "lines" are most probably twice the 
same "line". Under this assumption each of the observed lines 
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should contain eight components. The observed lines, although 
rather broad, show little structure and no conclusions about 
the coupling constants can be drawn from the observed spectrum. 
From the line broadening due to spin-rotation interaction 
in nuclear magnetic resonance molecular beam spectra Follet 
F F F (FOL 70) obtained a relation between M +M, , and M . From the 
aa Db cc 
present value for M "t"Mhh
 w e
 obtain 
M F = 5.0(10) kHz 
cc 
The nuclear contribution to the spin-rotation tensor can be 
calculated from the molecular geometry. From the electronic 
F F 
contribution to M the paramagnetic fluorine shielding σ can 
=p 
be calculated using Eg(5.1). In the 1 -K) transition the 
о о 
F F F 
value of σ - h (σ +0,,) was obtained, and together with the 
cc aa bb 
value for σ obtained by Hinderman and Cornwell (HIN 68) the 
av 
F F F 
values of σ and ^(σ +σ^^) can be calculated. The diamagnetic 
cc aa bb ^ 
contribution is then obtained by subtracting the paramagnetic 
part. For the shielding tensors no error is given in Table 5.4, 
F 
since the error in σ is not known. The error in the diamaq-
F 
netic shielding component σ is however quite large (about 
F 20%), because the error in M is rather large. 
cc
 ч 
Wofsy et al (WOF 71) have compared the diamagnetic fluorine 
shieldings in some fluorine containing molecules. The values of 
F 
σ, in all these molecules is about 470 ppm. The present d, av 
value, as obtained in Table 5.4 is 
F 
σ, = 568.0 ppm d, av 
This value is rather high, but it should be remembered that the 
F 
error in σ is high too, although m order to get an overlap 
with the other average diamagnetic shieldings an error of 100 
ppm has to be assumed. 
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F 
We believe that a more accurate value of M will lead to 
F 
more reliable results. A more accurate value of M can, however, 
cc 
only be obtained in states with relatively high K-values and 
consequently high J-values. The transitions with higher J ap­
pear at frequencies above 60 GHz, and beam maser measurements 
would require another type of resonator. More details about 
measuring at high frequencies are given in Sect. 5.9. 
S.4 METHYL CHLORIDE 
Measurements on the J„=l -»• 0 transition of CH, CI were 
К о о 3 
mainly performed to obtain the chlorine nuclear shielding, and, 
if possible, the hydrogen nuclear shielding. 
Because of the large chlorine quadrupole moment there is 
a strong coupling between J and I . At a field of 8 kG the 
quantum number associated with F . ^ + !_. is still a good quan­
tum number. Although the strong coupling complicates the spec-
trum considerably, it has the advantage that the average chlo­
rine nuclear shielding can be obtained. In addition the sign 
of the g coupling constant can be unambiguously determined. 
From the coupling constants for methyl chloride given in 
Chap. 4 the tensor components of Table 5.5 are obtained. The 
nuclear contributions to the tensor components are calculated 
using the geometry parameters obtained by Costain (COS 5Θ). 
As pointed out above it is seen from Table 5.5 that indeed 
both the average chlorine shielding and the anisotropic chlo-
Cl 
rine shielding is observed. The average value of a is calcu-
Cl _ 
lated from g (1-σ ) using g = 0.547867(33). The result is 
σ
0 1
 = 836(79) ppm 
av 
This value agrees with the value obtained by Dubrulle et al 
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35 T a b l e 5-5 m o l e c u l a r c o n s t a n t s for CH CI 
a
 re f . (DUB 77) 
ref.(VAN 70) 
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(DUB 77) from the measured chemical shift by Saito (SAI 65). 
Cl They obtain for σ a value of 890 ppm. av ¿f 
The nuclear contribution to M . can be obtained from the 
CI geometry, and M is then obtained by subtracting the nuclear 
CI CI 
part from the experimental results for M . From Μ , the para-
CI i ei ^ 
magnetic contribution to σ can be derived using Eq(5.1). The 
diamagnetic shielding is then obtained by taking the difference 
CI CI 
σ, -σ . 
1 Pi 
For the hydrogen spin-rotation interaction as well as the 
hydrogen anisotropic shielding only an upper limit could be 
obtained. The low value for the spin-rotation constant was ex­
pected from results of Wofsy et al (WOF 71) on methyl fluoride. 
Recently Dubrulle et al_ (DUB 77) reported high resolution 
beam absorption measurements on methyl chloride. The authors 
CI CI CI 
obtained values for eqQ , с and с . Their zero field fre­
quency ν was obtained using for the rotational constant the 
value 13292876.30(7) kHz and for the centrifugal distortion 
constant d =18.089(1) kHz given in Table 2 of the quoted refer-J 
enee. 
The most apparent discrepancy between the present results 
and the result of Dubrulle et al is the difference in the 
CI 
value of eqQ , as can be seen in Table 5.5. It has been men­
tioned in Sect. 2.2.2 that only two F -levels are focussed. For 
determination of the F =3/2 lines we had to calculate the 
Stark effect as explained in Sect. 4.1.3. In the calculation 
only second order Stark effect has been included, and it might 
be possible that also the fourth order effect contributes ap­
preciably. Therefore we decided to refit the spectrum leaving 
out the F =3/2 levels and instead use ν obtained in (DUB 77). 1 о 
The new fit yielded 
eqQC1 = 74752.8(36) kHz 
c
1
"
1
 = 1.6(4) kHz 
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Cl So we see that, although the value for eqQ is now in agree-
CI 
ment with the result of Dubrulle el; aX the value for e, devi­
ci 
ates even more from the c. value of (DUB 77). Because a simul­
taneous fit m zero and non-zero magnetic field was performed 
also new values for the other coupling constants were obtained. 
It appeared that the new value of g does not agree with the 
value of (VAN 70). For the average shielding we obtain 
CI 
σ = 1078 ppm 
av 
a value that does not agree with the value observed by Saito. 
2 
Another reason to reject this fit is that the obtained χ is 
much higher than the previous fit. This is basically due to one 
zero field line, which deviates more than 3 kHz from the ob­
served position. 
In conclusion the new fit must be rejected for two reasons 
2 
first of all is the χ worse than in the old fit, and secondly 
the values for the new coupling constants deviate from previous 
results of other investigations wherever available. 
In addition we made an estimate of the fourth order Stark 
effect necessary to determine the position of the F =3/2 line. 
It appeared that its contribution is less than 500 Hz and hence 
negligible within the accuracy of the instrument. So we feel 
that the constants in Table 5.5 are reliable. 
The difference between the present investigation and the 
observations by Dubrulle <5t a^ originates probably in the fact 
that in the measurements of (DUB 77) the proton spin-rotation 
interaction is not included in the fit. Although the component 
of this tensor perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the mole­
cule is rather small, the component parallel to the symmetry 
axis can be quite large. In the comparable molecule CFH Wofsy 
et al obtained (WOF 71) 
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(MH +MÍL)/2 = 0 .8(15) kHz 
aa bo 
M H = 14.66(7) kHz 
cc 
If we assume that the geometry of the methyl group is not dis-
turbed by replacing F by CI, then in fact M does not change 
at all as can be seen from Table 5.1, and we believe that 
IT 
M will not change very much too, because the latter term 
is most sensitive to the electrons close to the nucleus. Conse-
tj 
quently in CH CI the value of M is expected to be approxi-
mately the same as the value given above. In (DUB 77) the au-
Cl thors observed a value for M of 7.0(16), which is clearly C C
 H 
smaller than the expected value for M . Another interaction 
that has to be taken into account, for K=3 states, is the 
proton-proton spin-spin interaction ; for the observed states 
it is about 3 kHz. We suggest that the spectrum of (DUB 77) 
has to be refitted, taking into account the interactions des-
cribed above. We think that a new fit will yield definitely 
different values for the chlorine spin-rotation constants. 
Dubrulle et ai use a method developed by Gierke and Flygare 
(GIE 72) for calculating σ, in a semi empirical way. Using the 
α 
measured spin rotation constants, they obtain 
CI CI 
σ,, - σ . = +276.2 ppm 
a value which is about 1/6 of the experimental value given in 
Table 5.5. 
Microwave absorption measurements by Vanderhart and 
Flygare (VAN 70) in a magnetic field of about 25 kG yielded 
values for g and χ., - χ. . Their values are reproduced in Table 
5.5. It is seen that both constants are in agreement with the 
present results. Because of higher resolution, however, the 
present results are more accurate. 
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Theoretical calculations by Bendazolli et al (BEN 73) 
using SCF-MO wavefunctions yield for the chlorine quadrupole 
coupling a value 
CI 
eqQ = 78Θ20 kHz 
This value differs by 6% from the present experimental value. 
Although they calculated the electric dipole moment, which 
involves <o ? r. o>, they did not calculste other one electron 
properties, such as the diamagnetic shielding, or the molecular 
quadrupole moment. 
In the present investigation we were not able to derive 
.. for methyl chloride, because g.. could not be determined. 
This tensor component can only be obtained in a transition with 
K^O. So it requires states with J > 1. Out of the Aj=+1 transi­
tions with K^O the one at the lowest frequency is the J =2 ->· 1 
К 1 1 
transition at about 53 GHz. This frequency is beyond the range 
of our apparatus, because the diameter of the cavity becomes 
too small to obtain a reasonable S/N ratio. A discussion of the 
possibilities is given in Sect. 5.9. 
Vanderhart and Flygare assume for g., a value of 0.305(20). 
This is based on the fact that for CH Br and CH I the observed 
value of g,. is approximately the same. The error in this assumed 
value for g.. is so large that a determination of θ does not 
yield a more accurate result than their value. 
CI CI 
The diamagnetic part of σ,, can be obtained if σ .. is 
ci " ci pl1 
known. To calculate σ .. we need M.. . Although this tensor com­
ponent is observed we do not believe that the value in (DUB 77) 
is reliable for reasons expained above. 
Dubrulle et al have calculated average nuclear shieldings 
for CI from measurements on chemical shifts by NMR spectros­
copy. The chemical shift is defined as the difference in nu-
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clear shielding of the nucleus in different (chemical) environ­
ments. They used the approximate relation for σ, given by Gierke 
d 
and Flygare, and the spin-rotation constants to determine σ . 
Ρ 
By adding these quantities they obtain the absolute shielding 
in CH CI, and from the chemical shifts other chlorine shiel-
dings are obtained. Since we believe that their values for the 
spin-rotation constants are wrong, also the paramagnetic contri­
butions in Table 4 of (DUB 77) to the chlorine shieldings should 
be revised. From the calculated value of σ^  in (DUB 77), 
d,av 
which is 1186 ppm, we can obtain σ ., in using the value of 
σ . in Table 5.5. In this way we obtain 
σ и = 248 ppm 
5.5 WATER DO 
The measurements on D O yielded more accurate values for the 
susceptibility anisotropy as well as an upper limit for the 
deuteron shielding. The values of the susceptibility constants 
X - X r Xi-i. - X a r e obtained using Eq(3.73).It is seen from л
аа
 л
а ЬЬ
 л
а ч •»» 
Table 5.6 that the present values agree with the less accurate 
values of Verhoeven (VER 69). For the deuteron shielding tensor 
components σ - σ and σ^ ^ - σ only an upper limit could be 
aa av bb av " 
obtained. 
One electron properties of the water molecules have been 
calculated recently by Dunning et al^  (DUN 72). They calculated 
-for the diamagnetic susceptibility tensor 
χ0 = -15.9ХІ0"
6
 cm
3/mole ) 
'
a a
 -6 3 
χ^  .. = -13.9x10 cm /mole 
' -6 3 
χ, = -14.8x10 cm /mole Ad,cc 
» 
3 -2 
*) 1 cm /mole = 1 erg G /mole 
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molecular 
constant 
)(
aa~
X
av 
Х
ЪЪ"
Х
а 
D D 
σ -σ 
aa av 
D D 
σ -σ 
ЪЪ av 
^.aa^d.av 
Х(і,ЪЪ"Х<і,г 
ref 
(VER 69) 
0. 
-0. 
15Ч12) 
Об6(1б) 
this 
work 
0.l6b8(2U) 
-0.0 ЗІ*(2І4) 
<132 
<257 
0.938(3) 
0.131(3) 
units 
10" cm /mole 
10~ cm /mole 
ppm 
ppm 
10" cm /mole 
10 cm /mole 
ТаЪІе 5-6 Molecular constants for DO from high field measurements 
From the observed susceptibilities for D O the corresponding 
susceptibilities for H O can be obtained using (VER 69) 
Xd,gg ( H2 0 ) = X d , g g
( D 2 0 ) + 4тШ<01 К1 0 > + 
+ n
el d 2 } [ Sga + V ( 5 Л 7 ) 
where (0,d,0) is the position of the CM of H O with respect to 
the CM of D20, and η the number of electrons in the molecule. 
The first term in the brackets can be obtained from the mole­
cular dipole moment of 1.85D (in the -b direction). Making this 
substitution to the diamagnetic contributions in Table 5.6 
yields 
2 x d , a a - Ч Ь Ь - X d , c c = 2-868(10) x l O ^ c r n V m o l e " 1 
2 x d , b b - X d , a
a
 -
 X d , c c = 0-282 (10) x l O ^ c m V m o l e " 1 
'These values agree with the theoretical values. Although the 
authors calculated the average shielding, they did not report 
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the anisotropic shielding, so a comparison cannot be made. 
5.6 SULPHUR DIOXIDE 
The Zeeman effect was measured by Pochan et al (РОС 69) and by 
Bhattacharyya and Dailey (BHA 69) in a Zeeman absorption 
spectrometer. There were rather large discrepancies in the com­
ponents of the susceptibility tensor in SO obtained by Pochan 
et al and by Bhattacharyya and Dailey and the results of ab-
initio calculations by Rothenberg and Schaefer (ROT 70). The 
discrepancies originated most probably in the overlap of the 
Zeeman components and Stark interference as a result of insuffi­
cient resolution of the spectrometers employed. 
In a molecular beam maser the resolution is about 50 times 
higher than in absorption spectrometers. In addition no Stark 
modulation is employed. In spite of a considerably lower field 
(8 kG in the present investigation versus 25 kG in (РОС 69)) we 
were able to observe both the molecular G-tensor and the sus­
ceptibility anisotropy as accurately as in the measurements of 
Pochan et al. The present results confirm Pochan's results 
(Table 5.7). 
It is seen that the molecular quadrupole moment, which can 
be calculated from the components of the G- and X-tensor using 
Eq(5.3) differs somewhat from the value calculated by Rothenberg 
and Schaefer. Although the sign for θ , θ and Θ agrees, 
aa bb cc 
the magnitude differs by 30-60%. 
Only low field measurements on SO have been performed, 
32 16 
High field measurements on the common isotope S О- would not 
lead to essentially new information, since it has no nuclear 
spins. 
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m o l e c u l a r 
c o n s t a n t 
g
a a 
*ЪЪ 
g
c c 
X
a a "
X
a v 
X b b " X a v 
X
c c ~
X
a v 
θ 
a a 
е
ъъ 
Θ 
cc 
r e f 
РОС 69 
- 0 . 6 0 3 7 ( 5 ) 
- 0 . 1 l 6 l ( 2 ) 
- 0 . С 6 2(1*) 
2 . 1 3 ( 1 8 ) 
1 . 0 2 ( 1 1 ) 
- 3 . 3 5 ( 2 5 ) 
- 5 . 3 ( 1 0 
1.3(1*) 
ι . .0(6) 
r e f 
BHA 69 
3 . 6 ( 1 2 ) 
-1 .1 . (5) 
-2 .1 . (6) 
- 6 . 6 ( 7 6 ) 
6 . 9 ( 8 3 ) 
- 2 . 3 ( 7 6 ) 
t h i s 
work 
-0 .601.3(3) 
-0 .11631.(12) 
- 0 . 0 6 8 6 5 ( 1 0 ) 
1 . 6 6 ( 4 
1 . 2 0 ( 3 ) 
- 3 . 0 6 ( 5 ) 
- i * . 9 1 ( 1 0 ) 
1 . 0 2 ( 3 ) 
3 . 8 6 ( 6 ) 
r e f 
POI 
- 6 . 
+ 1 . 
+ 5 . 
: 70 
66 
71 
17 
u n i t s 
run 
nm 
nm 
10~ cm /mole 
10~ cm /mole 
' 0 cm /mole 
- η "
6 2 i0 e s u . c m 
,,,-26 2 
10 e s u . c m 
i n - ? ë 2 10 esu .cm 
Table 5.7 Molecular constants for SO 
5.7 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 
The internal rotor H O is the simplest molecule that posesses 
internal rotation. It is therefore that in the past ten years 
many theoretical papers on this molecule were reported. 
The first ab-initio calculations on H O (on the barriers 
to internal rotation) were reported by Kaldor and Shavitt 
(KAL 66). The results agreed rather poorly with the experimen-
tal barriers. Since the theory has been improved considerably 
and the values for V . and especially V (see Chap. 3 and 
cis trans 
Fig. 3.3 for definition) obtained by Dunning and Winter (DUN 75) 
using Hartree-Fock type bas:s functions are in good agreement 
with the experimental values. 
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Until now only gross features as the total electronic 
energy and the internal rotor potential were examined. It is 
known that molecular constants such as the electronic dipole 
moment and the molecular quadrupole moment are more sensitive 
to the electronic wavefunctions than the energy. Consequently 
these one electron properties will lead to a better understan­
ding of the internal rotation in the molecule. 
For these reasons Zeeman measurements on hydrogen peroxide 
were performed to obtain the molecular quadrupole moment. From 
the studied transitions both the values of σ and y could 
be observed, as can be seen in Table 4.16. 
In zeroth order the rotational wavefunction is the sym­
metric rotor function as is shown by Hunt et al (HUN 64). This 
approximation is good to within 1% or better. The error in the 
X-,
v
 constants is of the order of 5% and hence we can safely use 
this approximation to obtain the expectation values 
<
τ|χ
;ι
, - X 3 J T > and <τ | χ - χ |τ> . It is seen from Table 
5.8 that within the experimental error 
molecular 
constant 
g
aa 
gbb 
g 
^сс 
X
aa
- X
av 
xbb~xav 
X
aa
+Xbb"2Xav 
®aa 
ъь 
сс 
observed 
value 
-0.053197 
-0.0Θ2Θ13 
0.646553 
2.80(12) 
3.84(22) 
6.42(16) 
-5.64(30) 
-5.39(35) 
11.02(46) 
units 
nm 
run 
nm 
-6 3 , 
10 cm /mole 
10 cm /mole 
10 cm /mole 
-26 2 
10 esu.cm 
-26 2 10 esu.cm 
-26 2 10 esu.cm 
τ=2 
τ=2 
τ=4 
Table 5.8 Molecular constants for H„0 
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<τ = 2 χ + χ - 2χ τ = 2> =<τ=4 χ +χ..-2χ τ=4> 1 л
аа
 Л
ЬЬ
 л
а ' ' ^ аа
 Л
ЬЬ
 л
а ' 
(5.17) 
In order to obtain the values for Θ it is necessary to know 
the components of the magnetic moment tensor. The error in the 
observed magnetic moment coupling constant is less than 1 part 
4 in 10 , so that to obtain the tensor components to the same 
accuracy we are no longer allowed to use the symmetric rotor 
approximation for the wavefunction, but higher order correc­
tions are needed. However to obtain the components of the mole­
cular quadrupole tensor we are allowed to calculate q ,σ, , 
aa bb 
and g in the symmetric rotor approximation, because the error 
in the components of Θ are determined by the (5%) error in the 
components of χ. In addition to the symmetric rotor approxi­
mation we have to assume that the G-tensor is not very sensi­
tive to the internal rotor state. This implies that we took 
<τ=2|α Ι τ =2> =<τ=4 q Ιτ=4> for a=a,b and с respectively. The 
values obtained in this way are given in Table 5.8. Because of 
the approximations used no errors are given in the components. 
It should be mentioned that for the components of the magnetic 
moment tensor only relative signs can be obtained. The sign of 
q is assumed to be the same as the sign of g in water. 
^cc cc 
The rotational constants needed in the calculation of the 
molecular quadrupole moment using Eq(5.3) are taken from Oelfke 
and Gordy (OEL 69). In spite of the approximations we necessa­
rily had to make, because no more data were available, we assume 
that the values for Θ Θ and θ in Table 5.8 are reliable 
aa bb cc 
subject to the error given there. This assumption is based upon 
the fact that for the other molecular constants, which are in­
dependent in first order of the internal rotation angle, the 
internal rotation effect is less than 10 (OEL 69). 
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A comparison of the molecular quadrupole moment with the 
quadrupole moment of H O as obtained by Verhoeven, points out 
that the values in hydrogen peroxide are somewhat larger, which 
is mainly due to the difference in the anisotropic susceptibi­
lity, in water (VER 69) 
χ - χ = -0.066(16)xl0~6 ergG- mole"1 
χ.. - Χ = +0.154(8) ΧΙΟ"6 ergG^mole"1 bb av 
which are considerably lower than the values obtained for H O 
We expect that a dependence of G on the internal rotation 
state should be observable in the present apparatus, because 
-4 the accuracy of the coupling constants is in the order of 10 
A dependence can, however only be obtained when g values for 
JK 
a variety of J,К and τ are available. In spite of the fact that 
the hydrogen peroxide is very rich of lines, other interesting 
transitions (for low J-values) occur only at frequencies of 67 
GHz and higher. Transitions at these frequencies can be measured 
in a polar magnet using flat resonators instead of the common 
cylindrical cavities. 
Another possibility is to study the isotopie forms D O 
and HOOD. One disadvantage of these molecules is that the ro­
tational spectrum is not very well known. For HOOD the observed 
microwave rotation-inversion spectrum has not been understood 
yet (MAS 60), while the interesting transitions (with low J) 
for D O occur all at high frequencies (above 50 GHz (OEL 69)). 
5.8 METHYL ALCOHOL 
In Chap. 4 we mentioned the fact that for the studied E-type 
transitions (J,K=2) -»• (J,K=1) the linewidth was much larger in 
zero field than in a magnetic field. We shall now explain these 
broad features. 
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Let І^ be the angular momentum operator associated with the 
proton in the OH group and I the total spin of the protons in 
the methyl group. Let further the coupling scheme be ^=11+1, 
and F^ F,+1-,· A s discussed by Heuvel (HEU 72) this coupling 
scheme is the most likely one. 
The Ε-type levels have I =1/2. So every rotational E-state 
with J>0 consists out of four hyperfine levels, (F=J+1,J,J
r
J-l 
respectively), each level is doubly degenerated (K-degeneracy). 
Intensity calculations for the Ε-type transitions show that the 
hyperfine spectrum should consist of four strong lines with 
ΔΓ=ΔΓ =0 and a number of weaker lines. The relative intensity 
of the weaker lines is such that they disappear in the noise 
(ELL 74). The observed "line" especially for J=2 is so broad 
that four lines distributed arbitrarily within the frequency 
range of the line shape should clearly give structure to the 
"line". 
This reasoning is correct if both rotational J,K-states 
consist of four hyperfine levels, all doubly degenerated. For 
K=l, however, the degeneracy is lifted by the δ -terms (HEU 
Kl 
72) . Hence instead of four lines the J -»• J transition con­
sists out of eight ΔΡ=ΔΡ =0 lines. Eight lines with a line-
width of about 6-8 kHz each can give a line shape, which cor­
responds to the observed "line". 
Because of the lack of any structure in the observed spec­
tra, combined with the fact that each spectrum consists of eight 
single lines, it is not possible to draw conclusions about the 
coupling constants that constitute the spectrum. 
Zeeman measurements on these transitions show that the 
motional Stark effect is trie most important interaction in these 
states, because Ε-type levels with K^O have first order Stark 
effect similar to that in symmetric rotors. The Stark energy in 
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methyl alcohol is given in Eq.(4.2). 
The transitions discussed in this section have been ob-
served in interstellar space (BAR 7 3). The astronomical obser-
vations showed structure on the transitions, which is clearly 
not observed in the zero field laboratory measurements. There-
fore it was suggested that the splittings could be due to a 
magnetic field. 
The present observation indicates that, since the most im-
portant magnetic interaction is the motional Stark effect, a 
magnetic splitting is quite improbable. Typical velocities of 
10-100 km/s, which are present in interstellar clouds, would 
require a magnetic field of several gauss in order to observe 
a shift of only 4-40 kHz. Observations on interstellar OH, which 
has a magnetic moment of about one Bohr magneton point out that 
the magnetic fields in interstellar clouds are always in the 
order of mG. Consequently the splitting of the spectral lines 
in methyl alcohol lines is not due to the Zeeman effect. A more 
reasonable explanation for the splitting is that the different 
lines are due to different parts of the cloud, moving with a 
different radial velocity, so that the observed lines are in 
fact lines shifted by the Doppler effect. 
5.9 DISCUSSION 
In closing it is worthwhile to evaluate the possibilities and 
shortcomings of our spectrometer for studying weak magnetic 
interactions by beam maser spectroscopy. This section is divided 
into two parts. The first describes the machine effects and the 
second part discusses the molecular properties that can be 
obtained. 
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5.9.1 Machine effects 
The frequency range of the machine is from 8-45 GHz. The low 
frequency limit (8 GHz) is caused by the geometry. The diameter 
of the bore in the superconducting magnet determines the maximum 
diameter of (cylindrical) cavities. Although measurements on 
fluoroform at 41.3 GHz proved to be successful, we believe that 
the upper limit for beam maser experiments using cylindrical 
cavities is about 45 GHz. At higher frequencies the cavity dia­
meter becomes so small that the accompanying loss in intensity 
of the beam passing through it and hence in the sensitivity 
makes detection of maser signals impossible. A way out is to 
use a parallel disk resonator. This type of resonator is not 
suitable for the superconducting magnet for two reasons. First 
of all the useful space in the present magnet is only about 4 
cm, while for a reasonable Q-factor the diameter of the reso­
nator disks should be 8-10 cm. The other reason is that the 
field is homogeneous over a region of 17 cm along the axis and 
12 mm in diameter. So the beam width should not exceed 12 mm 
resulting in a low filling factor of the resonator. 
Most of the measurements at high field were performed as 
ΔΜ=0 transitions. A complication in this type of transitions 
is that usually many hyperfine lines overlap. Without any 
knowledge of the spectrum a determination of the coupling con­
stants becomes then difficult as is illustrated in Sect.5.3.2 
for the 2 -*• 1 transition in CF H. The usually larger split -
tings of the ΔΜ=+1 transitions cause another problem. As the 
molecular g-factor can produce a considerable Zeeman effect at 
a field of 70 kG, the line broadening due to the field inhomo-
geneity may become a serious problem. In the measurements on 
ammonia (Sect. 4.1.1) it turned out to be so large that a 
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determination of the nitrogen nuclear shielding was not possible. 
In several experiments the state scrambler proved to be a 
powerful tool to repopulate Zeeman levels depleted by the action 
of the state selector. The occupation of the repopulated levels, 
however, depends on the type of transitions that have to be in­
duced in the scrambler. When |ΔΜ|>1 transitions are necessary 
the repopulation has to occur in more than one step, which 
makes the transition more difficult to take place. 
Calculations on molecular orbits in a state selector show 
that the gain in (S/N)-ratio stems from an increase of the 
number of molecules of the focussed levels rather than a 
decrease of the number of molecules of the defocussed levels. 
In all of the studied transitions, where scrambling was neces­
sary all levels of the lowest state had negative Stark effect. 
Using a selector with ЭЕ/Эг<0 all these levels are focussed and 
consequently all hyperfine transitions can be measured in the 
cavity. However, also the levels of the upper state with nega­
tive Stark effect are focussed, but in general the Stark effect 
of these levels differs from the Stark effect of the lower 
levels resulting in different focussation properties, so that 
by adjusting the selector voltage the S/N-ratio of a hyperfine 
transition can be optimized as in the case of fluoroform (Sect. 
4.1.2). 
5.9.2 Molecular effects 
The high field measurements have proved that various weak mag­
netic interactions in diamagnetic molecules become evident at 
fields of 70 kG, which are unobservable at fields of 10 kG. In 
the first place we succeeded to measure the nuclear shielding 
for fluorine in CF H, for chlorine in CH CI and for hydrogen in 
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NH . The proton shielding for CF H and CH Cl was not observed, 
because its effect was too small, such that only an upper limit 
could be obtained. We have seen in Sect. 5.1 that the spin-
rotation constant and paramagnetic shielding are related. From 
many molecules containing methyl groups it is known that the 
proton spin-rotation interaction is small. Consequently the 
proton shielding is also expected to be weak, and its effect, 
even at 70 kG, is only marginal. 
The magnetic susceptibility anisotropy is another molecu­
lar interaction that can ue very well measured even when it is 
small, as m the case of NH and CF H. The susceptibility 
gives an effect quadratic in the magnetic field, so that its 
contribution to the energy at 70 kG is about 50 times higher 
than at 10 kG. From the more accurate value of the susceptibi­
lity a more accurate value of the molecular quadrupole moment 
can be derived. Normally the error in the susceptibility deter­
mines completely the error in Θ,. . For symmetric tops the calcu­
lation of .. requires g.. , a quantity that can only be measured 
when K^0. Molecules in these states have linear Stark effect as 
discussed in Sect. 4.1.2 for the J = 1 •*- 2 transition in 
fluoroform. For most of the interesting symmetric rotors the 
frequency of the rotational transitions involving K/O occur at 
high frequencies (above 45 GHz). The problems with these high 
frequencies is discussed in the previous section. 
In a review by Flygare and Benson (FLY 71) on measured 
Zeeman effects in various diamagnetic molecules the authors 
state that the molecular cubic and quartic susceptibility pro-
3 4 portional to H and H respectively are unobservable at fields 
of 20 kG. We performed a number of measurements in which at 
various fields the Zeeman effect was observed, and never mea-
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sured a contribution of these terms. So we believe that these 
effects may safely be neglected for the molecules studied. For 
more complicated molecules a contribution due to these terms 
might be expected. The components of the tensors responsable 
for these interactions are complicated functions of the elec-
tronic charge distribution and do not give interesting infor-
mation. 
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APPENDIX I The coefficients с ^ (I ) 
23 T 
Γξ 
The coefficients c. (I ) introduced in Sect. 3.1.1 form a 
•'' 23 transformation matrix from the basis functions χ (I ) to 
Γξ "^ З
 т 
new basis functions χ. (I ) that belong to the irreducible re­
presentations of the S -group. The transformation of the 
Γξ 
χ. (I ) under the operators of S is given in Eqs(3.13). To ob-
3 Γξ 
tain the coefficients c. (I ) we must know how the (I ,1 ) 
3 r Ιο -ι Τ ζ j Τ 
basis functions transform under the basic operations of S . 
Once we have the transformation matrices we can find out what 
the coefficients are. 
Consider the basisfunctions I^,I_> for a given value of 
1
 23 Τ ^ 
I . Then we have for the (2 3) operation 
(23) |( з>і2з т> = l í i a V W i V 
And from the properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient fol-
lows 
I +1 - I-
(23) I c w i ^ y = (-υ Id^i^y 
(A-l) 
For the other basic operation (132) we get 
(132) К з^з т* = l^iVbaW -
I ' 
Σ ("Ι) 2 3 [ ( 2 Ι 2 3 + 1 ) ( 2 Ι · -Ы)]'5 ¡ \ τ·ν Ч з ) , { τ τ ) τ . Ι 1 > 
Ι ' ) _ _ _ ί | U 2 1 3 í l 2 3 1 l 1 T 
1
 γ Υ 23; 
(Α-2) 
The matrix of the (132) operator has the eigenvalues 1 for A 
and A as we know from Eq(3.13a) and (3.13b), and the eigen­
values e- for Ε-type functions. This matrix can be diago-
nalized and the transformation matrix contains the coefficients 
Γξ 
с (I ). The basis functions for the eigenvalue 1 can be of 
23 
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A or A type. From Eq.(3.13a) we must have for the A type 
functions 
A A 
(23) χ 111
τ
) = χ 1llTì 
For simplicity we have dropped the index j in the equation 
above. 
Subst i tut ing the expansion (3.12) and using Eq (A-l) gives 
Σ
Ι 2 + Ι 3 " Ι 2 3 A l V A l 
I (-1) 4 ( IT ) XI < V ^
 ci (Ιτ)χι ( Ιτ ) 
^З
 I23 T 123 T І2з
 I23 T I23 T 
Taking on both sides the inner product with X , (I ) gives 
23 
Чз
 Ai Ai 
(-1) с ) (I ) = с J (I ) 
23 23 Al So с ,(I ) = 0 unless I' is chosen such that I +1 -I' is even. 
For the A type basis functions I +1 -I' must be odd. The E 
type functions belonging to the eigen value e- are related 
via (23) as given in Eq(3.13c). We obtain 
(23)XE'1(IT) = X
E
'
2(IT) 
Substituting Eq(3.12) and using Eq(A-l) gives 
c ^ d ) = (-1)І2+ 3 І 2 3 cE'2(I ) (A-3) 
23 23 
In case that the multiplicity of an irreducible representation 
for a given I is at most one, the functions are uniquely de­
termined by the desired transformation properties in Eq(3.13). 
If, however the multiplicity of an irreducible representation 
is two or more, a unique solution is not possible. The coeffi-
ГЕ 
cients с J* (I ) for I =1/2, 1 and 3/2 calculated using the 
23 
method here are given in Table A.l. 
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ч 
1/2 
1 
3/2 
τ
τ 
3/2 
1/2 
3 
2 
1 
0 
9/2 
7/2 
5/2 
3/2 
1/2 
Symmetry 
A l 
E 
Α
ι 
E 
A1 + E 
A 2 
A i 
E 
A i + E 
A1 + A 2 + E 
E 
Ьз 
1 
1 
0 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
0 
1 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
0 
2 
1 
23 1 2 з ^гз Ι 2 3 
1 
4 4 
-4 -4 
1 
/Ι /Ι 
' 2 ν2 
< Α · Ί 
1 
1 
'2 *2 
• А А 
/— АЛ 
4 5 ''ЗО ^30 
v i -x/I 
Д- _/2_ ./.2 
15 'ЗО ^30 
-4 0 ^ 'h 
^ l ^ 1 2 ^ 1 2 
" ' l o 0 «Ίο ^ 
" 4 -^TI ^12 
A A 
/I /L 
Table A-l. The coefficients c\ for Y nuclear spin 1/2, 1, 3/2. 
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APPENDIX II The coupling constants for symmetric tops of the form XY for IV=S. 
Coupling constant 
Spin-rotation 
X - nucleus 
Spin-rotation 
Spin-эріп 
X - Y 
Spin-spin 
Y - Y 
Quadrupóle 
moment Χ 
Molecular 
G-tensor 
Molecular 
Suscept ib i l i ty 
Isotropic nucí. 
Shielding -Χ 
Anisotropic nucí. 
Shielding -Χ 
Isotropic nucí. 
Shielding -Y 
Anisotropic nucí. 
Shielding Y 
Symbol 
'ί. 
<. 
ί 
'Ζ 
4 
ч 
ч 
χ 
"av 
* 
Υ 
"av 
i 
^ааЧь 
Y Y 
•""ааЧь 
ι ^ Γ u ^ U г м ^ ι M " 11 1
 j ( J + l ) l M c c ^ ' " а а 1 ^ 1 
ι . .^ Г м ^ -UitA* і м ^ i l *~ .'. í ftjp « ^ Ì 
' J ( J + l ) [ M c c ^ ' " а а ' ^ Ь 1 1 2 ак,1<Ма«"НЬЬ ) 
W X ' Y 3K2 3 . 2 . . . ( - 1 ) ^ . - , 2 , . 
2 2 
ew4 J ( J + 1 ' 
[ i - з к 2 
1
 J(J+1) 
_X ι . з к 2 , 
^
 l l
 - J f j+i ) 1 
9 i + j ( j + i ) i g i r ' i ' 
r . 3K2 , 1 , 
[ 1
 - J U + l ) ' 3 ( X 1 ^ ' 
2 X I X 
Τ
 0
ι
 +
 Ι °ιι 
^ - J Î Ï « ) 1 Ï < » I - V 
} -L * 4 + -L· 
' i^Xb-L'-^^K.!^-^ 
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APPENDIX III The rotational hamlltonian in H O 
In the coordinate system of Fig. 3.2 the rotational hamiltonian 
for hydrogen peroxyde in the notation of Sect. 3.3.1 becomes 
ef f 2 ïf = R.A .R + F Ρ + 2FPp R + V(a) (A-4) 
rot — = а а 
Hunt et al_ (HUN 64) apply a transformation of the type 
0 0 
a 
Ρ 
ЛИ 
К w 
w i t h 
k ( a ) 
= P' - k t a î R ' 
ι / ' Wo 
\ 0 -
du (a) 
da P a 
cos u(a) sin u(a) || R¿ I (A-5) 
sin u(a) cos u(a)/ XR' 
in the present notation. As a result on the new basis the 
coupling between Ρ and R is reme 
substituting Eq.(A-5) into (A-4) 
moved, as can easiTy be seen by 
a 
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Samenvatting 
In dit proefschrift wordt het Zeeman effect onderzocht aan een­
voudige moleculen, zoals gemeten met behulp van een moleculaire 
bundel maser. Voor de Zeeman metingen stonden twee magneten ter 
beschikking: een conventionele electromagneet voor metingen bij 
lage velden (tot 8.7 kG) en een supergeleidende magneet voor 
metingen bij hoge velden (tot 70 kG). 
Daar de sterke magnetische effecten in de meeste interes­
sante moleculen reeds vrij nauwkeurig bekend waren, was het on­
derzoek hoofdzakelijk gericht op de zwakke magnetische inter­
acties: de moleculaire magnetische susceptibiliteit en de nu­
cleaire afscherming (shielding). Uit de grote hoeveelheid mole-
o 
culen kozen we voor 1 de interessante en nog weinig onderzoch­
te groep van symmetrische tollen van het С -type (n.l. NH , 
CF H en CH Cl) 2 de asymmetrische "waterachtige" moleculen 
D„0 en SO , als vervolg op de metingen van Verhoeven, en ten-
o 
slotte 3 de eenvoudigste interne rotatoren, te weten H O en 
CH OH, waarvan tot nu toe magnetisch nog niets bekend was. 
De gebruikte machine is wezenlijk dezelfde als die welke 
gebruikt is door Verhoeven. Als bron is nu een nozzle gebruikt, 
in een enkel geval is gewerkt met een zogeheten seeded beam. 
In sommige gevallen bleek het noodzakelijk gebruik te maken van 
een zogenaamde "scrambler" (klutser) om niet bezette hyperfijne 
niveau's, welke voor de bepaling van de koppelingsconstanten 
essentieel zijn, te herbezetten. 
In het derde hoofdstuk is een algemene theorie gegeven 
voor de symmetrisatie van de hyperfijn en Zeeman hamiltonian 
toepasbaar op elk willekeurig С -molecuul van het type XY . 
Tevens zijn de matrix elementen van de diverse interacties in 
deze hamiltoniaan berekend, uitgedrukt in de koppelingsconstan-
ten. 
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De frequenties van de lijnen van de gemeten overgangen en 
de daaruit bepaalde waarden voor de koppelingsconstanten zijn 
gegeven in hoofdstuk vier. Uit deze koppelingsconstanten kunnen, 
mits voldoende overgangen gemeten zijn de tensorcomponenten 
van de betreffende interactie worden berekend. 
In het laatste hoofdstuk worden de tensoren bediscussieerd. 
Uit het moleculair magnetisch moment en de susceptibiliteit 
kan het moleculair quadrupool moment worden bepaald en uit de 
spin-rotatie tensor en de totale shielding de diamagnetische 
shielding. Zowel het moleculair quadrupool moment als de dia-
magnetische shielding zijn grootheden die door theoretici met 
behulp van ab-initio methoden kunnen worden berekend uit de 
electronische golffunctie. Beide grootheden zijn aanmerkelijk 
gevoeliger voor de electronische golffunctie dan de totale 
energie van het molecuul en vormen daardoor een betere test 
voor de betrouwbaarheid van deze functie. 
Van de onderzochte moleculen kon steeds de susceptibili-
teit gemeten worden. De shielding werd met name onderzocht voor 
symmetrische tollen. Voor zwaardere kernen (fluor, stikstof, 
chloor) namen we de shielding waar, maar voor waterstof bleek 
in de meeste gevallen het effect te klein zelfs bij een magneet-
veld van 70 kG. 
Om alle tensorcomponenten te bepalen is het noodzakelijk 
dat meer dan één rotatieovergang wordt onderzocht. Voor de 
meeste van de hier bestudeerde moleculen liggen deze overgangen 
dikwijls bij hoge frequenties (boven 45 GHz). Toekomstige ex-
perimenten zullen zich met name hier op moeten richten. 
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